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“May there be peace to the Heavens,
 peace to the sky, and peace to the atmosphere.

May there be peace on the Earth
and peace in the waters.

May there be peace to the forests
and peace to the mountains.

May there be peace to the plants,
animals and to all creatures.
May we all live in peace.
Om peace, peace, peace.”
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Inner peace is the cornerstone for external

peace all over the world. Unless one

achieves peace individually one will never

be able to partake in larger peace

processes.

Peace is not just the absence of violence; it is also the presence

of justice at all levels of life - - justice so that people have equal

rights to the limited natural resources and clean environment

in the world; justice so that people have equal rights to

information and knowledge; and justice so that people have

a share of the development process.

The book written by Pujya Swamiji which addresses

attainment of peace on all levels such as individual, family,

community, world peace and peace for the Earth truly

deserves accolades. This holistic approach of integrating an

individual with the family; the family with the community;

and the community with the world at large through the

process of peace will go a long way to pave the path towards

a world which is equitable and free from all conflicts. The

book, which goes in-depth towards peace from the micro to

the macro level, is a pointer towards the right direction in

spreading the message of peace.

My association with Swamiji in promoting peace and non-

violence, focusing on commonalities of faith and developing

mutual respect for differences, through many “Yatras” has

made me a firm believer of “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam” –

“The World Is One Family”.

This well researched book is not only a mandatory reading

for all but it should be treated as the guiding philosophy

behind attaining individual peace and translating that into

world peace.

Shri Mohanlal Mittal
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We have taller buildings but shorter tempers,

wider freeways, but narrower viewpoints.

We spend more, but have less.

We buy more, but enjoy less.

We have bigger houses and smaller families,

more conveniences, but less time.

We have more degrees but less sense,

more knowledge, but less judgment,

more experts, yet more problems,

more medicine, but less health.

We have multiplied our possessions, but reduced our values.

We talk too much, love too seldom, and hate too often.

We’ve learned how to make a living, but not a life.

We’ve added years to life not life to years.

We’ve been all the way to the moon and back,

but have trouble crossing the street to meet a new neighbor.

We conquered outer space but not inner space.

We’ve done larger things, but not better things.

We’ve cleaned up the air, but polluted the soul.

We’ve conquered the atom,  but not our prejudice.

We build more computers to hold more information,

to produce more copies than ever,

but we communicate less and less

These are the times of  fast foods and slow digestion,

big men and small character,

steep profits and shallow relationships.

These are the days of  two incomes but more divorce,

fancier houses, but broken homes.

These are days of  quick trips, disposable diapers,

throwaway morality, one night stands,

overweight bodies, and pills that do everything from cheer, to quiet, to kill.

Author unknown

Peace in the New MillenniumPeace in the New MillenniumPeace in the New MillenniumPeace in the New MillenniumPeace in the New Millennium

Each year our scientific and technological, medical and mechanical

prowess increases. Each year our newfound skills and feats -- defying

assumed fundamental laws of  nature which limit man’s power -- dwarf

the achievements of  years passed.

Each year, in full pride and glory, we break through yet another layer

of the glass ceiling, accomplishing tasks previously deemed impos-

sible. Each year the number of  people saved by astonishing advances

in science and technology increases exponentially.

Yet, simultaneously and perhaps not coincidentally, each year the num-

ber of  people killed, maimed and terrorized by violence in the name

of  religion also increases. Each year, the number of  children orphaned

needlessly, senselessly by crimes of  hate, crimes of  terror and crimes

of  revenge scales new heights.

We pat ourselves on the back as smallpox and polio are eradicated,

sparing the lives of  innumerable children. Yet, the streets of  countless

cities worldwide teem with wandering, starving, begging orphans whose

parents were killed in the name of  God.

The irony of  the modern age is unprecedented. Countries across the

world spend billions of  dollars on research to prevent untimely deaths

due to illness, injury and even old age, followed by billions of  dollars

implementing the vaccination, inoculation and treatment programs.

Yet, perhaps blind to the contradiction and hypocrisy or blinded by

their own fear and power, these same countries spend billions of  dol-

lars on missiles, guns, bombs, fighter jets, armies, navies, submarines

and tanks designed to obliterate the lives of  the greatest number of
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“We must be the change we want to see in the world.”

                                               Mahatma Gandhi

people in the least amount of  time.

Peace – in our world, in our communities, in our families and within

ourselves --has become the greatest need, a common catchphrase,

and yet the scarcest commodity. “World Peace” has become a slogan,

printed on bumperstickers, t-shirts, posters and benefit rock concert

billboards. Yet, paradoxically, despite the proliferation of  peace para-

phernalia, we don’t seem to be any closer with each passing year.

Without peace – both inner and outer – all else is meaningless.  We

can spend millions of  dollars building posh downtown centers in our

cities, but if  we are at war with another country, they will bomb those

centers to ashes in a second.  We can spend thousands of  dollars

building beautiful homes, but if  our neighborhood is violent, our win-

dows will be smashed and our new lawns destroyed.  We can work

hard and successfully at our jobs, but if  we come home to turmoil in

the home, there is no joy in the success obtained at work, for there is

no one with whom to share it.  We can devote ourselves to obtaining

a top education, the highest credentials and a beautiful figure. How-

ever, if  we are miserable inside, no outer achievement will ever pacify

us.

Lao-Tse, the founder of  Taoism and one of  the greatest spiritual phi-

losophers said it beautifully:

If  there is to be peace in the world,

there must be peace in the nations.

If  there is to be peace in the nations,

there must be peace in the cities.

If  there is to be peace in the cities,

there must be peace between neighbours.

If  there is to be peace between neighbours,

there must be peace in the home.

If  there is to be peace in the home,

there must be peace in the heart.

Until we can accomplish the goal of  living peacefully and lovingly

side by side with all of  creation, we will never fulfill our greatest hu-

man potential, regardless of  whether we vacation in space, travel the

speed of sound, or defy death.

How to do it, though? What is the answer?

In this book I will address 5 aspects of peace:

1. Peace within ourselves

2. Peace in our families

3. Peace in our communities

4. Peace in the world

5. Peace on the Earth

As rungs on the ladder of  eternal harmony, the aspects have to be

taken in that sequential order.  Even if  our ultimate goal is only world

peace, still we must start at the bottom, with ourselves. For if  we are

not in peace personally, the best we can hope to achieve for the world

is the same temporary, fleeting facade of  peace that we have achieved

for ourselves. As Mahatma Gandhi so eloquently put it: “We must be

the change we want to see in the world.”
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Part 1:Part 1:Part 1:Part 1:Part 1:

Internal PeaceInternal PeaceInternal PeaceInternal PeaceInternal Peace
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His Holiness the Dalai Lama has said, “Although at-

tempting to bring about world peace through the internal

transformation of  individuals is difficult, it is the only way.”1

Let us begin then, with how to create peace inter-

nally.

When you are in peace, you exude peace, you mani-

fest peace, you spread peace. When you are in pieces, you exude pieces,

manifest pieces and spread pieces.  Ironically it seems that day by day

we become less and less peaceful internally while we are yearning more

and more to be calm and centered. Our tempers have become shorter.

We have to take pills to alleviate our own anxiety and to help us sleep

at night. Yet, each day we are striving, searching, hungering for inner

peace.

Peace is, however, not something for which we have to search. Peace

is our basic, most fundamental nature. We feel restless, anxious, dis-

tressed and agitated due to the covering of  our golden peace with the

dirt of  various emotions, characteristics and habits.

The Golden Buddha -- Our True Nature
There is a beautiful story of  a temple in Thailand where for years people

worshipped what they thought was a clay statue of  the Buddha. One day, by

mere chance, one of  the workers who was cleaning the statue discovered that

beneath inches of  tightly packed clay, the statue was actually solid gold.

Centuries ago, to protect it from looters and invaders, the Buddhists had

covered the Golden Buddha with clay. None of  those who knew its true

form survived the invasion and onslaught. Hence, all worshippers thereafter

Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1
Introduction to Inner PeaceIntroduction to Inner PeaceIntroduction to Inner PeaceIntroduction to Inner PeaceIntroduction to Inner Peace
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assumed the image was one of  clay, until the day, hundreds of  years later

that the pure gold core was discovered.

The same is true with our own lives. We are golden. We are divine. We

are pure and holy. We are the embodiment of  peace itself. At our core.

However, that golden core has been covered by layer upon layer of

greed, ego, attachment, anger, jealousy, illusion and desire such that

we have come to believe that we are made of  these emotions. We have

forgotten our true nature.

When we get in touch with our internal divinity, we not only tap into

the infinite well of  peace within us, but we also become instruments

of  peace for the world.

There is a beautiful prayer by St. Francis of  Assisi which is perfect for

anyone looking for internal, everlasting peace or hoping to lead the

world into a brighter future.

Lord, make me an instrument of  thy peace.

Where there is hatred, let me sow love;

Where there is injury, pardon;

Where there is doubt, faith.

Where there is despair, hope.

Where there is darkness, light;

Where there is sadness, joy.

O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek

to be consoled as to console,

to be understood as to understand

to be loved as to love.

For it is in giving that we receive,

It is in pardoning that we are pardoned.

It is in dying [our ego, our sense of  self] that we are born to eternal life.

1 From Foreword to “Peace is Every Step” by Thich Nhat Hanh, 1991, Bantam.
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“I want peace. I want peace, you say. Just remove the I

and remove the Want, and only peace will remain.”

  Chapter 2:  Chapter 2:  Chapter 2:  Chapter 2:  Chapter 2:
I want PeaceI want PeaceI want PeaceI want PeaceI want Peace

The mantra of  today seems to be “I want peace.” “I want peace.”  Every

day people tell me this. They all say, “Swamiji. I want peace. Tell me

how to find it.”

The obstacle and the solution are buried in the statement. Listen: I

want peace. What do we have? An “I”, a “want” and a “peace.” If  you

remove the “I” and the “want”, what is left? Peace.  You do not have

to look for peace, find peace or create peace. All you have to do is

remove the “I” and remove the “want” and peace stands there, in its

full glory, as divine nectar for all the world to imbibe.  It is the “I” and

the “want” which obscure this treasure from our view and prevent us

from reveling in the truth of  our own peaceful natures.

The key to internal peace, then, is not to go out in search of  it, but

rather to quietly, sincerely and devotedly work to remove the “I” and

the “want” so that peace can be found.

Yet, how to remove these?

REMOVING THE “I” – OUR EGO

First let’s talk about the “I.” I is one of  the greatest obstacles to peace.

I is our ego.  I is our sense of  ownership, doership and pride.  This I

says, “I want to be in the center.”
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“Everything is set. We have tea sets, TV sets, sofa sets,

video sets, but we ourselves are upset. Everything is set

and we are upset.”

Isn’t it true?  We always want to be the ones getting the glory, the

appreciation, the prestige.  Even when we don’t do anything, still we

want to be appreciated.  This is our downfall.

Calm your Pose:
Once, a woman came to see me when I was visiting Chicago. She told

me that she was stressed and tense. She said that in order to sleep at

night she took pills called “Compose” (a medicine for anxiety and

insomnia prescribed in India). I told her that she did not need to take

Compose. “Just calm your pose,” I said.  “And you will sleep beauti-

fully at night and be peaceful all day.”

If  we are peaceful inside, humble inside and sincere inside, then noth-

ing outside can take away our peace. So, the first message is, “Calm

your pose and you will never need to take Compose.”

Usually, though, we do the opposite. We pose our calm. We put on

airs of  being wise, aware, centered and peaceful. We want others to

look at us and think that we are calm and serene. However, inside we

are steaming; our anger, greed and envy have grabbed the reins of  our

lives and are steering us in violent, corrupt, dishonest, adharmic and

anxiety-ridden directions.

Surrender
So what to do? The answer is surrender. Become humble. Realize

everything is due only to God.

In India, in every village or on the outskirts of  every village there is a

temple.  I remember when I was young, and it is still mostly true

today, that first thing in the morning everyone would go to the temple.

Before beginning the day’s tasks, everyone went to the temple, and
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took 3 parikramas (performing a circumambulation around the deity

of  God).  The point of  this was not merely ritual.  Walking around

God 3 times signified, “God, I am about to go out and perform my

duties, but I know that everything I do is only because of  your grace.

So, let me always keep You in the center, let me remember that every-

thing is for You and because of  You.”

Then, in the evenings, before returning home, once again, everyone

stopped at the temple on the way home from work. “God if  during

the day I have forgotten that You are the center of  everything, please

forgive me.  When I go home to my family, please help me remember

to keep You in the center instead of  trying to keep myself  in the

center.”  This tradition still occurs in almost every village, especially

the small ones, every day.  People in these small villages have very little

in terms of  material possessions or comforts.  Most of  them live be-

low Western standards of  poverty. But, they are in peace.  Why?  Be-

cause they have God in the center of  their lives.

We have everything these days.  Everything is set.  We have tea sets,

TV sets, sofa sets, video sets, but we, ourselves, are upset.  Everything

is set and we are up-set.  Why?  Because of  this I that tries to keep us

in the center of  everything.

There is a beautiful mantra which is perfect for eliminating the ego

and surrendering to God.  The mantra says:
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This means, “Oh Lord….whatever I have done, whatever actions I

have performed through my speech, through my mind (anything I’ve

thought), through my intellect (anything I’ve planned, achieved or

understood), through my hands or body or through any of  my senses,

therefore anything at all I have performed, perceived or thought, it is

all due to Your divine grace and I lay it all humbly at Your holy feet.”

By chanting this mantra, sincerely, deeply and devotionally every night,

we remove any vestiges of  ego which may still be lingering, clinging

and preventing us from being in peace.

We are only the tools
Our ego thinks: “Oh, I am so successful at my job. I am so good. No-

one could do what I do as well as I do it . I am the best.”  But, the

truth is that we only go to work, God works.  We can do nothing

without His grace.  One minute we may be at our desks, acting like

king of  the world.  The next minute, if  one nerve, just one micro-

scopic nerve in our brain fails, we will no longer be able to speak,

write or even feed ourselves.

So the truth that we all must realize, as difficult as it may be for our

egos, is that we merely pawns in His hands. We are clay in the hands

of  the Divine Sculptor.  As long as He wants us to succeed, we will

continue succeeding. As long as He wants our hearts to continue beat-

ing, they will beat.

Of  course this realization does not exempt us from working diligently.

It does not release us from responsibility. We must fulfill our duties to

the best of  our abilities. We must be sincere in every undertaking.

However, the sincerity and assiduousness with which we work is our

own duty, our own sadhana. The fruits of  that labor are in His hands

alone. We must realize we have no control over them.

When we truly surrender our lives, our actions and our work to Him
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“Bend the I and make it a bridge. Bend your ego.

Become humble and bridge the chasms that divide us.”

then our little, individual I becomes merged in the big I, the universal

I, the divine I.  Our lives become as drops of  water that merge into

the Divine Ocean. The tension, the stress, the arrogance and the sepa-

rateness melt instantaneously and we become bathed by the great

Ocean of  Peace.

Bend the I, Make it a Bridge
So, ideally we remove this I, which is dividing us from our own true

selves, dividing families and dividing nations.   Yet this is very diffi-

cult.  Living in the world today, it can seem nearly impossible to com-

pletely remove the sense of  “me” “mine” and “I”.

So the next best option is to take this “I” and transform it from being

an obstacle to peace, a hindrance between us and this peace we seek

into something that is conducive to peace . How?

When I stands vertically it is an obstacle, a wall.  It creates borders,

barriers and boundaries between ourselves and others.  A vertical “I”

represents the strong, unshakeable, tenacious and unyielding ego.

But if  we take this “I” and turn it sideways, making it horizontal, then

it becomes a bridge – between our families, our communities, and

our nations.  We must let this “I” become a bridge in the service of

the world.  If  we keep standing so arrogantly, tall and proud as the

vertical I, then we will always stand alone.  If, however, we turn this

“I” sideways, if  we say, “Let me be a bridge, let me bridge chasms

instead of creating them, let me stand smaller than others instead of

always trying to stand tallest, let me put others in the center instead

of  myself,” then we will stand united and peaceful.

What does it mean to bend the “I”? It means to become humble. It
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means to sacrifice.  It means to realize that everything is due only to

God’s grace. It means not to worry if  others are in the spotlight. As

long as God is the light of  our lives, then it does not matter whether

we or someone else stand in the fleeting, insignificant light on the

stage.

There is a saying in Hindi which is:

ºøü¡¢Çøø Çøø+ éøø+ ôe újøòøÛø+@ jøøÒø ôø+Çøû ôe|

!ø¡¢®ì Çøø+ ÛøüÌ+â ¡¢û Õøô²øøÒø ôø+Çøû ôeG
Jhukat! to vo hai jisame* j!n hoti hai

Aka? to murde ki pahac!n hoti hai

It means, you can tell if  a man is alive by seeing whether he can bend.

A corpse is rigid. A living man is flexible. However, the saying implies

something deeper and more profound than the science of  rigor mor-

tis! It means that if  we want to be truly alive, truly living, truly making

the best use of  our God-given time on Earth, we need to be flexible,

we need to bend ourselves in humility. Otherwise, we are no better

than corpses.

So let us bend this I, and become truly human and truly alive.

REMOVING THE WANT, OUR DESIRES

Once we have removed the barrier of  “I”, we turn our attention to

the barrier of  “want”.  When “I” and “want” are removed, nothing

will remain but peace, deep peace, unshakeable peace, our true nature

of  peace.
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“Comfort is the poison that kills the passion of  your soul.”

Khalil Gibran

What is “want?” Want symbolizes our needs, our desires, our cravings,

our insatiable appetite for more and more.  Look around you. All the

advertisements, the magazines, the movies, the TV shows, the entire

culture is aiming to convince us that the deepest joy, the most mean-

ingful experiences, the surest peace can be found in owning the right

car, wearing the right brand of  jeans, living in the right type of  home

in the right area of  town or by vacationing in the right resort.

The insidiousness of  this indoctrination is that not only is it false, but

it is also contradictory. Not only won’t possessions provide peace and

joy, but the constant struggle for more and more actually leads us

further and further down the road to anxiety, restlessness, anger and

frustration.

Attachment to possessions
I was on an airplane recently, a short ride of  less than 90 minutes from

Detroit to Pittsburgh in USA. Seated in the row next to me were a

young girl of  perhaps ten years old and her mother. From the mo-

ment they sat down the girl began asking, in a voice filled with rising

desperation, “But mom, where are all my things?” The mother explained,

over and over, that her things were in the suitcase which was under

the airplane and as soon as they landed in Pittsburgh she would be

able to get her belongings.

The child accepted the answer for a short time. Yet, again, after 15 or

20 minutes she would cry “My things, mom! I want my things!” Finally

when the airplane landed and the doors opened, the child leapt from

her seat and rushed frantically out into the galley between the airplane

and the gate, “My things! Where are my things? Mom you said my things would

be here.”
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This is the tragic state of  many people today.  The culture has indoc-

trinated and blindly led us to believe that our state of  joy and peace

rest in the amount and quality of  “things” that we have.

The Insidious Veil of  Maya (Illusion)
We have been hypnotized to believe that the key to life lies in the

attainment of  material possessions, professional success, external

achievement and status and sensual pleasures. We have been deluded,

deceived and blinded by the power of  Maya, Cosmic Illusion. It lures

us into its trap, convincing us falsely that the world of  possessions

and pleasures is real, permanent, everlasting and significant.

Perhaps we have moments in which we see clearly that our posses-

sions are not truly fulfilling us. Perhaps we have fleeting glimpses of

the truth that real happiness and peace do not lie in external comfort

or pleasure. Yet, unfortunately, these moments and glimpses are ephem-

eral, as Maya wraps us so tightly in her soft, sweet-smelling, hypnotiz-

ing veil that we lose sight of  the Truth that lies beyond. The veil of

Maya intoxicates us in the allure of  more and more….more and more

wealth, more and more possessions, more and more sensual enjoy-

ments. She casts her spell upon us and we continue to  follow, blindly

and obediently, like the circus animal promised a cookie for his jump

through the flaming hoop of  fire.

If  we are looking for deep and lasting joy, if  we are yearning to be

truly peaceful, we must tear off  the veil of  Maya and realize that pos-

sessions, pleasures and comfort are not the answer.

Khalil Gibran says it beautifully: “Comfort is the poison that kills the pas-

sion of  your soul.” I would add only three words to this and say “The

quest for comfort is the poison that kills the passion of  your soul.”

Comfort itself, in my opinion, can only be blamed for lulling us into

complacency, not for the true murder of  our passion. It is the never-

ending quest, the drive, the craving for external comfort and ease which
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“Expectation is the mother of  frustration.

Acceptance is the mother of  peace and joy.”

leads us to forsake all else and drives us straight into the waiting clutches

of  desire.

Expectation is the Mother of  Frustration
I always say, “Expectation is the mother of  frustration and acceptance is the

mother of  peace and joy.”  If  we live without expectations we will always

be in peace. We must accept everything that comes in life as God’s

Prasad (blessing). Our successes, our failures, our gains, our losses –

we must see them all as God’s divine Gift to us.

This does not mean we shouldn’t try or work. We must always be

sincere and diligent in our duties and perform everything to the very

best of  our ability. However, when we don’t have expectations our

emotional stability is not dependant upon the outcome of  our work.

If  we succeed, great, and if  we do not succeed that is also fine, be-

cause we realize that the ultimate goal is not the external portrait of

success but our internal state of  equanimity.

The Incessant, Insatiable Drive for More & More
As I said, it is not that possessions themselves breed unhappiness or

unrest. There is nothing inherently wrong with being wealthy or own-

ing luxury items. Our scriptures are full of  stories of  those who are

torch-bearers of  dharma, righteousness, truth and peace, and who are

also simultaneously wealthy.   Even Lord Krishna was a King, living in

Dwarka, a city made of  gold. Hence, it is important to emphasize that

it is not the possessions or wealth themselves which wrest peace from

our hands. Rather, it is the incessant and unrelenting drive to obtain

more and more which steals our peace and disconnects us from our

true Divine Self. It is our discontent with what we have and our insa-
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tiable craving for what we don’t have that are at the root of  our chronic

dissatisfaction.

On my very first trip to the United States in 1980, I was staying in Malibu

Beach, Los Angeles. The host where I was staying wanted to take me to see

Universal Studios in Hollywood. In order to please him, I went along for the

day.  This devotee is a very wealthy businessman and we drove in a beautiful,

luxurious Rolls-Royce car. On the way back home, as we drove on the free-

way, deep in the midst of  an important discussion, suddenly he stopped him-

self  mid-sentence and pointed excitedly to the car next to us on the freeway.

“Do you see that Swamiji?” he asked. I nodded. “Okay,” he continued. “I’ll

tell you about it when we get home.” We continued our deep discussion and I

forgot all about the car which he had pointed out to me.

That evening just before I retired for the night, he came into my room and sat

down quickly. “Swamiji, I want a special blessing,” he said.  “What is it?”

I asked.

“Do you remember that car we saw on the freeway? That is the best model of

Rolls-Royce. I am dying for that car. Please, Swamiji, bless me that I may

receive that car. I will not rest comfortably until it is mine.”

It was amazing. Here he is, living in a mansion, driving a Rolls-Royce

car, and yet until he gets the newer, better model, he will not be happy.

My dear, there is no end to our desires. The constant drive to attain

more and more, better and better leads us nowhere but to frustration

and disappointment.

Once, many years ago, we traveled to Kashmir to spend a few days meditating

on the beautiful and heavenly Dul Lake. However, we enjoyed ourselves so

much that we actually stayed one month instead of  a few days. Each week we

would postpone our departure from that heavenly, pristine, glorious environ-

ment.
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Finally, after one month we knew we needed to leave so we went to bid

farewell and to give payment to the kind boatman who had taken us out into

the lake each day.  When one of  the devotees offered the payment, the simple

boatman refused. He said, “I thank you for the money, but more than the

money I want one special blessing from Swamiji. Could I please speak to

Swamiji and ask his blessing?”

When the boatman came to see me, he fell in prostrations on the ground and

finally looked up, tears in his eyes, and said words I will never forget. He

said, “Swamiji, I don’t know what horrible karma I must have performed

to be stuck here in this lake for my whole life. I beg you to please give me the

blessing that I may go one day and see Bombay.”

I was amazed! Here we have come from all over India (and many

devotees were from Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, etc.) and we have fallen

in love with the serene, divine atmosphere here. The devotees from

Bombay would have given anything to be able to stay forever on the

lakeside. Tourists travel from every corner of  the Earth to visit Kash-

mir. Yet, this man who has taken birth here, who lives every day in the

midst of  the most beautiful lake, dreams of  nothing but Bombay!

Those in Bombay are crying to take a holiday to Kashmir, and those

in Kashmir are crying to go to Bombay.

This is why we must always just accept, accept what God gives us and

where He keeps us.

There is a beautiful prayer we chant each morning. It says:

Vidhi k¹ vidh¹na j¹na,  h¹ni-l¹bha sahiye;

J¹hi vidhi r¹khe R¹ma,  t¹hi vidhi rahiye.
Phala ¹sha ty¹ga,  subha k¹ma karate ra-hiye;

J¹hi vidhi r¹khay R¹ma,  t¹hi vidhi ra-hiye.
Zin-dag» k» dora saunpa,  h¹tha D»n¹n¹tha-ke;

Mahalon me r¹khe ch¹he,  jhonpad» me v¹sa de.
Dhanya-v¹da nir-viv¹da,  R¹ma-R¹ma kahiye;
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“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by

what we give.” Winston Churchill

J¹hi vidhi rakhe R¹ma,  t¹hi vidhi rahiye.

¸sha eka R¹maji se,  dØj» ¹sh¹ choda de;

N¹t¹ eka R¹maji se,  dØj¹ n¹t¹ toda de.

K¹ma-rasa ty¹ga py¹re,   R¹ma-rasa pagiye.

J¹hi vidhi r¹khe R¹ma,  t¹hi vidhi rahiye.
S»t¹-r¹ma, S»t¹-r¹ma,  S»t¹-r¹ma ka-hiye;

J¹hi vidhi r¹khe R¹ma,  t¹hi vidhi ra-hiye.

This beautiful prayer tells us that we should expect nothing, want noth-

ing, crave nothing other than God. Whatever God gives us and wher-

ever God puts us we should be joyful and grateful, and we should

accept it as His divine gift. As long as our hopes are pinned on mate-

rial and sensual pleasures and achievements, we will be forever miser-

able. Only by attaching ourselves to God and God alone will we be

able to attain the true divine state of  bliss and joy.

Sacrifice
Another key to removing the “want” from our lives is to give more,

serve more and sacrifice more.

One of  the most common Hindu rituals is a yagna fire. Devotees sit

in a circle around the sacred fire and place offerings into the fire. With

each offering, every time we make an oblation to the yagna, after each

mantra, the priest chants, “idam namamah.”  It means, “Not for me,

but for You.  Not for me, but for You.”

The purpose of  this is to remind ourselves that everything is for God.

We must offer every thought, every action, every breath, at His holy

feet. We must give more and want less.  Then, we will know true joy

and peace.
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Winston Churchill said, “We make a living by what we get, but we make a life

by what we give.” How true that is!

Prayer is the Broom that Sweeps out our Hearts
How to become selfless?  How to learn to give more?  Prayer.  Peace

comes through prayer.  It doesn’t matter what name you use for God

or what language you pray in.  You can pray to Lord Krishna in San-

skrit, you can pray to Allah in Arabic, you can pray to Jesus in English,

you can pray to Adonai in Hebrew, you can pray to Buddha in Japa-

nese, or you can pray to another form of  the Divine in another lan-

guage  It doesn’t matter. What matters is that the prayer is earnest,

pure and heart-felt.

When I met Mother Theresa in Calcutta she said the following beau-

tiful poem:

The fruit of  prayer is faith.  The fruit of  faith is love.

The fruit of  love is devotion.  The fruit of  devotion is service.

The fruit of  service is peace.

That beautiful poem shows us, so clearly, the benefits of  simple prayer.

Sometimes people think that in order to pray one must be very learned

in the scriptures of  a particular religion. However, that is not true at

all. Prayer is speaking to God, and He understands all languages, the

simplest and the most complex.

There was once a little boy who went to temple with his father.  He heard all

the people chanting so many prayers in Sanskrit.  For hours they chanted so

many different prayers and mantras and shlokas.  Then, at the end, the

priest said it was time for silent prayer.  The little boy was nervous.

He didn’t know any of  the prayers.   But, he loved God and he wanted to

pray to God.  So he closed his eyes and he silently said, “God, I don’t know

any of  the Sanskrit prayers.  I’m only a little boy.  The only thing I know

is the alphabet I learned in school. But, I know that all the prayers come
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The fruit of  prayer is faith. The fruit of  faith is love.

The fruit of  love is devotion.  The fruit of  devotion is service.

The fruit of  service is peace. Mother  Theresa

from this alphabet. So, I will sing you the alphabet and then whatever

prayers you like best you can make from this alphabet.” And he started to

sing, “A, B, C, D, E, F, G…”

God is happier with that little boy, with his devotion, purity and piety

than He is with all the people who may chant verse after verse of

flawless Sanskrit or Latin but who chant it lovelessly.

So, the point is, love God.  It doesn’t matter what name or form you

use.  It doesn’t matter what language you pray in.  Just pray.  And then

you will see the magic.

Prayer is calling back home.

Prayer is, in essence, coming home,

for it brings us into connection with our deeper selves.

It is the way we speak to God,

and its beauty and poetry and devotion should match that in our hearts.

Prayer is the broom that sweeps out our hearts,

so the home we offer to God is an immaculate and pure one.

Prayer is a time when our mouths, our minds and our hearts

are filled with the glory of  God,

when we simultaneously speak, think and feel our love for Him.

Prayer is the blanket that wraps itself  around our souls.

Prayer is the water that quenches the thirst of  a man lost in the desert.

It is the stars that glisten in the dark of  night,

giving light to all those who may need it.

It is the sun that shines in the middle of  winter,

coaxing the flowers to open their petals.

It is medicine to the sick, food to the hungry, and shelter to the homeless.
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“Meditation is the best medication for all agitations”

Chapter 3:Chapter 3:Chapter 3:Chapter 3:Chapter 3:
Multivitamin for Spiritual HealthMultivitamin for Spiritual HealthMultivitamin for Spiritual HealthMultivitamin for Spiritual HealthMultivitamin for Spiritual Health

Physical health is marked and measured by our weight, our blood pres-

sure, our blood sugar, the color of  our skin and other corporal deter-

minants. However, spiritual health is measured by our state of  equa-

nimity in the face of  trials and tribulations. It is measured by our abil-

ity to remain calm, focused, serene and loving when life throws fail-

ure, difficulty, insurmountable hurdles and betrayal on our path. It is

easy to be peaceful, joyful and calm when everything is going accord-

ing to our own plan. The true test comes when God’s plan runs con-

trary to our own.

In order to maintain inner peace, calmness and stability regardless of

the external circumstance, we need a daily multivitamin of  medita-

tion, no reaction and introspection.

MEDITATION :

I always say that meditation is the best medication for all agitations.

People have so many troubles today, mainly related to the stress in

their lives. To address this anxiety, sleeplessness and discontent, they

may take pills or fill their lives with excessive material “pleasures”.

For example, when people feel stressed they may attempt to forget

about it by going to the movies, going shopping, getting drunk or

indulging in sensual pleasures.  However, these are not solutions. They
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neither address nor alleviate the underlying issues. They are simply

band-aids to a wound that runs deep beneath the surface.

Yet, meditation truly calms the mind, fills the heart with joy and brings

peace to the soul. Further, the serenity and joy last throughout the day

and throughout your life. Meditation is not a simple diversion which

works only as long as you are actively engaged in it. Meditation is not

a pill which quickly wears off  and carries unpleasant side-effects.

Rather, meditation brings you into contact with God; it changes the

very nature of  your being. It brings you back to the world from which

you truly come: the realm of  the Divine.

As you sit in meditation you will realize the insignificance of  that

which causes anxiety; you will realize the transient nature of  all your

troubles. You will realize the infinite joy and boundless peace that

come from God and through union with your own divine nature.

Try to make a time each day that is “meditation time.” It’s okay if  it’s

only 5 or 10 minutes. Don’t worry. Just do it. Do not say, “Well, I don’t

have an hour to sit so I won’t bother.”  Commit at least a few minutes

to meditation each morning. It’s not crucial that mediation be for an

extended period of  time. What’s important is that you get connected.

When you’re traveling on a trip away from your loved one, you don’t

need to talk for hours on the phone each day, but you do yearn to call

and just “check in” with each other, to hear each other’s voice, to “get

connected.” It’s the same with God. Even though ultimately we are

one with Him -- He is inside of  us and all around us -- until we can

deeply realize this Oneness, we feel separate. As long as that feeling

of  separateness is there, we need meditation. It is the time in which

we re-connect with Him, delving deep into the inner core of  our own

being, merging and melting into the Divine Ocean of  bliss.

Then with practice, slowly you will see that your life becomes medita-

tion. It will not be restricted to one time and place.  Yes, of  course,
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one should have a time set aside for meditation, and there should be a

quiet, serene place in which to meditate. However even when it is not

“meditation time” or even if  you are away from home, away from

your “meditation place” do not think that you cannot meditate. Take

5 minutes at work to simply close your eyes, watch your breath, focus

on the Oneness of  us all, and connect with the divine. Eventually,

your life will become meditation.

Then, you will become a torch-bearer of  peace, spreading the flames

of  serenity, love and brotherhood wherever you go.

NO REACTION

Be Like the Ocean
After the vitamin of meditation, comes the vitamin of “no reaction”

which we should practice all day. We need to learn to be calmer in our

lives. We must learn to remain still and unaffected by all that happens

around us. We must learn to be like the ocean. The waves come and

go, but the ocean stays.  Even a large rock, thrown from a great dis-

tance, with great force, will only cause temporary ripples in a small

area on the surface. Most of  the ocean, and particularly the depths of

the ocean, will remain unaffected.

Typically in our lives we act like the water on the surface, allowing

ourselves to get tossed around by every passing wave or gust of  air.

We must learn, instead, to be like the calm, undisturbed water in the

depths of  the ocean itself, unaffected by small, transient fluctuations.

I am using the analogy of  the waves of  the ocean, but the waves I am

really talking about are the waves of  anger, anxiety, jealousy, greed,

and lust which are just as vast, just as strong and just as restless as the

waves of  the sea.   We must let these waves come and go, while re-

maining calm and undisturbed.
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Frequently, we act as though we are light bulbs and anyone who wants

can simply switch us on or off. The smallest comment or look or

action of  another changes our mood by 180 degrees.  So frequently,

we may be in a wonderful mood and someone at the grocery store is

rude to us, or someone on the freeway passes in front of  our car, or a

friend is cold and distant. Any of  these things immediately switches

our mood as though it were a light bulb.

Many times I hear people say, “Oh, I was in such a good mood, but

then Robert called and told me what Julie said about me,” or “Oh,

that phone call just ruined my day.” And the same works the other

way. We are sad or depressed and we get a nice phone call or letter in

the mail or we eat some good cookies. Then we feel better.

How is that? How can one phone call, or one rude comment from a

person have so much control over us? Are our emotions so volatile

and are we so impotent over them that others have more power to

control our moods than we, ourselves, do?

It should not be like this. We, as humans on the spiritual path, are

bigger, more divine and deeper than this. There is so much more to

this human existence than the law of  action and reaction. We must

learn to keep that light switch in our own hands and to give it only to

God. Otherwise we are switched on and off, on and off, all day long

and the only effect is that the light bulb burns out!

Instead, let us take whatever comes as prasad (a blessing), as a gift

from God. Let us remain calm and steady in the face of  both prosper-

ity and misfortune. We must not lose our vital energy in this constant

action and reaction to everyone around us.

But how? How to remain unaffected by the waves of  life? This is

called spiritual practice.

Silence Time
One of  the best ways to learn “no reaction” is through silence. When
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we are anxious, angry, tense or frustrated, we tend to say things which

we later regret; we let our words fuel the reaction in our hearts.

So, let us learn the power of  silence. Silence on the outside will lead to

silence on the inside. This is why so many saints and other spiritual

people have “silence time;” it’s a time of  remembering that we are

more than our reactions, a time of  tuning in to the Divine Insurance

Company, a time of  charging our inner batteries.

I recommend to everyone -- those who are embarking on a spiritual

path and those who have been treading a spiritual path for decades --

to make some time each day for silence. It should not simply be time

you’re already silent, such as while you’re sleeping or in the shower. It

should be time when you must consciously remind yourself  “I am in

silence.”

The instinct and impulse to speak, to make our voices heard (literally

and figuratively) are innate. Even young babies who cannot articulate

their words are eager to babble and do so incessantly.

To speak makes us feel that we are alive, that we are someone, that we

are not forgotten. Many times people speak without even having any-

thing to say. If  you listen carefully you’ll hear how much people speak

needlessly, giving running commentaries on their own actions, vocal-

izing every thought and sensation, rehearsing conversations which have

not yet taken place and replaying those which have already occurred.

There are so many times in life when we wish we could take back our

words. We lie in bed at night hearing and re-hearing everything we

said that day which we wish we had not. Yet, a word once spoken is an

arrow that has already been let loose from the bow. It neither be re-

turned to the bow nor caught mid-flight.

The practice of  daily silence gets us into the habit of  thinking before

we speak, of  remembering that -- although we may have a thought --

we have a choice whether to speak it outloud.
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When we have a habit of  practicing silence we become the master

over our speech rather than its slave. Our words become our powerful

and loyal servants - to be used when, how and where we deem fit.  We

will find that we “act” more and “re-act” less.

So, let us learn to meet life’s waves with silence. That will make “no

reaction” much easier to achieve.

Grace of the Elephant
There was once a huge elephant crossing a wooden bridge high above a raging

river. The bridge was old and rickety and it shook under the weight of  the

elephant. As the elephant was crossing the bridge he heard a voice, “Son,

Son” the voice said. The elephant looked around him, but he  was all alone.

“Son, son,” the voice continued. When the elephant reached the other side of

the river, he saw a small ant crawl onto his nose. “Son,” the ant cried. “We

almost collapsed that bridge, didn’t we? Our weight was so great, so im-

mense that the bridge almost collapsed beneath us, didn’t it, son?” Of  course

the elephant knew that the ant’s weight had been completely irrelevant to

whether the bridge collapsed. And, of  course, he knew that the tiny ant was

not his mother. However, what good would it have done to engage in a battle

of  egos with the ant? Instead, the wise, calm elephant simply said, “You are

right, Mother, our weight almost broke the bridge.”

The elephant retained his serenity, retained his peace and joy. And the

ant, for what it’s worth, was allowed to continue believing in its own

greatness. But, how many of  us could be like the elephant? Aren’t we

always trying to prove ourselves to others? Aren’t we always ready to

shoot down anyone who trespasses on our egos?

We must emulate the grace, humility and serenity of  the elephant who

knew that only harm would come from the fight.  We must make “no

reaction” the sutra, the mantra for our lives. Then, and only then, will

we know real peace.
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Message of  the Buddha:
There are beautiful messages for “No Reaction”

and for our entire lives from the life of  Lord

Buddha. I will share one here that helps us prac-

tice “No Reaction.”

After the Buddha attained Enlightenment he

traveled from village spreading the great mes-

sage. However, naturally he was not well received

everywhere. Every great spiritual leader in his-

tory has had to face innumerable obstacles and enemies. The power

of  the status quo is so great that people fear any new belief  system

that challenges their current one. Even when the message is coming

from the mouth of  one as enlightened, divine and peaceful as the

Buddha himself, there are still those who respond negatively.

One day he was besieged in a village by the violent and vehement

tirades of  some of  the ignorant villagers who did not understand the

Buddha’s great message. They provoked him, insulted him, belittled

him and abused him. The Buddha remained absolutely unshaken, and

the peaceful smile never left his lips even as these people spit in his

face.

After several hours during which the Buddha received the onslaught

in silent peace, a light began to dawn on the abusers.  They ceased

their abuse and several fell humbly at the Buddha’s feet begging his

forgiveness.

“But tell us,” they asked. “How is it possible that you just sat there for

so long without defending yourself, without fighting back, without

saying one word?”

The Buddha responded as follows: “My dear, if  I send you a package

but you refuse to receive it from the postmaster’s hands, to whom

does the package belong?” The villagers agreed that the package would
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still belong to the sender if  it was not accepted and received.

“In the same way,” the Buddha continued, “if  I do not accept the

words you speak, if  I do not receive them, then they do not belong to

me. They still belong to you. You may speak whatever you wish. How-

ever, your words have not been accepted or received by me. There-

fore, why should they affect me at all? This abuse does not belong to

me; it belongs to you.”

This is the divine example of  “no reaction.”  The Buddha did not sit

there silently sulking or rolling his eyes in disgust.  Simply to refrain

from speech is not the same as not reacting. A non-verbal response

may be as powerful and damaging as a verbal one.  No reaction truly

means no reaction at all, on any level. It means not accepting or re-

ceiving the words which have been spoken as provocation.

The Crucial Space..........

Between a Thought and an Action
Whenever I talk about “no reaction” people frequently say that it is

impossible. “How is it possible not to react when someone makes you

angry or makes you sad?”  Here it is very important to distinguish

between feelings and actions. We are human, and part and parcel of

being human is the softness of  our hearts, the sensitivity of  our emo-

tions, our susceptibility to joy, pain, anger and pleasure.

“No reaction” does not mean that we become indifferent and stoic or

that our hearts turn to stone. It does not mean that we should not feel

emotions in response to daily happenings. What it does mean is two-

fold. First, it means that we do not let these emotions overpower us,

that we learn to become like the calm, stable depths of  the ocean

rather than like the turbulent waves. Second, it means that, although

we may feel the emotion, although we may have an immediate, in-

stinctive reaction in our heart and mind, we do not have to act out this

reaction.
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Thoughts come. That is natural and human. Only after great sadhana

does one learn to master one’s thoughts. So, we must accept the

thoughts and the emotions as human and mostly inevitable. However,

what we do based on the thoughts and emotions is our decision. That

is where we must focus our attention. To try to become thoughtless is

a great sadhana and one that will take us to the peaks of  Realization.

However, that is not what I’m discussing here, because that is a prac-

tice only for those whose lives are committed and dedicated to sadhana.

Rather, for all those living in the world, living with careers, families

and all aspects of  a householder life, it is unrealistic to expect to attain

a state of  thoughtlessness in a short time. Yet that does not doom you

to a life of  underscoring Newton’s Law that for every action there is

an equal and opposite reaction. It does not doom you to a life of

negative reactions to life’s pains and difficulties.

If  you become quiet and still, you will notice that between every thought

and action there is a space, a brief  moment of  time, a gap. First there

is the thought that we want to act (for example, “I’m so angry I am

going to slap her”). Then there is a space. Then there is the action

(actually picking up our hand and slapping her). The action may seem

instantaneous if  you are not aware. It may seem to you that you had

no choice, that the reaction just came immediately. However, if  you

practice being aware you will find that there is always a space after the

thought or emotion and before the action. It may only be a split sec-

ond. But it is there.

Grab that space. In that space you must find the restraint not to act.

Have the feeling or thought, if  you must. No problem. Acknowledge

it. Try to remove it from your mind through prayer, good work and

japa (chanting of  God’s name). But, even if  the thoughts seem intrac-

table, still you must realize you have the power not to act on them.

Tell yourself   “Okay. I have these thoughts of  anger or jealousy or

pain. I realize it. Temporarily I accept them, because it seems that

right now there is nothing I can do about them, but I’m not going to
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act on them.”

The more you practice focusing on the space, the more able you will

be to grab it. At first it will seem elusive, but with time you will find

that the space becomes longer and more conscious. You will find that

you really do have a choice about whether to spread pieces or to spread

peace.

Responding negatively is easy.  Fueling the fire of  anger with more

anger is easy. Meeting criticism with criticism is easy.  Spreading pieces

is easy.

The challenge comes when we want to spread peace. That is

what we learn by grabbing the space.  In that moment we have

the divine opportunity to meet pieces with peace, to douse the

fire of  anger with the water of  compassion.

The Buddha said that he was like a river. Even the strongest, raging

fire cannot last a moment if  it is placed into the deep waters of  a river.

Similarly, if  someone came to him full of  burning flames of  anger,

the flames were immediately extinguished by the flowing river of  his

love.

If  we want to be torchbearers of  peace, we must first become rivers

of  love, dousing all flames of  discord in the waters of  our own com-

passion and serenity.

No Junk Mail
Every day in our email in-boxes we receive so much “junk mail.” Does

it affect us? Do we react to it? When we see an email that we are going

to receive $10 million dollars do we really become ecstatic? Of  course

not. We know it’s junk. When we receive an email filled with vulgar

things do we become upset and offended? No. We  know it was not

intended for us but rather was sent out through the vast network of

cyber-spam. We don’t even read it. We simply delete it and go on with

our day.
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When we get junk solicitations in our mailbox at home they go imme-

diately into the trash can. We know, “This is junk” and we don’t bother

to even look at us.

Similarly, we must realize that so much of  what comes to us during

the day is simply “junk mail.”

We receive junk mail through our ears - by listening to gossip, by

listening to lurid and offensive lyrics in a rock song, by listening to the

man in the car next to us swear vulgarly while we are stopped at a red

light, by listening to commercial advertisements telling us that our

eternal and everlasting happiness is dependent upon our purchase of

the right brand of  soap.

Even the criticism or sarcasm we hear from those in our families,

schools or offices can frequently be considered “junk mail.”  They

may speak the words to us, and hence we assume we are the true

object of  their disdain. However, frequently the harshness with which

others speak to us is simply a product of  their own depression, anxi-

ety, jealousy or pain.  We are no more the rightful recipient of  that

criticism than a college student is the correct recipient of  emails of-

fering to lower his mortgage payments.  However, the student under-

stands the mail is junk, while we accept the criticism, receive it into

our hearts and allow it to hurt us.

We also receive junk mail through our eyes - through the constant

barrage of  images and stimuli that flood our visual field every second,

through the indoctrinating propaganda relayed carefully and methodi-

cally to us by the media into order to ensure their maximum effect,

through the looks, the smiles, the frowns and the tears on others faces.

Most of  this stimuli does not merely blow harmlessly across our con-

“Stop accepting junk mail through your eyes and ears into

your heart and mind. Throw it away or return it to the
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sciousness like wispy clouds across the sky on a windy day, but rather

it lingers around and seeps into our minds and hearts just as the cold

dampness of  black rain clouds seeps into our bones.

To truly remain peaceful, we must have a “no junk mail” policy on our

hearts! That which is unacceptable should not be accepted. That which

hurts us, offends us, injures us or simply wastes our time should be

refused,  just as if  we received a gift sent to the wrong address.

Of  course there certainly is criticism which is valid. We are not perfect

and there may be times in our lives when it is important to hear and

accept someone’s criticism so that we can change ourselves for the

better. There are also legitimate situations in life in which we cannot

“send back” the pain, the tears or the shock. There are times when

that which may sadden us is not “junk”, but rather an important part

of  our lives.  As you practice meditation, no reaction and introspec-

tion, you will attain the ability to discriminate between that which is

truly meant for you - for your ears, your eyes and your heart -- from

that which is either random junk or simply someone else’s misplaced

projections. You will learn to quickly sift through the real mail from

the junk mail.

Gandhiji’s 3 monkeys:
Mahatma Gandhiji used to frequently make reference to a famous

image of  three monkeys. One monkey had his hands over his eyes,

another had his hands over his ears and the third had his hands over

his mouth. The caption was: “See no evil, hear no evil and speak no

evil.” Gandhiji taught that in order to live dharmic, sattvic and peace-

ful lives we need to adopt this motto in our lives.

I would add two more monkeys to Gandhiji’s three. My first monkey

would have his hands clasped together and the caption would read:

“Do no evil.” Directly or indirectly so much that we do is harmful to

others. In order to live peaceful lives we must commit ourselves to

“ahimsa” or non-violence in word and in deed.
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My second additional monkey would have his hands on his head and

the caption would read: “Think no evil.”  Thoughts are extraordinar-

ily powerful. Many times we pay them little heed, mistakenly assum-

ing that they are “only thoughts”. However, we must remember that

everything which happens in the world - from the best, most beauti-

ful, divine movements, to the worst, most evil acts of  destruction --

begins with a mere thought.

From our thoughts our destiny is created.   It is said beautifully:

Sow a thought and reap an action. Sow an action and reap a habit.

Sow a habit and reap a character. Sow a character and reap a trait.

Sow a trait and reap a destiny.

Therefore, we must be careful with our thoughts and protect them as

if  we were protecting our own future as well as the future of  the

world. That is the power of  a thought!

Daddy, it happens
One of  the greatest ways to practice “no reaction” is through a man-

tra I learned from a precocious and wise four-year-old girl.

I was requested to attend a house-warming party at the home of  a devotee

many  years ago. They had just built a large, beautiful home in a suburb of

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. On the day the home was finished and

they were going to move in, we had a special puja (ceremony) at the home

followed by a gathering.  When I arrived there I was taken to the new living

room -- replete with wall to wall plush white carpeting. I was seated on a

couch at the far end of  the living room and the host entered from the kitchen

at the opposite end. He was carrying a glass of  orange juice for me on a tray.

“See no evil, hear no evil and speak no evil.

Also, we must think and do no evil.”
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As he entered the living room, his young daughter, barely four years old ran

up to him and excitedly asked, “Can I take the juice to Swamiji? Please

Daddy?”

The father was quite pleased that his young daughter was so eager to serve a

Swamiji. In Indian culture, when children exhibit pious behavior and a

tendency toward service it is seen as a reflection of  the parents’ own dedica-

tion and piety.  “Sure, honey,” he told his daughter as he gently handed her

the tray. “But be careful not to spill it.”

This young girl walked, ever so gingerly, step by barefoot step across the

length of  the living room, barely making an indentation on the new carpet

with her small feet. Both hands grasped the tray and her eyes were set,

unwavering, on the silver glass of  juice. When she got to about two or three

feet from me, she looked up (presumably to measure the number of  steps

left), her eyes met my eyes and she startled. Perhaps she’d never seen someone

with such a long beard or so much hair. Or perhaps the excitement was

overwhelming. Or perhaps she simply lost her balance. But, whatever the

reason, the result was the same: the glass wobbled, toppled and fell. A huge

orange stain spread quickly through the white carpet.

The father, standing watching his daughter from the kitchen doorway, shouted,

“Priya!” His voice was filled with unmasked rage and fury. Little Priya did

not move. She did not even blink. She continued to stare down at the orange

painting on their new white carpet. Again he shouted, even louder and more

ferociously, “Priya!” Priya was very calm. She looked up from the carpet

into my eyes. Her father shouted again, desperate for a reaction, “Priya!”

Finally, young priya, her voice steady, calm and sweet looked back toward

her father and said, “Daddy, it happens.”

Daddy, it happens! What a mantra. Yes, it happens. She did not intend

for it to happen. She did not maliciously plan to ruin her parents’ new

carpet or sabotage their elaborate plans for a house-warming party.
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She was not being reckless by running down the carpet. She had done

everything correctly. She walked slowly. She held the tray with both

hands. She concentrated with every ounce of  concentration her small

being could muster. Yet, still, it happened. There was no way to re-

wind the clock and un-do the spill. The only question was how to

respond.

“It happens” is one of  the best No-Reaction mantras I can give you.

Inevitably, despite our best efforts and most sincere precautions, things

will happen in life. But although events may happen, mistakes may

happen, we should not let our reaction happen. Just remember, “It

happens.”

INTROSPECTION

So, in the morning we begin with meditation. All day we practice no

reaction. And at night? Introspection.  At the end of  the day, a good

businessman always checks his balance sheet to see how much he has

earned and how much he has spent. Similarly, a good teacher reviews

her students’ test scores: how many passed, how many failed?

By looking at their successes and failures, they assess how well they

are doing.  Are the businessman’s profits greater than his losses? Are

most of  the teacher’s students passing the exams?

In the same way, each night, we must examine the balance sheet of

our day: what were our successes, what were our failures?  And for all

the successes, all our “plus-points” we must give credit to God.   We

have truly done nothing but let Him work through us.  All credit goes

to Him. He is the one who saves us, who maintains our dignity and

our success.

Just imagine if  God had put one television screen on our foreheads

and everything we thought was broadcast for the whole world to see!
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All our reactions, all our inner sarcastic comments, all our judgments,

all our weaknesses....just imagine. We would never succeed nor would

we have many friends! Isn’t it true?

So, it is by His grace that the world does not see our thoughts, only He

sees our thoughts. For this, we thank Him. We say, “Thank you, God,

for bringing success to this venture,” or “Thank you God for letting

me truly make a difference in someone’s life today,” or simply, “Thank

you God for all that went well today.”

Our failures, we must also give to him.  The fault is ours, definitely.

Yet, He is so forgiving and so compassionate that He insists we turn

these over to Him as well. We must say,  “God, please take these mi-

nus points.  You know that I am weak, you know that I am nothing.

Look at all my failures, all my minus points for even just one day.  I

cannot go even one day without accumulating so many minus points.

But, still you love me.  Still you protect me from having the world see

all my minus points.  I am so weak, but you protect me.”

In this way, each night we check our balance sheet, and we pray to

God to help us have fewer minus points, to make us stronger, to make

us better hands doing his work, to give us more faith, more devotion.

What to check?
When we sit for introspection, what are all the things we should check

about our day?

•   Check your volume: did we raise our voice unnecessarily

today?

•   Check your values: did we make decisions in concert with

our deeper values and ethics? Did we display integrity, honesty

and righteousness in our actions?
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•   Check your eyes, ears and speech:  did we accept any junk

mail from someone with our eyes or ears? Did we send anyone

else junk mail with our speech?

•   Check your actions: did we perform actions today which

helped people or those which hurt people?

•   Check your thoughts and your mind: what thoughts are

filling our minds? Are our thoughts positive, pure and pious?
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    Chapter 4:    Chapter 4:    Chapter 4:    Chapter 4:    Chapter 4:
Adapt YourselfAdapt YourselfAdapt YourselfAdapt YourselfAdapt Yourself

Another great obstacle to our inner peace, another symptom of  the

Ego gone awry, is our belief  that every fault is someone else’s. This is

true in our families, in our workplaces, in the communities, every-

where.

We are so quick to judge others, so quick to accuse, to condemn.

Rarely do we turn this sharp eye of  discrimination upon ourselves.

Yet, that is exactly what we must do. So much of  our time and energy

are lost due to power struggles, ego conflicts, jealousy and back-bit-

ing. Not only is this counter-productive for any family or business, but

it also ensures that everyone involved is bubbling and boiling with

anger, frustration and jealousy.

Rather than focus on what others are doing or not doing, we must

focus on ourselves. We must walk a straight line in our own lives, not

trying to beat others out of  the way or step on their heads as we

proceed, but rather we must simply walk the truth of  our own path,

and find the way even amongst the challenges, obstacles and barriers

on the road.

Find your own way in the midst of  the chaos:
When I was very young, an old, revered saint came to Rishikesh to give his

satsang at our ashram, Parmarth Niketan, Rishikesh (Himalayas), in

India. 

However, rather than staying in the comforts of  the ashram, he used to stay

in a small hut on the banks of  the sacred Ganges river, a little bit away

from the center of  the town.
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I was given the special seva of  going to pick him up each morning and bring

him to the ashram. As we walked through the busy marketplace, I would

try to push everyone and everything out of  his way so that this revered saint

could walk comfortably and unimpeded to the ashram. I asked everyone

along the way, “Side please. Please give us the way to walk.” I would gently

push all of  the wandering cows and donkeys out of  his path. I moved

standing bicycles and fruit carts out of  the way so he could pass.

Finally as we reached the gate of  the ashram I was feeling very glad that I

had been able to bring him so safely and smoothly to the ashram, and that I

had been able to clear such a nice path for him to walk.

This saint, however, looked at me lovingly and said, “Beta, kis kis ko

hatate rahoge? Aur kab tak hatate rahoge?” [My child, how many people,

cows and donkeys can you push out of  the way? For how long can you move

other people and things out of  your path] That is not the way. “Apna rasta

banate jao. Apna rasta banake nikalte jao”. [Do not try to move others;

rather find your way between the others and around them. Make your own

path, but do not worry about moving others. Find your own way in the midst

of  the chaos.]

In our lives we frequently get frustrated and broken by feeling that

others are blocking our way and thwarting our path.  We blame their

presence and their actions for our own failure. We explain to our-

selves that we would have been able to succeed if  only they had let us,

if  only they had moved out of  the way for us. We try to push people

and obstacles aside to clear a way for ourselves in life.

However, obstacles never stop coming. People who are jealous never

stop trying to block our path. For how long can we try to move them

aside? How many obstacles, how many enemies can we try to push

away? The answer is to simply find our own way, around them, be-

tween them. If  they are blocking the path on the right, we walk on the

left. If  they are blocking the path on the left, we walk on the right.
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We must be more concerned about finding our own way rather than

focusing on moving all of  those whom we think are blocking our

path. For those who are pure in mind, thought and deed, there will

always be a path in which to walk. The path may be narrow at times

and it may seem that obstacles and enemies line both sides. But we

must humbly and sincerely make our own way on the path of  life. We

must just keep walking the path of  our dharma, the path of  righ-

teousness, the path of  honesty, purity and piety without  worrying

about those who try to block our way.

So much of  our precious time, energy and focus are wasted in the

futile task of  trying to remove obstacles and other people from our

path. It is not necessary. Find your own path around the obstacles.

Find your own path around the enemies. Do not try to push them

aside, push them down or fight them for the right of  way. Rather,

carefully examine the situation and see where the path is clear. Then,

choose that path and continue on your way.

The more attention we give to those who are trying to sabotage us

and thwart our progress, the less time and energy we have to walk to

right path. In that way, then, the enemies win, for they have stolen our

peace of  mind, our tranquility, our joy and also our time. Instead of

trying to fight them out of  the way, we must remain humble, pure and

single-minded on the goal. If  we can see our destination clearly then

we will always be able to find a path in which to walk.
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Chapter 5Chapter 5Chapter 5Chapter 5Chapter 5
Acceptance of  Divine WillAcceptance of  Divine WillAcceptance of  Divine WillAcceptance of  Divine WillAcceptance of  Divine Will

Just Accept and You’ll be Guided to the Destination:
One of  the greatest sources of  depression and discontent is our in-

ability to accept that which befalls us.  We try to impose our will onto

every situation. We try to sculpt the world into our own pre-conceived

image of  what is right, as though we were appointed as the Great

Divine Sculptor, given the task of  ensuring that everything conformed

to the correct mold.  However, we were not appointed as such, nor

has anyone been given the Divine Vision to know the Divine Plan.

Thus, for us to take on the task of  trying to make the world conform

to our will is not only futile but it ensures that our lives will be frus-

trating, unfruitful and marked by perspiration rather than inspiration!

The only way to live peacefully, with joy and bliss, and to fulfill your

individual dharma here on Earth is to allow God’s will rather than

your own will to guide you.

These days in the West all the new cars have “GPS” navigation system

where the computer in the car gives directions on how to reach your

destination. As you sit in the car you just enter the address of  where

you are going, and throughout the journey a pleasant woman’s voice

guides you “Take a left turn in 200 meters.” However, after you’ve

entered the destination address, before her guided instructions begin,

you must press the “Accept” button on the screen. If  the button is

not pushed, the guided route will not begin and you will be left to your

own device to reach the destination.

In our lives, it is the same. There is a divine Source, a Power, a Super-

computer ready to guide us every step of  the way. We must simply

push the “Accept” button!
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GPS stands for “Global Positioning System”, but I also think it stands

for “God’s Perfect System.”  He knows the way to the destination of

our life, to the fulfillment of  our unique, special and divine mission.

He has designed the map. He has laid the roads. He has created the

mountains, rivers, highways and train crossings. He knows every turn,

every corner, every one-way street. He never loses His way.

If  we don’t push “Accept” on the GPS system in the car, our journey

will be filled with tension and worry. At each intersection we will have

to gauge whether it is best to continue ahead or to turn left or right.

We will have to stop and ask directions from passers-by who may not

be any more acquainted with the roads than we are. We may eventu-

ally reach the destination, if  we are focused, efficient and lucky, but

we will likely be late and the journey will have been tense.

Alternatively, if  we simply press “Accept” we are guided gently and

correctly at every step. We know where to turn, where to continue

straight and where to stop. Our minds will be free to contemplate

God, to think pleasant and peaceful thoughts, to converse with others

in the car. The journey will be peaceful, smooth and enjoyable.

Similarly in our lives - if  we accept God’s will, if  we allow Him to

guide us along the path, our lives will be filled with inspiration rather

than perspiration, and we will certainly reach the destination in the

shortest amount of  time.

Frequently however, we doubt God’s path. “Is this really the way?”

We wonder. We become skeptical of  the Divine plan. We lose heart

and faith.

Once there were three men sitting under a tree in the garden and they started

talking about God. One man said, “I don’t believe that God is perfect. In

fact, there are so many things which even an ordinary reasonable man would

be able to plan better than God. For example, look over there.” The man

drew his friends’ attention to the pumpkin patch where hundreds of  pump-
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kins were growing large and round. “God has put these huge, heavy pump-

kins on the end of  tiny, thin vines which always collapse under the weight of

their enormous fruit.”

One of  the other men joined in, “Yes, you’re right,” he said. “Look there at

the mango trees. Huge, strong, sturdy trees. And their fruit? A tiny 4 ounce

mango! What kind of  backwards planning is this? Put the heavy fruit on

the thin weak vine and put the light fruit on the tall strong tree? I agree that

God definitely is far from perfect..”

However, the third man was unpersuaded. “What you both are saying cer-

tainly is compelling. You are right that it would have made a lot more sense

to put the heavy fruit on the strong tree and the light fruit on the thin vine,

but still I believe that there must be a bigger, better, Divine plan. I still

believe that God knows exactly what He’s doing and that His planning is

perfect even if  we don’t understand it.”

The two friends chided him for his simplicity and blind faith.  “Can’t you see

with your own eyes how stupid it is? Even an idiot would know better!”

Wounded by the other men’s criticism, yet secure in His faith, the third man

stood up and went to rest under a nearby tree, separate from the two critical

friends. All three drifted off  into a deep afternoon slumber in the shade of

the mango trees.

With the afternoon clouds, a strong wind rose up and whipped through the

trees. Branches swayed in the heavy wind, causing ripe mangoes to fall to the

ground. The sleeping skeptics awoke, startled by mangoes falling on them.

One of  them exclaimed, “Our friend the believer was right! It is certainly a

good thing that only mangoes hang from these branches. The weight of  a

falling mango was enough to startle me from sleep and bruise my cheek.

Had it been heavy pumpkins falling onto us we would have become pump-

kin pie! It is very good those heavy pumpkins grow so close to the ground!”
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God’s ways are frequently mysterious; we fail to see the full picture

until it is unveiled for us. However, the enigmatic nature of  His plan

should not cause us to lose faith or to impose our own will.  We must

continue to “Accept” the guidance given by God’s Perfect System

whether we are familiar with the route He is taking us or not. Let us

always remember that He is the creator, He is the  planner, He is the

driver and He is the guide.
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Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6Chapter 6
Other Barriers to Internal PeaceOther Barriers to Internal PeaceOther Barriers to Internal PeaceOther Barriers to Internal PeaceOther Barriers to Internal Peace

The barriers to internal peace are many and multifaceted. Peace --our

true, inherent, natural nature --is obscured and veiled from our view

(thus absent from our lives) due to layer upon layer of  ego, emotions,

desires and attachments.  We’ve discussed already how to wipe away

the layers of  ego, desires and attachments. We’ve also discussed, in

general, the detrimental role that our volatile emotional life plays in

our endless, fruitless quest for peace.

However, of  the emotions, two of  them are most insidious and play

the greatest role in ensuring that we continue to live in a perpetual

state of  restlessness, anxiety and dissatisfaction. These are anger and

jealousy. I will address anger here in this section on Internal Peace,

and I will address jealousy in the third section when we talk about

peace in the community because jealousy is one of  the greatest hurdles

to living and working in peace together.

ANGER

Depression is unfulfilled expectation turned inward. Anger is unful-

filled expectation turned outward. We expect other people to behave

in particular ways, to perform particular tasks in a particular manner,

to treat us with a particular amount of  respect, to say particular things.

We expect the world around us to move and function according to

our particular view point of  what is “right.” Inevitably, the people

around us do not act in accordance with the role we’ve assigned them,

and the world does not function in accordance with our preconceived

notion. Hence, expectations are frustrated and we become angry (un-
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less we turn that frustration inward, in which case we become de-

pressed).

The insidiousness of  anger lies in its cyclical nature. I become angry

that person A does not respond in the manner I want him to. My

anger, in turn, makes person A even less likely in the future to act

according to my wishes. I, therefore, become more angry. Or, alterna-

tively, a situation in my life is not working out the way I had hoped and

anticipated. I become angry in response, but my anger clouds my vi-

sion, steals my patience and handicaps my decision making capacity,

thus depriving me of  any possibility to rectify the current life-situa-

tion. Then, as my situation becomes even worse, I become even more

angry.

When we become angry our blood pressure rises, our pulse rate jumps,

our vision becomes clouded, and we become “possessed” by a being

who seems to be not us, who says things we later regret and commits

acts for which we must reap the consequences.

Anger -- whether it’s expressed or suppressed and repressed -- is one

of  the greatest contributors to not only psychological distress but also

to physical ailments ranging from heart attacks and strokes to diabe-

tes.

What is the answer then? How to extinguish this deadly fire that burns

within us when it is still kindling, before it explodes and turns our life

into a flaming inferno?

The task of  freeing ourselves from the vile and violent hands of  an-

ger can be approached in two ways – preventatively and responsively.

Working preventatively is, clearly, the most effective model as it elimi-

nates the very existence of  anger before it even begins to burn within

us.
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How to prevent anger :

1. Minimize Expectations

The first step to removing anger is to remove our expectations. If

anger is due to frustrated expectations, and if  expectations are bound

to get frustrated by someone or some situation at some time, then the

presence of  anger in our lives becomes, tragically, inevitable and ines-

capable. Thus, the best solution to preventing anger is to reduce our

expectations. As I mentioned earlier,  “Expectation is the mother of  frus-

tration. Acceptance is the mother of  peace and joy. Expect less. Accept more.” We

must cultivate a spirit of  true, deep acceptance of  all those around us,

not only for their sake, but for our sake as well. Living in an environ-

ment of  acceptance gives everyone the freedom and the space to grow,

to live and to behave according to their own destiny, their own beliefs

and their own natures.

This does not mean, of  course, that we should not try to gently en-

courage those we care about to choose the correct path. It does not

mean we should watch idly as our loved ones act in decadent, heedless

ways. Nor does it mean that we should complacently accept failure in

our lives. The acceptance of  which I speak is not a passive, compla-

cent, apathetic acceptance. Rather, it is an active, positive relinquish-

ing of  the fruits of  our labor. We must work hard for that which

matters to us. We must toil diligently and assiduously to achieve our

goals. We must try indefatigably to guide our loved ones on the right

path. However, we must turn over the results, the fruits of  the labor

to the Divine Will.  We must rest assured that we have done the best

to our ability and relinquish attachment to what actions will reap what

results.

However, to act with diligence, conscientiousness and tirelessness

coupled with non-attachment is very difficult. To live with love, com-

passion and tenderness while remaining unattached is achievable only

after many years of  intense sadhana.  Once we give ourselves fully to
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“If  you never want to be cornered in your life, have a

spiritual corner in your heart and in your home.”

a person or a project we inherently become attached. The develop-

ment of  non-attachment without apathy or dispassion is achieved only

by a rare number of  truly advanced beings.

Thus, if  we cannot act and live fully present, fully committed and fully

compassionate while not being attached to the results, and if  the re-

sults are inevitably going to bring frustration at some point, then what

is the answer? How to respond when our expectations are not ful-

filled? Earlier, I spoke about “no-reaction”.  I gave tools to help us

stay calm in the moment and not-react.  Yet, let us go a step deeper

into our human nature that predisposes us to react in the first place.

How can we develop an internal consciousness that is so peaceful,

calm and  understanding that “no-reaction” comes instinctively?

2. We are not the center of  the universe

Primarily we must cease to see ourselves as the center of  the universe

and all other people as actors in our own drama. Each person has his

own karma to work through in this lifetime which influences and de-

termines his actions. Yet we take every action, every word, every re-

sponse from others as though the other is only an actor in our own

universe. When someone says something which insults us, we auto-

matically assume that she meant to be insulting. When someone does

something that hurts us, we automatically assume that he intended

the hurt, or at least that he was aware of  it. Rarely do we step back and

ponder what other circumstances – having nothing to do with us --

may have led her to act or speak in the way she did.

In most circumstances that I have seen, everyone is acting and re-

acting from their own fear, desires and confusion along with their

own karmic path. These fears, desires and confusion were generated
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internally, and their karmic path is something over which we have no

control. Therefore, an important step to freeing ourselves of  anger is

to stop assuming that we are the center of  the universe and that every

action and word of  another relates to us. Let us practice stepping

back, cultivating a wider, vaster, panoramic view of  the situation and

seeing all possibilities of  why and how someone may have acted the

way that she did.

The same is true with projects on which we work that may or may not

succeed. When something does not go the way we anticipated we

tend to blame ourselves or assume that, through some fault, failing or

curse of  our own, the project did not bear the intended fruit. How-

ever, God’s plan is sometimes inscrutable and His ways are frequently

mysterious. The reason for a project’s failure or a venture’s loss may

have no connection with our hard work or capabilities. It may simply

have to do with the script of  the Eternal and Universal Drama.

3. Have a spiritual corner

I always say, “If  you never want to be cornered in your life, have a

spiritual corner in your heart and in your home.” We spend so much

time and energy designing and decorating our rooms and offices. We

have beautiful bookcases for our books and photographs. We have

spacious closets for our clothes.  If  our body is tired we can get into

bed or take a hot bath. But, where is the place for our heart, our mind

and our emotions? Where is the place where WE can go to be replen-

ished and rejuvenated?

That place should be the spiritual corner.  If  we live in a large, spa-

cious home we might be able to dedicate a full room as the “prayer

room” or “meditation room” or “breathing room”. However, if  we

don’t have that much space, if  we live in a small house or an apart-

ment, it doesn’t matter. The quantity of  space is not relevant; only the

quality is.

It should be a place filled with any and all objects that bring peace to
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your mind and heart.  If  you worship God in any particular form you

can have images of  that form. If  you do not worship God in form,

then you can put things there that connect you to God spiritually -

maybe flowers or candles.

The spiritual corner should be kept ONLY for spiritual practice - for

meditation, japa, puja, introspection, relaxation, breathing, silence..... .

Over time, you will see that the vibrational energy there will come to

be different from the rest of  the house. The place will be “charged.”

As soon as you enter the room or sit in that corner, your entire ner-

vous system will undergo not only emotional and psychological

changes, but physiological changes as well. The energy will be calm,

serene and tender.

4. Recharge your batteries

Typically, outbursts of  anger and frustration are due to our spiritual

batteries being low. We overextend ourselves so much -- physically,

emotionally and energetically -- every day and take such little time for

personal replenishment. Just as the body needs many hours of  sleep

each day in order to be fresh, healthy and productive, so we also need

to give time to our spirit to rest, withdraw and re-connect with the

Source. Meditation, silence, prayer - these are all ways in which our

spirit reconnects with the Source and draws energy and inspiration

from the infinite, Divine Ocean.

When our mobile phones lose battery charge what happens? The line

becomes full of  static. We cannot hear each other properly. Mistakes

and miscommunications arise. We get “cut off ” from each other. In

order to solve the problem we have only to reconnect the phone to

the charger which is plugged into the electrical outlet. In a short time

the batteries will be recharged and our conversation can continue,

clearly and uninterrupted.

The same is true in our lives. When our spiritual batteries run low our
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lives become full of  static! We move through each day in an unplanned,

unfocused and uncentered way.  The connection to our deep Self, to

the inner voice, to that sacred well of  peace within us gets “cut off ”

and we wander aimlessly and directionless.

When our spiritual batteries are low we lose touch with the infinite

Source of  peace and joy; hence small events during the course of

each day take on exaggerated importance and our emotional well-

being is at the mercy of  every person, every phone call and every

traffic jam.

How to recharge our batteries? Just plug yourself  back into the Source.

Get connected again to God. Sometimes people mistakenly say, “God

is so far away from me,” or “God has left me.” No. It is never like that.

It is we who have left God, we who have gone astray. The moment we

re-connect, the connection is there!

The spiritual corner should be the place where we reconnect to the

Divine Source, where we recharge our batteries. When our batteries

are charged we can hear not only each other clearly but we can also

clearly hear the inner, Divine voice.

How to Respond to Anger
Prevention is always the best medicine. By following the steps out-

lined above, we will slowly find that our propensity to anger dimin-

ishes. Day by day, we will find that we are more peaceful, more loving,

less irritable and slower to anger.

However, despite our most sincere effort at prevention, there will still

inevitably be times when the demon of  anger will rear its fiery head

and – before we realize it, we will find the blood rising within us, our

hearts beating fast and the volcano within about to erupt. What to do

then? How to save ourselves and our sanity from the clutches of  an-

ger? Below are some simple yet profound techniques, ancient yet time-

less, to help us gather the reins of  our emotions back into our own
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hands and to return to a state of  equanimity and peace.

The goal of  all of  these techniques is simply to get you back in touch

with you! When we become filled with anger we lose ourselves and

anger takes over as ruler and king!

1. Breathe

The breath is inextricably, intricately and inherently linked to both our

deepest Self  and also to our most fleeting emotions. The same breath

can either take us deep into the core of  our Divine Being or into a

state of  ephemeral, superficial passion, anger or anxiety.

Try it. Close your eyes gently. Take a long, slow inhalation and an even

slower, longer exhalation. Take the breath from low and deep in the

abdomen rather than from just the upper lungs and rib-cage. Really

let the abdomen expand on the inhalation and release on the exhala-

tion. Feel yourself  drop deeper and deeper on the long, slow exhala-

tion.  Even in just 1-2 minutes you will notice a profound sense of

connection with the Self  and a calming detachment from the current

stress in your external world.

Now, close your eyes again. Breathe quickly.  This is not a pranayama

exercise so don’t overdo it, but take the breaths shallowly – from high

up in the lungs and sternum. You will see how quickly a state of  anxi-

ety rises within you and how difficult it is to even keep the eyes closed.

The mind instinctively wants to open the eyes and respond to the

stress-inducing situation which lies before us.

The breath is very powerful and serves both as a cause and also as an

effect of  our emotions. When we are calm, peaceful, centered and in

a state of  Love, our breath is slow, deep and long. When we are angry

our breath becomes short, fast and shallow. But the breath is not only

a symptom or indicator of  our mental state, it also can be used to

change our mental state. Anger causes shallowness and quickness of

the breath; conversely long, deep and slow breaths can rid the body
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of  anger just as our immune system fights off  invading bacteria.

The next time you feel that unmistakable sensation of  anger rising

within you, immediately close your eyes and return to your breath.

Concentrate only on the breath. Help the breath become long, deep

and slow. You will see how quickly the anger dissipates. Of  course,

your breathing does not necessarily excuse someone else’s mistake,

but it makes you the master of  your actions and emotions rather than

their slave. It gives you the freedom to decide how to act and what to

say rather than being a puppet in the hands of  your emotions.

2. Be a Witness:

One of  the best practices for when we find the wave of  anger begin

to rise within us is just to be a witness. Watch the anger. Don’t try to

fight it. Don’t run from it. Don’t push it aside. But just be aware of  it.

Watch it. See it. Recognize it.  Then realize that it is only an emotion

and this, too, shall pass.

As I mentioned earlier, in an ocean, the depths are still. The surface is

turbulent, tossed about by the incessant waves.  We are the same. Our

deepest, innermost core -- our Center -- is calm, peaceful, joyful, One

with the Divine. But on top of  that core we have piled so many layers

of  emotions, expectations, attachments and frustrations that our sur-

face too has become turbulent.

Unfortunately, due to ignorance and illusion, we have come to associ-

ate ourselves with the turbulent surface rather than with the peaceful,

imperturbable core.

Like a leaf  in the ocean, we allow ourselves to get tossed around by

every passing wave or gust of  air.

Instead, let us imagine ourselves as a meditator, sitting on a cliff  watch-

ing the waves crash onto the rocks below.  Regardless of  how turbu-

lent the waves become, regardless of  how furious and ferocious their
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intensity, we do not throw ourselves off  the cliff  and into their midst.

Rather we sit and watch, calmly and peacefully. The waves are thrash-

ing. We are watching.

Whenever the waves of  anger rise up within us and begin to crash and

thrash in our minds, let us remember that we have a choice. We can sit

on the cliffside, watching the waves, remaining safe, serene and far

above their fury. Or we can hurl ourselves into their furious midst and

allow ourselves to be tossed about like pebbles in the stormy sea.

3. Don’t Bite the Mad Dog

If  you were taking a walk in the park one day and suddenly a mad dog

came dashing at you and bit your leg, what would you do? You might

grab your leg in pain. You might put your sweater there to stop the

bleeding. You might even cry if  the pain were severe. However, under

no circumstances would you run after the mad dog, chasing him

through the park, in order to bite him back! Instinctively, regardless

of  the pain inflicted by the bite, you would realize the futility and

absurdity of  trying to “get even” with the dog.

Yet in our lives, when someone inflicts pain upon us, when someone

– out of  his own fear or confusion – treats us in a way that hurts, what

do we do? How do we react? Typically our minds become filled with

thoughts of  vengeance and retaliation. We react instinctively. We want

“an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.” A hurtful comment begets

a hurtful comment. A cold shoulder begets a cold shoulder. Betrayal

begets betrayal. In essence, our usual response is the equivalent of

running down the road after that mad dog, and trying to grab him,

break his legs and sink our teeth into his flesh.

Restraining ourselves from biting the mad dog is remaining aware of

our true nature and the dog’s true nature. We know that we are a

human, capable of  logic, planning, common sense and understand-

ing. We know that the mad dog is merely that - a dog in the clutches
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of  rabid illness, unable to control his own behavior. Because we are

able to understand this distinction between us and the dog, his bite

may hurt the flesh but it does not wound our spirit.

4. Remember Your Own Dharma:

The Saint & Scorpion
Once there was a sadhu (monk), a renunciant living on the banks of  a

river, performing his sadhana with great piety and determination. One day

as the holy man went for his bath in the river, he noticed a scorpion strug-

gling in the water. Scorpions, by nature, cannot swim and the sadhu knew

that if  he did not save the scorpion, it would drown. Therefore, carefully

picking up the scorpion, the saint lifted it out of  the waters and was just

about to set it down gently on the land when the scorpion stung his finger. In

pain, the sadhu instinctively flung his hand and the scorpion went flying,

back into the river. As soon as the sadhu regained his composure from the

sting, he again lifted the scorpion out of  the water. Again, before he could set

the scorpion safely on land, the creature stung him. Again, as the sadhu

shook his hand in response to the pain, the scorpion fell back into the water.

This drama went on for several minutes as the holy man continued to try to

save the life of  the drowning scorpion and the scorpion continued to sting his

savior’s hand before reaching the freedom of  the river bank.

A man, who had been out hunting in the forest, noticed this drama between

the holy man and the scorpion. He watched as the saint carefully and gin-

gerly lifted the creature out of  the water, only to fling it back in as his hand

convulsed in pain from each fresh sting. Finally, the hunter said to the

sadhu, “Revered Swamiji, forgive me for my frankness, but it is clear that

the scorpion is simply going to continue to sting you each and every time you

try to carry it to safety. Why don’t you give up and just let it drown?”

The holy man replied, “My dear child, the scorpion is not stinging me out of
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malice or evil intent. It is simply his nature to sting. Just as it is the water’s

nature to make me wet, so it is the scorpion’s nature to sting in order to

protect himself. He doesn’t realize that I am carrying him to safety. That is

a level of  conscious comprehension greater than what his brain can achieve.

But, just as it is the scorpion’s nature to sting, so it is my nature to save. Just

as he is not leaving his nature, why should I leave my nature? My dharma is

to help any creature of  any kind – human or animal. Why should I let a

small scorpion rob me of  the divine nature which I have cultivated through

years of  sadhana?”

In our lives we encounter people who harm us, who insult us, who

plot against us, whose actions seem calculated to thwart the success-

ful achievement of  our goals. Sometimes these are obvious acts, such

as a co-worker who continually steals our ideas or speaks badly of  us

to our boss. Sometimes these acts are more subtle – a friend, relative

or colleague who unexpectedly betrays us or who we find has been

surreptitiously speaking negatively about us behind our back. We of-

ten wonder “How could he hurt me like that? How could she do this

to me?” Then, our hearts become filled with anger and pain, and our

minds start plotting vengeance.

Slowly we find that our own actions, words and thoughts become

driven by anger and pain. We find ourselves engaged in cunning

thoughts of  revenge.  Before we realize it, we are injuring ourselves

more by allowing the negative emotions into our hearts than the other

person injured us by their words or actions. They insulted us or plot-

ted against us or sabotaged a well-deserved achievement at work. But

we injure ourselves more deeply and more gravely by allowing our

hearts and minds to turn dark.

Our dharma is to be kind, to be pure, to be honest, to be giving, to be

sharing, to be caring. Others, due to ignorance, due to lack of  under-

standing (much like the scorpion who doesn’t understand the sadhu’s

gentle intention) or due to the way in which their own karmic drama
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must unfold, may act with malice, deceit, selfishness and indifference.

But we must not let their actions or their ignorance deprive us of

fulfilling OUR dharma. We must not allow ourselves to be lowered by

their ignorance, their habits or their greed. The darkness in their heart

should not be allowed to penetrate into the lightness of  our hearts.

Sometimes people ask, “But Swamiji, how long should we continue to

tolerate, continue to forgive, continue to love in the face of  other

people’s aggression, jealousy, hatred and malice?” The answer is for-

ever. It is not our job to mete out punishment to others based on their

actions. That is God’s job and the job of  the law of  karma. They will

get their punishment. Do not worry. They will face the same misery

they are bringing to you. Do not worry. But it is not our job to hand

that to them. It is God’s job and – with the exacting law and science

of  karma – evildoers will receive punishment. But not by our hands.

If  we allow ourselves to injure them, insult them, plot against them,

hurt them, then we are simply accruing more and more negative karma

for ourselves.

If  the sadhu had allowed the scorpion to suffer and drown in the

river, he would have forsaken his own divine path in life, just like we

would go against our own human nature to run after the mad dog and

bite him. Sure, we can say that the scorpion deserved to die for what

he had done to the sadhu.  We can say that the sadhu had tried and

tried to save the scorpion but the scorpion would not let him. We can

give a list of  explanations to excuse the sadhu for not rescuing the

scorpion. But, to pardon bad behavior is not the goal. To excuse our-

selves for failing to fulfill our duties is not the goal. The goal is to live

up to our full, divine potential as conscious, holy beings.

So, let us remember that our dharma is to live lives of  purity, piety,

peace, selflessness, integrity and love, and let us never allow anyone or

anyone’s actions -- however malicious or crazy or poisonous they may

be --  to divert us from that goal.
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4. Understand = Stand Under

Much of  our anger stems from misunderstandings. Someone says

something or does something and we misunderstand it or misinter-

pret her motives. Our response is a reflection of  our interpretation.

Thus, when we misunderstand the meaning behind someone’s words

or actions we frequently create a negative situation where none needed

to exist.

The answer is to stop and ask ourselves “What is really going on?”

“What might be all the possible reasons why that person said or did

what I think he said or did?” However, in order to truly find the an-

swer we must be humble enough to momentarily disengage from the

immediate reason and reaction which come to our mind. For example,

a co-worker goes privately to the boss in order to get a raise. As we

walk by the boss’ office we hear that she is over-valuing her own work

and exaggerating the reasons why she is so important to the company.

We hear her take credit for projects in which we know she only played

a small role, and in which we actually played a vital role.

Immediately, our instinctive reaction is one of  judgment and anger.

How dare she take credit for work we have done? How dare she have

the audacity to make herself  seem so important? How dare she be the

one to approach the boss for a raise when so many people (ourselves

included) deserve it more? We immediately start planning what we

will say to the boss when she leaves his office, how we will repudiate

what she said, how we will get all the co-workers together to prove to

the boss that she is not nearly as crucial and important as she claims

to be.  Essentially, we assume that her motives are dishonest and ego-

istic.

However, if  a small angel allowed us to see the movie of  what took place

last night at her dinner table we might see the following scene: her husband,

with tear filled eyes, announcing that he has been laid off  from work with

only 30 days’ notice; her son – in the midst of  chemotherapy treatments for
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cancer – unable to eat anything due to the pervasive nausea he experiences

from the treatment.  When she finally does manage to feed him one chapatti

and a small bowl of  dal, he immediately rushes into the bathroom to vomit.

Her father-in-law, hands shaking uncontrollably due to Parkinson’s dis-

ease, reminds her, scornfully, that she must be cursed as she’s brought such

bad luck upon the family.

As her tears soak through her pillowcase, sleep evasive as ever, she realizes

that she will never be able to single-handedly support the family on her

current income. How long it will be before her husband is re-employed is

anyone’s guess. The burden, for now, is solely upon her. She resolves that

tomorrow she has no choice but to beg the boss for a raise and hope that he

will see her as an important enough part of  the team to justify an increase in

salary.

Had we been able to watch this movie, had we been given insight into

our co-worker’s true motivations, the wave of  anger and vengeance in

which we found ourselves drowning would never have washed over

us in the first place.

Where there is understanding there is compassion. Where there

is understanding there is tolerance. Where there is understand-

ing there is acceptance. It is the tragic dearth of  understanding

between people that leads to much of  our personal and inter-

personal anguish.

However, in order to understand someone else, we must be prepared

to place aside -- even just for a moment -- our own ego-centric world

view. We must be prepared to look beyond our own preconceived

notions of  justice, righteousness and truth. We must be prepared to

step out of  the one-dimensional and self-centered paradigm of  thought

in which we typically operate.

In order to truly understand someone, we must be prepared to “stand
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under” them, to see them from below rather than from above. Only

by removing the glasses of  selfishness and superiority through which

we’ve become accustomed to viewing the world, can we truly see an-

other person.

So, the next time we find ourselves outraged, shocked or pained by

another person’s behavior, let us try to stand under them, to see them

through our divine, unmasked eyes of  humility and egolessness. Let

us pray for the purity of  sight and the purity of  mind to see their true

motivations and circumstances.

5. Listen More

Frequently the people who injure us, who pain us, who anger us actu-

ally do tell us the reasons and the truth. But we don’t listen. We be-

come hurt by our husband’s reticence about his feelings. We want to

hear him say “I love you” more frequently than he does. We yearn for

effusive and demonstrative acts of  affection. We interpret his reti-

cence and restraint to a lack of  love.

However, it is likely that he has told us already (either verbally or non-

verbally) that, due to several reasons stemming from his own child-

hood and his own insecurities, he has never developed the ability to

show his feelings to others. He may have lived a repressed childhood

or one in which he had to be the “man of  the house”, taking care of

everyone else, and hence did not have the luxury of  expressing his

own feelings of  pain or fear or confusion.

Yet, do we listen to these explanations? Rarely. We usually undermine

them with further examples of  ways in which he has let us down,

situations in which we needed his affection and he was unable to dem-

onstrate it.

One crucial component of  understanding is to listen. Frequently we

hear someone but we don’t listen. We hear the sound of  their voice.

We hear the noise. We hear their words and verbal intonations. But we
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have not really listened to what that person has told us.  Listening

implies focus, concentration, attention and attentiveness. Hearing can

be passive and unfocused, as we might hear the sound of  the TV in

the background while we are listening carefully to the person on the

other end of  the telephone.

Many times we think we have listened, when really all we have done is

heard. Our ears have processed the auditory sensations, but our heart

and mind have remained unchanged and unaffected.

In order to understand someone’s deep emotions, in order to be able

to “stand under” them with compassion and love, we need to open

not only our ears but also our hearts and our minds to the words they

are speaking, and to the message beneath the words.
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   Chapter 7   Chapter 7   Chapter 7   Chapter 7   Chapter 7
ForgivenessForgivenessForgivenessForgivenessForgiveness

One of  the greatest abilities given to human beings, and one of  the

most important on the spiritual path is the ability to forgive.

Forgiveness is not condoning someone else’s hurtful behavior. For-

giveness is not saying that no mistakes were made. Forgiveness is not

inviting the pain or abuse again. Forgiveness does not mean that the

perpetrator should not be punished.

Forgiveness means that we, as human beings looking for peace, must

release the pain, anger and grudges which act like a vice on our heart,

squeezing our vital energy and life force, suffocating us in its grip.

Forgiveness removes the vice from our hearts and allows us to breathe,

live and love freely.

THREE WAYS OF DEALING WITH ANGER:

When someone hurts us -- knowingly or unknowingly, purposely or

accidentally – we have  three ways of  dealing with that hurt.

1. Expression

2. Suppression

3. Forgiveness

1. Expression:
The first way is expression. We can express our anger, our hurt and

our pain. Sometimes this is useful, particularly if  we can express our

feelings calmly, articulately, peacefully and in a productive, construc-

tive way.
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However, typically the “expression” of  anger quickly degenerates into

shouting, tantrums and revenge. Our vision becomes blinded and we

can see only the hurtful act; years or decades of  love – as well as our

inner calm, balance and peace --get left by the wayside of  our con-

sciousness as the steam engine of  fury plunges ahead.

Further, expression of  anger becomes a habit. We become accustomed

to immediately giving voice to our wrath and rage. Slowly, we become

the slave of  our anger. We are unable to contain it, unable to restrain

it, unable to rein it in. Our temper becomes intractable.  We become

our own greatest hurdle on the path to peace.

2. Suppression
Another way of  dealing with anger is suppression. We feel angry, we

feel the pain but – due to societal, cultural or psychological factors –

we are unable to express it. The pain is real. It lives within us, feeding

on every thought of  vengeance, playing and replaying the wrong which

has been perpetrated upon us over and over again on the screen of

our consciousness.  We are able to squeeze our lips shut, preventing

the venomous words from spilling out, but we continue to seethe on

the inside and our ire becomes a festering wound within us.

Suppressed anger causes depression, anxiety and stress within us. There

are innumerable illnesses linked to the unhealthy suppression of  these

emotions. Therefore, that cannot be the answer either.

3. Forgiveness
The only other option is to forgive.  Many people misunderstand for-

giveness to be a pardoning or exoneration of  the act committed.  It is

not.

Forgiveness is more for ourselves than for the person who committed

the act. Every wrong act, every evil deed will be punished by the law
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1 Note – the law of  karma is not so simplistic as to say that if  you give someone a black

eye you will get a black eye, or if  you have an affair with someone’s wife, someone will

have an affair with your wife. Rather, it means that the experience of  pain which your

actions have caused to another will have to be experienced by you, even if  the means of

the pain is different.

of  karma. Karma is an absolute law of  actions and re-actions. Isaac

Newton discovered that “For every action there is an equal and oppo-

site reaction.” This was hailed as a groundbreaking scientific discov-

ery, and to this day Newton is regarded as one of  the greatest scien-

tists of  all times.

Newton was a brilliant scientist. His precision, his method, his vision

and his discoveries were unprecedented. However, our ancient scrip-

tures had already given the law which is today known as Newton’s 3rd

law of  motion. We simply call it Karma.  Every action you perform is

like a boomerang. It comes back to you – if  not in this life, then in

later lives, if  not directly then indirectly. Whatever pain we cause to

another, we will experience ourselves.

Whatever injury we inflict upon another will be inflicted upon us. 1

No one is free from the law of  karma.

I am stressing this point because it is crucial to understand that for-

giveness does not mean that we absolve someone of  their karma.

That is God’s role and it is not one that we have the power to play

even if  we want to.

Forgiveness means that we are able to separate the person from the

act. It means that the act may be deplorable but the person who com-

mitted the act is still human and therefore has strengths as well as

weaknesses, good points as well as negative points. Forgiveness means

that we are able to tap into the well of  compassion which flows in our

hearts and offer some of  it to those who have wronged us.  Mahatma

Gandhiji used to say, “Hate the sin but not the sinner.”

Forgiveness means that we need to move forward, that we do not
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want to stagnate and freeze in the moment of  the inflicted pain. When

we hold onto our anger it immobilizes us, precluding us from blos-

soming into the people we are supposed to become and achieving

that which we are supposed to achieve.

When Will You Draw the Line?
So many people come to me, their identities determined and lives

plagued by wrongs which have been wrought upon them sometime in

the past. Sins of  commission (e.g. the abusive parent), sins of  omis-

sion (e.g. the absent or indifferent parent ), sins they can recall, sins

they cannot recall, sins committed by those who are still living, sins

committed by those who have long since passed away, sins by those

they knew, sins by strangers, sins upon them personally, sins upon the

collective consciousness of  which they are a part.

Their lives, their paths and their decisions have been shaped by the

enduring pain of  these past wrongs.  They may not remember details

of  the sin itself; but they are vividly aware of  how this sin has ruined

every day of  their life since. They are stuck, unable to move forward,

held prisoner by acts long-ago committed, abused lashed onto skin

cells which have long ago perished.

The abuses, the wrongs and the betrayals are all very real. The stories

are heart-wrenching, and my eyes fill with tears for each person who

had to endure this pain. I am confident that the perpetrators have all

received or will receive in the future the bitter fruit of  this karma they

have committed.

However, just as tragic as the stories of  abuse and betrayal, the stories

of  stolen childhoods and shattered dreams, are the stories of  these

“Hate the sin but not the sinner.”

                                                       Mahatma Gandhi
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“Forgive them, Father. They know not what they do.”

Jesus Christ

people today: broken adults unable to cut the chains that bind them to

events of  the past, unable to take a step without the shackles of  yes-

terday.

I ask each of  them the same question: “Are you going to take this pain to

the grave?” They all emphatically reply “No!” or “I hope not!”

I then ask them, “Are you going to release the pain on your deathbed? How

about a week before your death? Two weeks before your death?” These people

are usually decades away from old age, and their answers unanimously

reflect their wish to be free of  the pain long before the end of  their

lives.

Then I ask the crucial question: “But when? When will you release the pain?

You are waiting for someone to come and draw the line, to come and say, ‘Now you

are free.’ No one will draw the line for you. You must do it yourself. But today I tell

you, ‘You can be free.’ Just draw the line.”

We hold onto our pain becomes it identifies who we are, it gives us an

excuse for behaving the way we do, it has become such a familiar

feeling that --  regardless of  its self-destructive nature -- we cannot let

it go. Yet let it go we must if  we want to move forward.

The best way to release the pain is to honestly and deeply forgive the

person who has wronged you. By seeing the perpetrator as a fallible

human being,  by allowing the love in our heart to flow towards him,

by feeling compassion for the situation (either physical or mental) that

she must have been in to commit this mistake, the chains that bind us

are loosened and we are free to take a step forward into today and

tomorrow.
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It is not an easy task, but it is an essential task if  want to have any

peace in our lives and especially if  we want to help spread peace to

others. Those who are hanging on to old wounds, whose behavior is

shaped by events of  the past,  whose identities are marked by wrongs

that have perpetrated upon them can never be agents of  positive

change. Only by first forgiving those who have wronged us can we

help others forgive those who have wronged them.

Inspiration for Forgiveness from Great Masters
The ability to forgive is one of  the surest signs of  spiritually advanced

souls. The more tenaciously we clutch to our grievances and grudges,

the more we stagnate in the pool of  our past, the farther we are from

achieving our highest potential on any level.

The scriptures, stories, mythology and folklore of  every religion are

filled with beautiful, inspiring examples of  forgiveness.

Message of  Jesus:

Probably the greatest example of  divine forgiveness under the most

difficult situation is Jesus Christ. Whether we accept him as the son of

God or not is irrelevant. What is indisputable is that he was a spiritual

leader, a teacher of  peace, a teacher of  dharma. Falsely imprisoned

and convicted by treachery, his enemies led him to die on the cross.

However, even with his lifeblood pouring out of  the gaping wounds

in his hands and feet where he had been nailed to the crucifix, even as

he knew that he was dying due to the betrayal of  his own people, still

his dying words, his prayer to the Almighty Lord were: “Forgive them,

Father. They know not what they do.” Jesus’ message is clear: the act

is reprehensible, the act is undoubtedly conspiracy, yet the doers are

humans capable of  ignorance and error.

Saint Eknath’s Patience:

There’s another inspiring example in the life of  Saint Eknath a beau-
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tiful, spiritual teacher and philosopher who lived in the 16th century.

Like any truly enlightened master, Eknath had his enemies, people

committed to sabotaging and undermining the flow of  divine, posi-

tive energy. These enemies conspired that the best way to humiliate

Saint Eknath was to provoke him to lose his temper, thereby ruining

his reputation as the embodiment of  peace.

They offered a local villager a rich reward if  he could succeed in mak-

ing the saint lose his temper.

Every morning Eknath went down to the river for his bath, as part of

his daily rituals. The villager sat beside a tree on the path that Eknath

took from the river back to his home. As Eknath approached, having

completed his morning bath, the villager rose and spat on Eknath as

the Saint passed by.

Wordlessly, Eknath turned around and walked back to the river where

he had another bath. As he returned home again on the path, the

villager stood in the same place and again spat on him. Once more,

Eknath turned around quietly and performed his bathing ritual for

the third time.

This drama continued for 108 times, each time Eknath walked up the

path from the river the villager spat on him, thereby compelling him

to return to the river for another bath.

Finally, as the Saint approached the villager for the 109th time that

morning, the drops of  water from his 108th bath glistening on his

skin, the villager fell humbly at his feet. He kissed the ground upon

which the Saint tread and begged Eknath for forgiveness.

Eknath was unperturbed. “For what shall I forgive you, my son? Due

to your actions, I have had the divine opportunity to have 108 baths

today in the holy river. It is the first time in my life I have been so

blessed.”
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The villager sheepishly confessed the entire plot to Eknath. Eknath

put his hand on the villager’s head and said, “My son, I wish you had

told me this plan earlier. I would have acted angry so you could have

claimed your rich reward.”

Swami Dayanandji - save the killer

There is a beautiful story about the last days of  the life of  Swami

Dayanandji, the founder of  the Arya Samaj and one of  the greatest

spiritual thinkers and leaders of  India. As a seer and proponent of  the

Truth, he spoke his beliefs without hesitation or discretion. As is fre-

quently the case with philosophers whose beliefs shake a well estab-

lished paradigm, he had many enemies.  Some of  those enemies felt

so threatened by Swamiji’s philosophy and way of  preaching that they

plotted to kill him.

They bribed Swamiji’s cook to mix small doses of  poison into Swamiji’s

food, so that day by day the poison would increase in Swamiji’s body,

eventually killing him. They reasoned that the slow-acting nature of

the poison would throw off  suspicion, and all would assume that

Swamiji had passed away due to some illness or other natural cause.

However, as Swamiji started to suffer the effects of  the toxin, he un-

derstood what was happening. He knew that he was not suffering

from any natural illness or ailment but that there were poisonous chemi-

cals coursing through his blood.  He also understood that the only

way the poison could be administered was through his food.

One day, he quietly called his cook to his quarters. “My son, take this

money,” Swamiji said as he handed his cook a large sum of  cash, “And

escape to Nepal. Go quickly now because when my devotees find out

that you have poisoned me they will surely be furious and kill you.”

The cook bowed at Swamiji’s feet and followed his instructions.  The

effects of  the poison were irreversible and un-treatable; eventually

the toxins wrested the life out of  Swamiji’s body. However, his cook

was never found.
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Forgiveness in our own lives
The examples given above are divine, beautiful and true stories of

how vast the ocean of  forgiveness can be. Let us fill our cup from that

infinite ocean of  compassion and forgiveness so that we too can step

freely, peacefully and joyfully into the future, leaving the shackles of

the past behind. Let us fulfill our unique purpose, our Divine mission

here on Earth, rising to our greatest potential -- academically, profes-

sionally, emotionally and spiritually. Then we will truly be able to serve

as warriors for peace in every situation we encounter.
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Chapter 8Chapter 8Chapter 8Chapter 8Chapter 8
The Effect of What we EatThe Effect of What we EatThe Effect of What we EatThe Effect of What we EatThe Effect of What we Eat

on How we Feelon How we Feelon How we Feelon How we Feelon How we Feel

In the preceding pages, we have discussed numerous ways in which

we can turn our inner world from pieces to peace, how we can find

and hold onto a state of  stable calmness, serenity, peace, joy and love.

Before we move ahead into peace within the family, I want to give one

more suggestion of  how to attain and maintain balance, equanimity

and peacefulness in our lives.

The answer is to be a vegetarian.

Eating meat is not only violent to the animal whose precious life-

blood we wrest from it due to our insatiable desire for the taste of

hamburgers, steak, chicken and fish, but it is also one of  the most

profound ways we wreak violence upon our own bodies – physically

and emotionally.

Each day people come to me and they say, “Swamiji, I am filled with

anxiety. I am restless. I cannot sleep properly at night. I feel tense and

stressed. I suffer from high blood pressure.”  This is not surprising.

Our world today is filled with tension and strife. Heart disease and

cancer rates are sky-rocketing. High blood pressure and insomnia af-

fect innumerable lives.  The “developed” world is marked by outer

busy-ness and inner restlessness.

Much of  this of  course is due to the lifestyle and culture which propa-

gates success at all costs. However, a large part of  our physiological
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anxiety and anger is due to the meat we consume. Let me explain.

When animals (humans included) are threatened or scared, our adre-

nal glands secrete a flood of  hormones, referred to as adrenaline, into

our bloodstream.  The purpose of  the adrenaline is to give our bodies

the strength and energy to save our lives – either by fighting off  the

attacker or by running away.   Thus, this hormonal reaction of  our

sympathetic nervous system is sometimes referred to as the “fight or

flight” response.

The effect of  the hormones is that our hearts beat quickly, our blood

pressure rises, our digestion and reproduction systems shut down in

order to send the blood to our extremities, and our physical impulses

become very acute and sharp.  All of  these responses are beneficial if

we need to stave off  a vicious attack or run to save our lives.   Miracu-

lous stories abound of hundred-pound mothers who lifted cars off

of  their trapped babies, of  unfit people who ran miles and miles at

top speed while chased by an attacker, of  people who scaled trees to

save their lives. The “miracle strength” comes from the adrenaline.

When an animal is about to be killed, even if  it can neither fight nor

flee due to chains or boxes or restraints, its body still releases the same

stress hormones.  These hormones course through the animal’s blood

at the time of death and become absorbed into the tissues of the

body. When we eat those tissues in the form of  hamburgers or steaks

or chicken nuggets, we ingest those lingering hormones.  When the

meal is digested and the fats, proteins, carbohydrates and nutrients are

absorbed by our bloodstream, so is the adrenaline.  Thus, the adrena-

line is now coursing through our own bloodstream, giving the same

messages of  “fight or flee” to our bodies, sending the chemical signal

to our brains that our lives are in danger and we must prepare to save

ourselves.

Our world is becoming more violent each day.  Uncontrollable out-

bursts of  anger and tantrums have become common.  More and more
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people are simply out to get ahead, to protect themselves, even at the

sake of  others.  These are the same characteristics that adrenaline and

the other stress hormones prepare our bodies for.  They are necessary

when our very life is on the line. Yet they are counter-productive and

detrimental when we want to live in peace, with ourselves and with

others.

When we regularly and continuously ingest hormones which send

“danger” messages to our body, it is only natural that we will become

hyper-vigilant, restless, anxious, angry. Slowly, over time, these hor-

mones change the very nature of  our beings and we don’t know what

has happened to us.

When someone asked the famous playwright George Bernard Shaw

why he was a vegetarian, he replied, “Because I don’t want to make

my body a cemetery of  dead animals.” Our bodies should be temples,

not graveyards.

Perhaps, if  we treat this temple that is our body like a temple it will

feel like a temple – pious and pure.  When we treat it like a battle-

ground and cemetery, how can we wonder that we feel wars are being

waged within?
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There are two beautiful poems I want to share with you, both by Khalil

Gibran. One is about marriage and the other is about children. Both

are precious jewels of  advice of  how to live peacefully and joyfully

together as well as how to use the family life in order to progress

closer and closer to God.

The poems are as follows:

Marriage:

You were born together, and together you shall be forevermore.

You shall be together when white wings of  death scatter your days.

Aye, you shall be together even in the silent memory of  God.

But let there be spaces in your togetherness,

And let the winds of  the heavens dance between you.

Love one another but make not a bond of  love:

Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of  your souls.

Fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup.

Give one another of  your bread but eat not from the same loaf.

Sing and dance together and be joyous, but let each one of  you be alone,

Even as the strings of  a lute are alone though they quiver with the same

music.

Give your hearts, but not into each other’s keeping.

For only the hand of  Life can contain your hearts.

And stand together, yet not too near together:

For the pillars of  the temple stand apart,

And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other’s shadow.

Khalil Gibran

Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1
Peace in the HomePeace in the HomePeace in the HomePeace in the HomePeace in the Home

Acceptance of  Each Other as Individuals
We each have our own preconceived notions of  how a proper wife,

husband, mother, father and child should be. These ideal, yet rarely

human, characters are ones we’ve seen on TV, in the movies or in

years worth of  dreams about what our family life would be. When our

family members do not comply with this ideal we become frustrated

and dejected.

Perhaps the ideals are even taken from our own parents. We may view

our mother as the perfect mother and thus project perfection as a

wife onto her as well. When our own wife does not fulfill the stan-

dards set by our ideal-mother whom we assume to be an ideal-wife,

we feel cheated. What we never realized though, since we’ve seen her

only through the perspective of  a son, is that although she may have

been perfect as a mother, she and our father actually had their own

share of  issues and conflicts to work out during the course of  their

married life.

One of  the most important aspects of  finding peace in the home is to

see each other NOT as objects put onto Earth to fulfill our own dreams

and desires but rather as separate, divine individuals each with his or

her own karma, own tendencies, own dharma to fulfill.

Trying to put each other into our own pre-designed box of  “hus-

band” or “wife” or “daughter” or “son” ensures only that we will

never be satisfied and the other will live with constant awareness that

he/she is letting us down.
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Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2
Peace in the Marriage: Husbands & WivesPeace in the Marriage: Husbands & WivesPeace in the Marriage: Husbands & WivesPeace in the Marriage: Husbands & WivesPeace in the Marriage: Husbands & Wives

Humility
I heard a wonderful story about a very wise man who had been happily and

peacefully married to his wife for 60 years. When asked the secret of  his

enduring and successful marriage, he answered, “In the beginning, my wife

and I made an agreement. We decided that she would make all the little

decisions and I would make all the big decisions. Luckily, in 60 years, we’ve

never had to make a big decision.”

This statement shows not only a great understanding of  how to make

a marriage work, but also great humility. In order to live peacefully,

whether it’s in a marriage, in a family or in the world, we need first to

cultivate humility and surrender.

Earlier we discussed taking the capital, vertical “I” and bending it to

make a bridge. Bending the “I” symbolizes bending our ego and be-

coming humble.

In order to live peacefully in a family, we have no choice but to bend

our egos. Two strong, stubborn, unyielding egos cannot reside peace-

fully and lovingly in the same house. At least one will have to bend or

there will be daily bickering if  not full blown war!

Divine Mantra: “Ok, Honey.”
In the sacred, divine and beautiful scripture The Bhagavad Gita, Lord

Krishna speaks the divine commandments of  life to Arjuna. He tells

Arjuna how to live, what to do and how to do it. In a short 700 stan-

zas, the true essence of  life is imparted through Arjuna to the entire

Children:

Your children are not your children.

They are the sons and daughters

of  Life’s longing for itself.

They come through you but not from you,

And though they are with you, yet they belong not to you.

You may give them your love but not your thoughts.

For they have their own thoughts.

You may house their bodies but not their souls,

For their souls dwell in the house of  tomorrow,

which you cannot visit, not even in your dreams.

You may strive to be like them, but seek not to make them like you.

For life goes not backward nor tarries with yesterday.

You are the bows from which your children as living arrows are sent forth.

The archer sees the mark upon the path of  the infinite,

and He bends you with His might that His arrows may go swift and far.

Let your bending in the archer’s hand be for gladness;

For even as he loves the arrow that flies,

so He loves also the bow that is stable.

Khalil Gibran

The ultimate, beautiful message in both of  these poems is that every-

one – including yourself, your spouse and your children – has a spe-

cial, sacred role to play on Earth, and it is detrimental on every level,

for everyone involved, if  we try to impose ourselves and our will on

each other.

Rather, we must see both marriage and also parenthood as opportuni-

ties to progress with another person and through our relationship to

another person (but not dependent upon the actions or attitudes of

another person) closer to our own Self, closer to Peace and closer to

God.
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life, we will always live in peace, love and harmony.

The problems in our families come become we all want everything to

go our own way. “My way or no way” is the usual ultimatum we give

our loved ones.

This inevitably leads to ego struggles which end in frustration, de-

pression and even divorce.

Therefore, if  our goal is to live happily and peacefully together we

must adopt the mantra “Kari`ye vacana* tava.”. Or, to make it even

more simple and easy to remember: “Ok Honey.”

We may not get to eat at every restaurant of  our choosing; we may not

always get to watch the TV show we wanted; we may not always get to

do exactly what we want and when we want it. However, in exchange

for giving up a few preferences in life, we get the divine gift of  a

peaceful, joyful marriage and also peace and serenity in our own hearts.

Never Hold a Grudge
One of  the most important rules a marriage and a life should have is:

we won’t go to sleep angry. Any argument must be over by bedtime.

If  you can’t agree or  resolve  it, no problem.  Before bed, just go to sit

at the temple or in your “divine corner” or “quiet space”.  Hold hands

and ask for divine guidance. Sit in meditation together for a few mo-

ments, embrace and sleep. You will find that this, in and of  itself, will

solve most problems. If  not, don’t worry. You can resume discussions

the next day. But at least give yourself  those moments of  re-connec-

tion before sleep, lest you forget your true, eternal, divine connection.

Under no circumstances should you permit anger or resentment in

the bedroom. Once it has lasted one day, what will keep it from lasting

two days, or three days, or three years? The key is to just end it and

move on.

world, to serve as the foundation of  our Dharma and to guide us

through every aspect of  our lives.

However, I am not going to speak about the nuances of  Lord Krishna’s

message here. I want only to speak about one of  the last exchanges

between Krishna and Arjuna. After Lord Krishna has eloquently and

compellingly explained the true nature of  life to Arjuna and after the

Lord has told Arjuna exactly what he should do and how he should

do it, the Lord does not say, “Now you must follow my instructions.”

Rather, He says, “I have told you everything. Now the decision is yours.”

This is beautiful. Even Lord Krishna, having spoken irrefutable Di-

vine Truth, still gives Arjuna the choice of  whether to follow it or not.

In contrast, in our own lives, we insist that everyone follow our ad-

vice. If  we tell someone what to do and they do not do it, we become

agitated and upset. Our egos become injured; thus we frequently criti-

cize and condone those who make decisions which are not in accor-

dance with our advice and guidance.

However, after Lord Krishna gives Arjuna the option of  how to act,

Arjuna says one of  my favorite lines in the Gita. He says:

ÒøñÀø+ Ûøø+ô: òÛø;úÇøæâ×Ðøø ÇéøÇÕøãòøøÌøÒÛøÞøø²ÞøüÇø|

úòËøÇøø+{úòÛø ªøÇøòøÒÌ+ô: ¡¢ùá+ðÞø+ éø²øÒø@ ÇøéøG

Na`>o moha/ sm$tirlabdh! tvatpras!d!n may!cyuta

Sthitosmi gatasandeha/  kari`ye vacana* tava

The last part (“kari`ye vacana* tava”) is the most important. It means,

“I will do whatever you say.”

This is the mantra I want to give you all. Kari`ye vacana* tava. I will

do whatever you say. If  we can keep this as the mantra for our family
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Can’t we control our own egos long enough to take a deep breath and

move on? Must we really assert ourselves so forcefully at every oppor-

tunity? Aren’t we able to step -- for a moment -- into the other’s shoes?

We have been given a finite amount of  vital energy in our bodies, a

finite number of  hours each day, and a finite number of  days in our

lives. Why should we waste so much energy and time engaged in battles

of  the will? I heard a wonderful quote once. It said, “There is no such

thing as winning an argument with your wife. If  you have ‘won’, then what exactly

is it you’ve won? Her anger, her pain and her condemnation.”

We tend to work and assert ourselves in life for our own will --for that

which we want to happen. However, instead of  living and working for

our own will,  let us live and work for “well” -- the well-being of

others and the well-being of  the planet.

Surrender
 Those trees that can bend with the wind are the ones that survive the

greatest storms. Those that are rigid and unyielding are uprooted and

unearthed in the cyclones. Similarly, we must learn to bend with life.

To row a boat against the current takes you nowhere; you only expend

your energy and get tired.  If, however, you can swallow your pride

and ego and turn that boat around, then the current will gently carry

you.

Before we say “no,” before we make an issue out of  something, let us

stop and really ask ourselves, “Is it worth fighting over? Is my way so

much better than his way that it is worth our time and energy fight-

ing?” If  the answer is no, then just let it go. This does not make you a

lesser person, or a weaker person. Rather, it is those who are truly

great and strong who can sacrifice their own egos and yield to another’s

wishes.

Daily Arguments and Stubbornness
Another big complaint I hear is “We always fight over little, little things.

Everything is an argument.” This is a matter of  ego. Somehow, some-

where along the way, both husband and wife have decided that they

know best and that they will have it “my way.” This gets you nowhere.

Our own ego thinks that we are always right, that everyone around us

should do things the way we say.

So many times husbands and wives begin to quarrel over something

little. Then, it escalates and escalates into a full-blown battle. If  you

actually stop them in the middle and say, “What exactly are you fight-

ing about?” Neither can remember. This is not the way to live.

We tend to spend so much time arguing or holding grudges that we

forget to love each other, and  we forget to be thankful for what God

has given us.

One time when I was in Australia, I was sitting in the car going to a lecture

program and we stopped at a red light. Suddenly, even though all the win-

dows were closed, we could hear a great racket coming from the car next to

us. Sitting in the back seat of  a brand new Mercedes were two beautiful

children, dressed in what looked like brand new clothes. The children were

perfectly groomed, but they were trembling with fear, and tears spilled down

their cheeks.  In the front seat, Mom and Dad were screaming at each other

so loudly, that even through all the closed windows we could hear the noise.

There they were, in a beautiful car, with beautiful children, apparently per-

fect health, and they were screaming. What for? Probably some small issue.

Perhaps he was mad that she took too long to get ready and so they were 15

minutes late. Perhaps she was mad that she had to force him to wear a tie,

because he didn’t want to. Perhaps he was going to turn left at the previous

light, but she decided that the faster route was to go straight. It could have

been any one of  a million things, but I am sure that this was not the first

time they were fighting like that.
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after school, the young brother and sister came to me.  They wanted to know

why they had to go to school. “Why do we need an education?” They wanted

to know. I told them that it was very important to keep going to school and

studying hard so that they could get a good education and then a good job

with which they could help other people.  The two children looked at each

other.

Finally, the boy looked up at me and he said, “Swamiji, what is the point of

an education? What is the point of  a good job? Our dad is a doctor with an

M.D.  Our mom is a psychologist with a Ph.D. They make a lot of  money

and they say their jobs help other people. But when they come home from

work at night, all they do is fight, fight, fight. Didn’t they learn anything in

school? How can they help others if  they can’t help themselves?”

What message are we giving to our children? We think they don’t no-

tice. We think we can hide from them. However, they absorb every-

thing like small sponges.

So, first we must make sure that the parents are in peace and only then

can that peace be passed on to the children.

Violence in the Home
So many people come to me and ask whether it is okay to spank or

slap their children.   I also hear from other family members who are

concerned about what may be excessive violence toward children.

I want to make this point clearly: a child should never be physically

injured in the name of  discipline. Parents assuage their own consciences

by saying that the child “deserved it,” when the truth is that the par-

ents simply cannot control themselves, or that they don’t know any

other way of  discipline.

Even animals never injure their own children. Even these creatures

we insultingly call “beasts”, who are without our human instincts for
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The Tone of  Love
An important aspect of  raising divine, peaceful children is how you

and your spouse act and speak to each other.  We tend to think of

children merely as small, unaware creatures who sit there, oblivious to

the world around them and unable to comprehend our language.  But,

this is far from the truth. Children absorb everything -- if  not the

words, then the tone.

So, be sure to speak softly, gently, lovingly. Don’t raise your volume. I

have noticed that whenever parents raise their volumes, the children

instinctively raise their own. “Shut up!” the parent will shout at the

child. “You shut up!” The child yells back. This is clearly not a pro-

ductive or fruitful conversation. We think that by raising our volume,

our children will become obedient and respectful. However, the op-

posite is true. A child learns and emulates what he sees and hears. So,

don’t raise your volume, and also don’t engage in gossip about others

or your children will learn that this is okay.

In order to counteract the violent or superficial/materialistic influ-

ences that children frequently receive in school and outside, it is im-

portant to make the home a place where love, piety, peace and devo-

tion are actively taught.

Don’t assume your children know that you are pious and loving. Show

them. Be calm. Be pure.  Express love and compassion to your family

and to others. Your actions speak a thousand times louder than words.

The “Benefits” of  Successful Careers
Recently, I was staying with a very prosperous family in America. One day
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respect for teachers and parents.

We seem to believe that if  we punish them severely they will respect

us. This is absurd. Sure, they will fear us. But respect and fear are not

even related. We do not want our children’s (or our pupils’) fear. We

want their respect.

We complain that our children lie, that they hide from us, that they

disrespect us.  We ask why.  Yet the answer is not a mystery.  Children

are like sponges, voraciously soaking up every aspect of  the environ-

ment in which they live.  If  they live with lies, they will tell lies. If  they

live with disrespect, they will show disrespect. If  they live in the vi-

cious cycle of  action/reaction they will only know how to act and

react.  If  they live in a home in which there is neither tolerance nor

understanding, they will learn to keep everything to themselves. How-

ever, if  they live with patience, with love, with tolerance, with a tender

touch of  teaching, they will manifest patience, love and tenderness as

well as learn the lessons we are trying to instill in them.

The keys to divine children lie in changing the nature of  how we,  as

parents, behave. We must never act in anger or frustration. We must

wait until we have calmed down and then, gently and tenderly, explain

things to the children.  Then, and only then, can we be sure they are

only getting the teaching they deserve, and not the brunt of  our anger

from the office or from the traffic on the way home. How many times

have we had exasperating days and come home and taken it out on

the children (or one our spouse who then, in turn, takes it out on the

kids)? Too many. And what do the children learn from this? Nothing

other than low self-esteem and insufficient tools for dealing with their

own emotions.

Velvet not Violent Touch
So, the first thing to do is wait until you are in a “teaching” mood, not

a scolding mood, for children need not only the teaching, but they

compassion and love would never purposely harm their own children.

How, then, can we call ourselves “human” and these creatures “ani-

mals” if  our behavior is even more primitive and bestial?

People seem to believe that children require physical and emotional

violence in order to be “well-trained” or to be properly scolded for

their bad behavior.  This is, however, a tragic falsehood, and one that

leads to nothing more than an escalation of  violence in our society.

Violence leads to violence.  Peace leads to peace.  This is a truth that

pertains to countries at war as well as to our youngest children. When

we raise our voices, when we become angry and aggressive, so our

children raise their voices and their fragile bodies flood with anger

and aggression.

When we act with anger, we create an environment of  anger in the

home. This negative energy persists, like a toxic chemical, in the home

long after the actual fight is over.  Our children, at the most receptive

time of  life, are then breathing air filled with violence, lack of  control,

and negativity.  We wonder why our world is becoming more violent

each day.....It is not such a mystery.

Additionally, when we hit our children (and this includes slaps and

spanks, which many people seem to believe do not count as “vio-

lence”) we also lose their respect.  Children are much more perceptive

and insightful than we sometimes believe.  As they watch our faces

turn red with rage prior to our explosion of  verbal or physical attacks,

they know we have lost control. They know we have no other meth-

ods by which to teach them. Their respect for us quickly diminishes.

This, of  course, pertains to teachers as well. It is so important for

children to respect their teachers.  How else can young, exuberant

bodies sit still for so many hours each day? Yet, when they lose re-

spect for us as people, they simultaneously lose respect for what we

are teaching. There are so many important lessons to be learned in

school and in life, that we can not afford for children to lose their
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granted the role we play in the future of  the world, through what we

teach our children. Our leaders govern as they were governed, and the

first “government” they experience is the home.

True Success, True Wealth: Love
If  you ask most parents what their concerns are regarding their chil-

dren, you’ll hear “I want him  to get into a good university,” or “I want

her to get a good job and be successful.” Time and energy are there-

fore expended in pushing the child academically, encouraging the child

to excel, punishing or reprimanding the child for less than superb

performance.

Yet, a degree from a top university, a well paying job or a lucrative

career are not the true marks of  “success” in life.

There is a story of  a young wife who was home alone one day when an old

man knocked on the door. She immediately invited him, and his two friends,

inside. However, the old man first asked whether her husband was home.

Upon hearing that she was alone, the old men said they would wait outside

until the husband came home.

Later, when her husband returned home,  his wife told him what had hap-

pened. “Well, quickly, go and invite them inside,” he told his wife. “It is

nearly dark.”

The woman went out to the garden where the three men were waiting pa-

tiently. “Please, come inside. My husband has returned home.” One man

spoke. He said, “Actually, we cannot all come inside. Only one of  us can

come in. I am Love. With me are Success and Wealth. Go and ask your

husband which of  us he would like in the house. The other two must wait

outside.”

So the woman went inside and told her husband and daughter what had

need the “touch.” And that touch should be velvet, not violent. With

a velvet touch and calm mind you can achieve anything with children.

A beautiful, divine soul, the Mother of  the Sri Aurobindo Ashram

said, “It is not with severity, but with self-mastery that children are controlled.”

Thus, first we must learn to control ourselves, our tempers and our

words.

Yet, I also understand that this is not easy. It is not easy to be calm

when we are full of  rage inside. It is not easy to use a velvet touch

when our instinct is to hit.

Perhaps we say, “But I was hit by my parents and by my teachers. That

is just the way it should be.”  No.  We must be better than this. We

must not fall into the trap of  being like robots, unable to think criti-

cally.  I, too, was slapped frequently by my first Spiritual Master. He

believed it was the way to teach. Sure, at the time I obeyed him.  I also

worshipped and revered him, but that was due to his divinity and not

due to his style of  discipline.  I can see, in retrospect, however, how

much more I learned through his silence or through his calm -- and

sometimes stern -- words, than through his slaps.

Our scriptures say that a mother and father are enemies of  their chil-

dren unless they teach the children well, unless they fulfill their duties

of  imparting understanding and values. The scriptures say that par-

ents are enemies of  their children unless they provide real education.

Education does not mean simply dropping the children off  at school

each morning. It means ensuring that they are learning right from

wrong, truth from falsehood, integrity from deception.

The children are the future of  the planet, and it is our responsibility to

help them make that future a bright one. Will we lead the world to-

ward violence, or will we lead it toward love? Will we instill the values

of  forgiveness in the future world leaders, or will we instill in them the

values of  retribution and vengeance? Will we lead our world toward

greater calmness or toward greater chaos? We must never take for
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We Reap What We Sow
If  we bring Love into our homes (whether success and wealth ever

follow or not) our children will grow knowing love, acceptance and

peace. Those seeds of  love and peace we plant in our children will

grow later into trees of  love and peace which will shower fruit upon

the entire world.

If, on the other hand, we sow seeds of  violence, intolerance and dis-

trust in the home -- whether through word or through example --

then our children will learn that the world is not a safe, nurturing

place and that they need to remain constantly vigilant and defensive.

This hyper-vigilance and defensiveness frequently, in adulthood, leads

to aggression,  depression and violence.

I  have seen so many people who perform seva or donate large funds

for peace-building organizations, including local temples, women’s

shelters, orphanages, environmental groups and more, yet who can’t

even bring two peace-filled children into the world. They are willing

to spend time and money volunteering or supporting organizations

committed to peace; thus they feel that they are noble, spiritual people

helping to benefit the world. Yet, despite the hours or dollars they

dedicate to peace, their words and actions with their own loved ones

sow seeds of  anger and violence.

More important than your hours or dollars for an organization is to

ensure that at least those whom you meet, those with whom you in-

teract, those with whom you are in a relationship become filled with

peace and love through your presence.

I have written this book in this particular order on purpose. Although

we all pray for peace in the world, we cannot have peace in the world

until we first learn to have peace within ourselves and peace in our

families. Any peace brought to our world that is not preceded and

accompanied by internal peace will be shallow, fleeting and unsustain-

able.

happened. She said, “I think we should let Success come in. Then, finally,

you will get that promotion you have been wanting and dear Meera [the

daughter] will get accepted into the best college.”

However, her husband disagreed. He said, “I only want the promotion so

that I can have a higher income. Let us invite Wealth into our home, then we

will not be concerned about promotions or top universities. We will already

be prosperous.”

The daughter spoke softly. She said, “Mom, Dad, I appreciate that you

want us to be successful and wealthy. But, I think that -- in the long run --

it would be better to have Love. Then, at least, even in poverty or failure we

will have Love.”

Her parents smiled at their daughter’s wisdom and agreed to invite Love

into their home. The woman went outside and said, “Okay, Love, please,

you are the one we selected to enter our home.”

The old man named Love stood up and started walking toward the house.

However, to the woman’s surprise, Success and Wealth also stood up and

followed him. “Wait,” she said. “I thought you said only one of  you could

come inside. How come all three of  you are coming?”

Love explained, “If  you had chosen Success or Wealth then he would have

had to enter alone. However, wherever Love goes, Success and Wealth al-

ways follow. So, by choosing Love, you automatically also get Success and

Wealth.

So, let us fill our homes with love -- love for God, love for each other,

love for the community, love for all of  humanity. Then, through that

love, through that divine connection, all else will automatically follow.

It is when we focus only on Success or Wealth that we find ourselves

rich but not fulfilled, successful but not content.
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In order to bring deep and lasting peace to our world, we have no

choice but to begin from the inside and move outwards.

We’ve discussed how to attain peace within and peace in the family.

Let us now turn to peace within our small communities, for the world

is nothing but an extension of  our community. The problems that

arise internationally are the same problems that arise within an office

or on a committee. Let us first address them on a small scale and then

move to the international platform.
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and programs are left incomplete due neither to inability nor incom-

petence, but rather due to internal discord within the community.

There are a few different general problems that lead to disharmony

within communities. The main ones are jealousy and power/control.

I will address them one by one..

1. Jealousy
Due to our own ego, we always want to be the one in the center, the

one with the power, the one who takes the lead and gets the credit.

Very few are content to be the quiet, assiduous worker, performing

one’s tasks egolessly.

We become jealous of  each other’s role, each other’s position, each

other’s success. Rather than support one another and bask in the joy

of  each other’s achievements, we vie for position and prestige. We

hamper rather than help each other’s efforts. We silently sulk at each

other’s success and secretly smile at each other’s failures.  This is due

to nothing other than the insidious grip of  envy and we must fight to

extricate ourselves from its fatal clutches.

God has given each of  us individual gifts, abilities and talents. He has

made no two alike. Each of  us is endowed with our own strengths and

weaknesses. The goal is to heighten our strengths and minimize our

weaknesses, to discover -- each of  us for ourselves -- that which makes

us unique, that which makes us special, that gift which is given by Him

to us and to us alone. Then, we must embark on tasks which utilize

our abilities and potential and not get bogged down in situations where

we are not capable.

Khalil Gibran says it beautifully: “The wind speaks not more sweetly to the

giant oaks than to the least of  all the blades of  grass.”  It is difficult, however,

to remember this when we allow ourselves to be filled with jealousy.

When we feel like the tiny blade of  grass, living in the shadow of  so

Community  Community  Community  Community  Community  = Come Unity Come Unity Come Unity Come Unity Come Unity

The word “community” is made up of  “come” and “unity.” A com-

munity should be an entity that brings people together, uniting them

in a common cause or due to a common location, career, interest or

inclination.  However, unfortunately, it is frequently in our communi-

ties that we find not unity, but disharmony and discord. Whether it’s a

community of  employees in an office place, a community of  mem-

bers at a temple/church, or a community of  spiritual seekers, we never

seem to be far from conflict.

The old adage says “United we stand and divided we fall.”  We are

all aware that, in theory, we accomplish much more when we are united

in team spirit rather than bickering amongst ourselves.  Yet, it is diffi-

cult to put that awareness into practice, and inevitably we find our-

selves involved in petty disagreements, quarrels and disputes with our

co-workers, board members and team/committee members.

HOW TO HAVE UNITY IN THE COMMUNITY

What is it that makes it so difficult for us to work peacefully together

with others for the same goal? There is only one answer: Ego! We

want everything done our way. We want to be in charge. We want to

be the one in the spotlight. We want to take the credit, even for work

done by someone else.

Whether it is in the workplace or in the temple, egos abound. I often

wonder how many man-hours are wasted each day, how many pre-

cious moments of  productivity are lost forever, how many projects
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Conquering the Green-Eyed Monster
So, what to do? How to do battle with the green-eyed monster? The

only answer is to practice, practice and practice. Practice loving

those of  whom you are envious. Imagine yourself  being the one

to gift him with the brand new car. Imagine yourself  being the

one to give her the raise.  Practice seeing only his positive quali-

ties and make a list of  these. Whenever jealousy overcomes you,

just read the list of  her positive attributes.

Most importantly, however, practice being grateful for all that which

YOU and YOU alone have. Make a list of  all the gifts and blessings

that God has bestowed only upon you and not upon those of  whom

you are jealous. Read and re-read the list focusing your mind on how

blessed you are, how special you are, how chosen you are. Sure, that

person may be the temple President for a few years, or make a little

more money than you do, or have a more expensive diamond ring or

be the boss’s favorite. But, just look at all the things you have that she

doesn’t. Look at all the ways God has blessed you individually.

Jealousy is a curse, a demon with whom we have to fight again and

again during the course of  our lives. The above steps are not a perma-

nent inoculation against envy. It will probably continue to raise its evil

head, insidiously, again and again during the course of  your life.  How-

ever, the above steps will enable you to be victorious, again and again,

in the battle and will slowly lead you to a great victory over this para-

sitic emotion.

In order to truly have peace in the community, we must perform our

duties, not vying for place, position or prestige, but due to the simple

fact that they are our duties. We must not begrudge others their suc-

cess or acclaim, but rather work to achieve our own success, to mani-

fest the greatness that is within us, in whatever realm and whatever

way. We must work not with contempt for that which we’ve not been

given, but with gratitude that God has given us this work and the

ability to fulfill it.

many oak trees, we begin to permit ourselves to be filled with feelings

of  inferiority, jealousy and contempt.

In communities, as we watch others work and live, it is so easy to

compare ourselves unfavorably to each other:

“His house is so much nicer than my house.”

“She has the nice corner office with a view while I’m stuck in a cubicle.”

“Why are her children always so clean and neatly dressed while mine look

like they just walked in from the dirt fields?”

Or, we silently criticize the others to assuage our feelings of  jealousy:

“He’s been president of  this temple for 5 years

and hasn’t done anything worthwhile at all.”

“If  the boss had given that contract to me instead of  to her

I would have surely clinched the deal.”

“He is full of  nothing but hot air. I don’t understand why he’s always the one

given the credit when clearly we are the ones doing the work.”

This gets us nowhere. It causes nothing but suffering and discontent

in our own hearts. It neither changes the current situation nor con-

vinces those in charge to distribute the work or the praise any differ-

ently.  Bitterness causes only pain in our own hearts and stifles our

own ability to grow. It gets us neither the corner office, nor the raise,

nor the power, nor anyone’s admiration. Rather it causes our own

heart to become a festering wound and becomes an unshakeable ob-

session in our minds.

Further, by criticizing others or constantly complaining about what

we perceive to be unfair treatment, it lowers us in the eyes of  those

around us. Although we may think we have masked our jealousy ever

so cleverly (and perhaps we have masked it from ourselves) the root

cause of  our bitterness and anguish is usually clear and obvious to

others.
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our goals, we should remember something very important: work is

not for work’s sake alone. This is true whether it is work in a financial

planning company, work for the temple/church or volunteer work at

a non-profit organization.   Work is the means to an end, not an end in

and of  itself. What is that end? The end is to become one with God,

to realize our own Divine nature, to be the best and most sincere

worker that we can be, and to fulfill our given duties, whatever they

may be.  That is the path. That is the whole point of  why we work.

Financial success, acclaim, positions – these are all just fruits that some-

times come on the path and sometimes don’t. But they are neither the

goal nor the point of  work.

There is a beautiful poem by Khalil Gibran that says:

When you work you fulfill a part of  Earth’s furthest dream,

assigned to you when that dream was born.

In keeping yourself  with labour you are in truth loving life,

And to love life through labour is to be intimate

with life’s innermost secret….

All work is empty save when there is love;

And when you work with love you bind yourself  to yourself,

to one another and to God.

And if  you cannot work with love but only with distaste, it is better that

you should leave your work and sit at the gate of  the temple,

taking alms from those who work with joy.

For if  you bake bread with indifference you bake a bitter bread

that feeds but half  of  man’s hunger.

And if  you grudge the crushing of  the grapes,

your grudge distills a poison in the wine.

Our work should become our worship, and we should approach each

task – as small or as large – as though given to us by God Himself.

Rather than feel resentment at being “ordered around” by the person

2. Power/Control
Another impediment to successful and peaceful communities is the

vying for power. In order for most communities to function there

must be some hierarchical distribution of  work and power. Anything

else would lead inevitably to disorganization and inefficiency and could

even descend into anarchy and chaos.

However, not everyone can be in charge. Inherent in the concept of

an “in-charge” (whether the title given to the “in-charge” is boss, presi-

dent, chairman, leader or anything else) is that all others are not “in-

charge.”  If  everyone were “in-charge” then it would lose its very

meaning.

Intellectually, we all understand this. We know that someone must be

appointed or elected to be the one in-charge, to be the head, to be the

leader. Yet, unless that someone is ourselves or the person we wanted

to be chosen, we frequently rebel – internally as well as externally –

against the person in power.

Our egos do not want to be told what to do, when to do it and how to

do it. Hence, if  we are not the one chosen to be in charge or if  we

have to work under someone whom we deem difficult, demanding,

arrogant or our intellectual inferior, we seethe internally, paying more

attention to the mistakes, rude comments and failings of  the person

trying to lead us than to the task at hand. Or, we may purposely try to

sabotage the project, in order to prove that the person is not capable

to be a leader.

This is neither the way to live peacefully and productively in a com-

munity nor the way to get any work successfully accomplished. We

should be prepared to put our own ego aside for the ultimate goal.

3. Work as Worship
In order to bring peace to our community as well as to accomplish
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in charge, we should remember that ultimately our work is for God.

He is the true “in-charge” to whom we must report.  He is the true

judge who will decide if  our efforts are worthy or unworthy. He is the

ultimate authority who will tell us whether we’ve succeeded or failed.

We may have completed an assignment brilliantly, but if  we did it with

contempt in our hearts, then fundamentally we have failed. Regard-

less of  how superficially perfect our work may be, unless it is done in

a spirit of  joy, service, acceptance and gratitude, the fruits of  that

work will also be only superficial, unable to touch the depths of  our

being and fill us with peace. Only when we work joyfully, gratefully

and in a spirit of  acceptance, will our work bear fruit both in the

professional arena and also in the personal arena. Only then will we

succeed internally as well as externally.

So, if  someone else is given a position of  power over you in the work-

place, in the community, on a board or committee, recognize it as an

opportunity for you to be an instrument of  peace. Recognize that

you’ve been selected for a challenging and crucial role in the peace-

building process. Recognize that it is not as simple and superficial as

he/she being more qualified than you; rather there is a cosmic univer-

sal plan which is unfolding and your role in that Divine Play is to not

only perform the specific duties delegated to you, but rather to per-

form them as though God were the only audience, as though every

move, every action, every thought were prayer.
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• Peace is not the passivity which is the opposite of  aggression.

• Peace is full.

• Peace is positive.

• Peace is active.

• Peace is a relationship or a society or a world in which there is

a dynamic, constructive utilization of  energy for the better

ment of  ourselves and each other.

• Peace is progress, moving further in our personal and collec

tive evolution every day.

• Peace is living in harmony within ourselves and with all those

with whom we share the Earth - the humans, the animals and

the plants

Violence is Animalistic and Instinctive.

Peace is planned.
Many people think that violence and war require strategies and that

peace is passive. However, while countries and individuals who en-

gage in violence certainly plan out their attacks in advance (usually),

the compulsion to act violently is actually instinctive rather than

planned.

Violence is a vestigial remnant of  our animal-past, the crudest aspect

of  our lower nature, and the most destructive of  our basic instincts.

Animals rip each other to shreds over territory. Humans should not

follow suit. Animals fight violently and viciously to establish social

hierarchy. Humans should not follow suit. Animals will avenge one

death by killing another. Humans should not follow suit.

Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1Chapter 1
What is World Peace?What is World Peace?What is World Peace?What is World Peace?What is World Peace?

Today, our world stands on the brink of  destruction. Whether we die

from a gunshot wound, from thirst in a drought, from lung cancer

due to air pollution, from food poisoning, from a tsunami or hurri-

cane, or from a grenade filled with nails, the end result is the same:

untimely death due to preventable, self-induced causes.  The human

race is on a path of  self  destruction which, if  not curtailed, will inevi-

tably lead not only to the annihilation of our race but to the dissolu-

tion of  Life as we know it on Earth.

Peace is Not Only the Absence of  War:
When we talk about peace in the global, international arena, frequently

we are simply referring to the cessation of  violence. To bring “Peace

in the Middle East” means that the Israelis and Arabs will stop killing

each other in the fight for land. To bring “Peace to Kashmir” means

that the Indians and Pakistanis will stop fighting for control of  the

region.  To bring “Peace in Nepal” means that the Maoists, the mili-

tary and the Nepali people will stop fighting over who will rule the

country.

However, while all of  the above are noble and beautiful goals, these

definitions of  peace are overly simplistic.

• Peace is not merely an absence of  war.

• Peace is not empty space from which the violence has been

removed.
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Wanting It
In order to truly work for peace, we have to want it. This is not as easy

or obvious as it may sound. If  you ask every single person in the

world today whether he or she wants peace in the world, I believe that

100% of  the people polled would say “yes.” Yet, ironically our world

is being battered violently. How can we all want peace and yet perpe-

trate war?

The answer is that we want peace, but only if  it comes in the specific

“peace-package” that we deem appropriate. We do not want peace at

all costs. For example, those fighting over land in various parts of  the

world certainly want peace, but they want control over the land more

than they want peace. Hence they are prepared to fight, kill and die

for it.

Therefore, if  we are going to work to bring peace in the world, we

have to first be prepared to put peace first and our desires second.

This does NOT mean that we have to calmly stand aside while other

people or other nations invade, pillage and destroy us, our families

and that which is ours. However, conversely it DOES mean that we

will neither invade nor pillage nor destroy that which is someone else’s

regardless of  how much we want something they possess.

Really wanting peace means that we have to be willing to sacrifice for

the greater good.

Peace requires us to respond in a way that is higher and greater than

our most basic, animal instinct. It requires deep thought and planning.

It frequently requires us to put the greater needs of  the whole over

our own individual desires.

There are many important components and elements to planning peace

in the world. I will address some of  them here.
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from Saddam Hussein to Mahatma Gandhi, from the World Trade

Center bombers to Martin Luther King  – believes that the path they

stand for is a path of  truth and righteousness and that their way is

going to lead to the greatest ultimate good.  Each believes God is on

his/her side.

Therefore, the goal of  peacebuilding is not to ascertain who is right

and who is wrong, who is righteous and who is unjust, who is the holy

one and who is the infidel. Rather, the goal is to break the barriers,

boundaries and borders that separate us, to work for solutions that

address our basic and intrinsic human needs and aspirations.

The goal is to realize that every side in a war is “our side”, that every

woman killed is our mother and every boy killed is our son, that every

patch of  land stained with blood is our land and that every bombed

building is our home.

When we can truly cultivate these feelings of  oneness in our heart

then and only then can we really begin working for lasting, unshak-

able peace in the world.

Acceptance Versus Tolerance:
One of  the mistakes that we make in the peacebuilding process is that

we speak about “tolerance.” We say, “We must learn to tolerate differences.”

However, implicit in the very word tolerance is the underlying assump-

tion that we do not approve of  that which we are tolerating. Tolerance

implies bearing something unpleasant. It implies endurance and for-

bearance in situations we would rather avoid.

Rather than tolerance, we should cultivate acceptance of  differences.

Let us not begin the peacebuilding process on a foundation of  nega-

tivity. If  the soil is bitter, the fruit borne by the tree is sure to be bitter

as well. If  the seeds we sow are toxic, so will be the harvest. Thus, let

us switch from talk of  tolerance to talk of  acceptance. Let us lay a

positive foundation of  mutual respect and acceptance. Let us work to

truly accept each other, despite innumerable differences of  culture

and creed, rather than simply tolerate each other.

Every Side is Our Side
Another tragic flaw in the current peacebuilding processes is the in-

herent sense of  “us” versus “them.” We are so focused on the differ-

ences between our cultures, between our nations, between our reli-

gions that we forget we are all brothers and sisters on Earth.

The similarities between us far outweigh the differences regardless of

how deep or wide the chasm between us may appear. We are all hu-

man. We all have the capacity to feel love, to feel pain, to feel fear,

hunger, sadness and joy. We all are attached to our families and want

only the best for them.  We all strive day after day to improve our own

lives and those of  our loved ones, frequently toiling long hours in

order to provide a brighter future for our children.

We all deeply believe that we are working for “good” and “right.” No

one who picks up a gun or a grenade or fires a missile believes that he

or she is in the wrong. Everyone – from Hitler to Mother Theresa,
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our kidneys fail, dialysis is required to perform this function.

Similarly, typically life between individuals and between countries is

peaceful, and problems are solved by built-in trouble shooting mecha-

nisms.   However, when this normal process of  living in harmony

breaks down, dialogue is needed, just like dialysis is needed when the

kidneys break down.

Dialysis cleans the system and removes toxic, potentially lethal waste

from the kidneys. Dialogue removes the toxicity of  misunderstanding

and miscommunication between people and nations, which can also

be deadly if  left untreated. Dialysis restores the natural and healthy

balance of  chemicals in the bloodstream. Dialogue restores the natu-

ral and healthy balance of  emotions and understanding in a relation-

ship.

However, if  a kidney patient decides, half-way through his dialysis

treatment, that he has already spent too much time and energy hooked

up to this machine, and hence he abandons the treatment to return

home, he will certainly suffer and possibly die. A dialysis treatment

cannot be rushed. It takes a certain and specific amount of  time to

clean and purify the blood in the kidneys in order to remove the tox-

ins. If  the chemicals are not removed from the kidneys by dialysis, the

body will become flooded with waste, salts and fluid, and havoc will

be wreaked upon the delicate balance of  chemicals in the bloodstream.

One of  our revered Swamijis actually left his body in this exact way.

He was very young and robust, except for the fact that he had diabe-

tes and therefore his kidneys were weak. He was receiving dialysis

daily and was already scheduled for a kidney transplant at the best

hospital in India, in Mumbai. The doctors wanted him to continue the

dialysis until he was strong enough to travel from Haridwar  (north of

Delhi) to Mumbai. However, he did not take the treatment very seri-

ously. One day while in the middle of  the dialysis treatment he de-

cided that he had had enough for that day. It was evening time, he was

Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3
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When we have reached the stage where we can see everyone, even our

most bitter enemy, as a human being complete with strengths and

weaknesses, likes and dislikes, habits, tendencies, fears and confusion,

then we are ready to become actively engaged in peace-building.

Clearly every conflict is unique. Every war is different. The nuances

of  each situation and the details of  each time and place inevitably

vary. Therefore, the points I give below are general guidelines for the

peace-building process. They are neither specific answers nor specific

solutions to particular wars. However, they can definitely be applied,

with perhaps some variation, to almost every circumstance.

Dialogue is Dialysis
War and violence are the frequent result of  a lack of  communication.

Sometimes there is not even an attempt at communication, and some-

times the communication breaks down due to the obstinacy of  both

sides.

However, dialogue is the only answer. It is the only way to have posi-

tive, lasting peace – whether it’s a family, a company or the world. We

must communicate and keep communicating until an agreement has

been reached.

Dialogue is like dialysis. Normally, our kidneys perform the job of

removing salts, excess fluids and waste from our body. However, if
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in a bombed out school, we may read the story but pass quickly over

the photo, careful to ensure that the image does not burn itself  indel-

ibly onto our consciousness. We do not want to “ruin our day” by

hearing or reading about the tragedies of  war.

This is understandable. The violence is so widespread, the wars never-

ending, the death toll rising ceaselessly hour by hour. How can we

live, calmly, joyfully, meaningfully in the world if  we really allow our-

selves to absorb the pain of  war?

Yet absorb it we must. Until we can truly, each of  us, feel the pain of

war in our hearts, until we can become one with the mother who has

lost her son or the son who has lost his father, we cannot hope to end

the carnage.

Human beings have been given the beautiful gift of  compassion.  Com-

passion allows us to feel deeply for another person. It allows us to

empathize, to feel someone else’s pain as our own. Compassion is one

of  our greatest assets and should serve as one of  our greatest guides

when we make decisions concerning other people. By allowing our-

selves to have the normal human response of  compassion to the pains

of  war we will be able to make decisions that serve not only ourselves,

but the planet as a whole. If  we continue to inoculate ourselves from

feelings of  pain and isolate ourselves from our brothers and sisters

suffering around the world we will never be able to play a valuable

role in the peace-building process.

Disparity in Daily Life
When war breaks out, when one group invades or attacks another we

are usually shocked. However, in retrospect we can carefully analyze

the events leading up to the attack; most frequently the violence was

sparked by one group or one nation feeling suppressed, oppressed or

repressed by another group or nation. When one group sees what

they perceive to be an unjust disparity between themselves and others

tired and wanted to get back to the ashram. Although the doctors

urged him to finish the treatment, he said, “I’ll come back tomorrow.

It’s been enough for one day.”  That same night his bloodstream over-

flowed with toxic chemicals from the kidneys, and he passed away.  If

he had continued the dialysis treatment that day, he would have even-

tually become strong enough to travel to Mumbai, he would have re-

ceived the transplant and he would be healthy today.

Yet, the belief  that “enough is enough” is what led to his sad passing

at a young age.

Similarly, if  we abandon dialogue, our nations will become flooded

with the toxicity of  anger, vengeance and conflict. Chaos will reign

over the normal balance of  give and take. Havoc will be wreaked upon

the crucial elements of  understanding, acceptance and sacrifice.

We may feel “enough is enough.” We may be tempted to stop in the

middle. We may question the efficacy.  Yet we must continue until the

dialogue has reached a successful conclusion. Dialysis broken in the

middle is deadly for the human. Dialogue broken in the middle is

deadly for the society, the nation and the world.

Allow Suffering as it leads to Compassion
Each of  us has had the experience of  watching a news show on TV as

images of  war torn areas are shown. We see naked children with tear-

streaked faces, orphaned by the bombs that wrenched life out of  their

parents. We see parents, wretched and inconsolable, as they pull out

their own hair standing over their child’s grave. We see teddy bears,

chalkboards and bicycles strewn amidst the missile-induced rubble.

Instinctively we change the channel and search for something “lighter”

to watch. The graphics of  war are too distressing for us to sit with for

long.

When the photos in a newspaper show bloodied corpses of  children
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As the one TV in the village – hooked up to the tea stall but facing outward

so everyone can see – shows dubbed versions of  western serials, we are faced,

over and over again, with colorful images of  rosy cheeked, glossy-lipped people

as they shop for more and more possessions or casually stand up from their

dinner when half  of  it is still left on the plate.

We’ve become used to these images and don’t think much about them until

one evening when we are sitting at the tea stall and a group of  strangers start

talking about a “movement”, a “plan” to regain our rights, to take back

that which is rightfully ours, to bring about “justice” in the world. We are

told that it is because of  these people whom we watch on TV that our crops

are failing and that we don’t have enough to eat.  We are told that they are

getting so fat day by day that obesity is the worst disease in their country

while we have watched child after child die in the painful throes of  hunger.

The strangers tell us that there is a large movement of  people who have

pledged their lives to defending our people, that those we see on TV have

disobeyed God’s orders and must be punished or else they will continue to

push us further and further into our own parched Earth.

We are urged to leave behind the desiccated fields and come to their “camp”

where we will be trained to be part of  the movement. We are promised that

our families will receive money, our children will be fed, our wives will be

cared for. Our only task is to stand up in the name of  justice, in the name of

our people, in the name of  God.

If  we sit quietly and honestly with this image in mind, isn’t it some-

what easier to see how and why discontent and violence is bred

throughout the world? I have given, of  course, only one small, hypo-

thetical example. There are dozens others I could have given which

would be equally real and equally compelling.

If  we hope to create lasting and solid peace in the world, we should

begin by working to uproot the seeds of  discontent and anger in those

-- typically in terms of  resources or opportunity -- the perception of

injustice and oppression serves as kindling for the fire of  violence.

If  we are truly going to usher in an era of  peace, if  we are truly going

to commit ourselves not only to a temporary cessation of  violence

but to construction of  a solid foundation of  international harmony

and understanding we have no option other than to commit ourselves

equally to the removal of  this great disparity.  The bridgeless chasm

between the haves and the have-nots is not merely a figment of  the

imagination of  the poor. It is a real, tangible, undeniable yet tragic fact

of  our existence, and it must be dealt with if  peace is going to stand a

chance.

We can hope for nothing other than more and more violence as long

as over a billion people in the world continue to eke out survival on

less than one dollar a day while the television airwaves fill homes,

restaurants, clubs and road-side stands across the world with images

of  the rich and privileged living lives of  decadence.

Let us take a moment and step back. Let us close our eyes and ask

ourselves a very honest question.

Let us imagine that we are a farmer in a third world country whose farm

has been decimated by drought year after year. We manage to survive on

what little we can grow or beg for. All dreams and hopes of  what our

children’s lives would be like have long since vanished, as we have no choice

but to send them out into the village at dawn where they can earn a few cents

by selling the watered-down milk from our one remaining cow.  In the evening

time we frequently walk into the village where we can have a cold drink and

escape the pain of  our existence by meeting and socializing with others who

share the same fate. The children kick a stone around on the dirt path,

pretending they are soccer heroes. They take each others’ photo with invisible

cameras and interview each other with sticks as microphones.
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revolts. This is more easily done than we think.

Look at the following statistics:

1. The United States’ defense budget is over $400 billion a

year. The official figure for 2006 is $419.3 billion.1

2. The United Nations has estimated that for an additional

(above current spending) $9 billion annually we could pro-

vide clean water and sanitation for every single person on

Earth.2

3. For an additional $12 billion annually we could cover re-

productive (pre- and post-natal) care for every woman on

Earth.

4. For an additional $13 billion annually we could give ev-

ery single person on Earth enough food to eat every day as

well as health care.

5. For an additional $6 billion annually we could provide

basic education to every person on the planet.

6. Added together, for an additional $40 billion annually we

could provide every single person on Earth with clean wa-

ter, sanitation, food to eat, basic health care and education

while providing every mother with pre- and post-natal care.

7. $40 billion annually may seem like an extraordinary

amount of  money and one that is unfeasible. However, when

we compare it to the defense budget we realize that it is

only 9.5% of  our annual defense budget!

8. This means that we could still spend over 90% as much

money as we are already spending on defense and simply

divert less than 10% of  that to feeding, educating, healing

and housing the entire world.

who become our enemies.  The task may seem daunting, but we have

the means and the resources to accomplish it, if  only we make it a

priority.

The violence of  poverty
We reel back in horror, our eyes become red with anger, thoughts of

vengeance flood our mind when we witness events like September 11,

2001 or the bombings in London, Mumbai or Madrid.  These events

are atrocities of  justice, they are unforgivable acts of  terror, and we

are correct to be horrified.

However, let us look at the situation from a slightly different perspec-

tive, for the sake of  future peace-building. On September 11, 2001

over 3000 people died in the terrorist attacks, sparking a retaliatory air

and ground attack in Afghanistan that is still on-going, and leading

also to the eventual invasion of  Iraq as a “pre-emptive” strike.  How-

ever, on that same day, nearly 40,000 children died of  starvation across

the world, as they do EVERY DAY. Where is our outrage at these

deaths? Where is our pledge to avenge these senseless killings? Where

is the horror, the anger and the vengeance?

The attack of  September 11 – as well as every previous and subse-

quent attack of  terror --is horrendous. It is a travesty of  Divine Jus-

tice. The perpetrators must be held accountable and punished for their

crimes. However, the deaths by starvation, by thirst, by treatable and

preventable illnesses which occur every day are also horrendous. They

are also a travesty of  Divine Justice. The perpetrators of  these crimes

must also be held accountable. Unfortunately, the perpetrators of  the

latter crimes are us. By standing back and allowing such disparity, by

not taking a stand against hunger, poverty, illiteracy and disease we are

silent conspirators to the crime.

When we pledge to work for peace in the world, we must also pledge

to remove the poverty which is not only violence in and of  itself  but

which also serves as the ever-so-flammable kindling for uprisings and
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ten up livestock which will be eaten by the select few rather than be-

ing fed as bread to the world.

Across the world, an average of  40% of  the grain which is grown is

fed to livestock (the cows, pigs and chickens who are being raised to

become beef, pork and chicken).  That is food which is being taken

out of  the hands of  those whose lives would be saved if  only they

were as valuable to us as our favorite chicken sandwich.

Some people might ask, “Why not just grow more grain?” The prob-

lem lies not in a paucity of  grain but in the way the grain is used. It

takes sixteen pounds of  grain to produce one pound of  beef.  This

grain is fed to the cows who are later killed to make beef. However, it

takes only one pound of  grain to produce one pound of  bread.  So, if

we used our grain to produce bread rather than feed it to cows in

order to make hamburgers, we could feed sixteen times as many people.

1.4 billion people in the world could be fed by the grain  which is fed

to livestock in the United States.  There are approximately 1 billion

people in the world who don’t have enough to eat. If  we cut down our

meat intake by two-thirds we could feed them all. It means we could

still eat meat every one out of  three times that we do now. So if  we eat

meat three times a week, we could eat it once a week, instead. That

simple change -- if  made by every meat eater in the world -- would be

enough to feed all those who don’t have enough to eat.

On five acres of  land, you could grow enough food to provide com-

plete nutritional requirements for 44 people if  you grow potatoes, 38

people if  you grow rice, but only four people if  you raise chickens on

it (including the grain to feed to the chickens), and worse -- only two

people if  you use the five acres to produce beef. Imagine: five acres of

land used to feed two people. The reason is the huge amount of  grain

required to be fed to the cows and chickens during their entire lives.

We could feed 10 billion people a year if  everyone ate vegetarian. This

I share the above statistics with you to give you an idea of  how very

achievable the goal of  poverty reduction is. It requires not only think-

tanks, summits, conferences and panels, but it also requires us to re-

think our own priorities, our own agendas and our own choices.

I am not a political scientist. I don’t have the answer to exactly how

that 9.5% annual of  reduction in defense by the US can be redistrib-

uted to provide much needed facilities to the world. However, there

are many people who do know that, people who are learned experts

in global development. They can implement the plans, but we, the

people of  the world, must call the plan into action.

I earnestly believe that if  a man is well fed, warm in the winters, healthy,

clean, educated and secure in knowing that his wife and children will

be adequately cared for, he is significantly less likely to be willing to

take up arms against the “oppressors.” By addressing the underlying

grievances of  terrorism’s foot soldiers (and particularly through such

a small decrease in defense spending), we can make dramatic head-

way into creating a culture of  peace. And, compared to the cost of

war -- financially, emotionally and humanly -- the cost is minuscule. It

is certainly worth a try.

The Effects of  Our Food Choices on

Poverty & Hunger
In addition to having a defense budget of  approximately $420 billion

9.5% of  which could easily go to caring for our brothers and sisters

who are suffering from hunger, homelessness, poverty and illness, there

is another area in which the choices of  a few are causing pain and

violence to many.

The United States alone produces enough grain to give EVERY single

person on Earth two loaves of  bread a day. Yet, every day 40,000

children starve to death.3   Why? Where is the grain going?

Unfortunately, the grain which is being produced is being fed to fat-
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is more than human population. There is no need for anyone to go

hungry in the world. Yet, 80 million people go to sleep hungry every

night and 40,000 children perish of  starvation each day.  The only

reason is the choices we make.

When we speak about violence to other people, particularly the trag-

edy of  innocent casualties of  war,  we must not forget those who

suffer and die each day of  preventable starvation.  The number of

people who go to sleep hungry each night far outweighs the injuries

of  any war in history. Those who perish each year due to hunger,

while our livestock gets fatter and fatter, annually outnumber the deaths

of  World War I and II combined!

Not only are these deaths violence themselves, but the stark, blatant

and obvious connection between the food choices of  the privileged

and the hunger of  the underprivileged contributes -- I am sure -- to

that anger, hatred and vengeance which is the hallmark of  terrorism

today.

War can never lead to peace:
So frequently we hear our political leaders tell us that military action is

required to bring peace, that in order to “restore” or “ensure” peace,

we must spend billions of  dollars amassing weapons of  destruction

and then let them loose on those we deem our enemies. The concept

of  using violence to bring peace is a tragic, ironic mistake. Violence

breeds only violence.

The best violence can lead to is submission or capitulation.  On the

surface this may appear to be peace and we are lulled into a false sense

of  security.  However, neither submission, nor capitulation nor defeat

ever leads to the change of  heart necessary to prevent future violence.

They lead only to a temporary reprieve while resources are re-gath-

ered, strategies are re-planned and wounds are treated.

What peace requires is a change of  heart in those who are perpetrat-

ing the violence. Being pummeled into the ground or watching one’s

children be struck by a missile or having one’s house burned down

does not change men’s heart toward peace. It only fuels the fire of

vengeance and aggression already burning wild in their hearts.

Only by extending a hand in peace, sincerely and honestly, and then

following up with actions that match our words can we inspire the

trust, faith and good will that true peace requires.

To be the first one to extend a hand in peace is difficult. Our egos

rebel against the idea. Our fears of  being taken advantage of  fill us

with dread. Our minds remind us of  all the evil deeds perpetrated by

our enemy and rationalize that it is not safe to stop the offense.

However, to end any conflict, one side must always come forward

first in a spirit of  peace and attempt to bridge the chasm. This does

not mean conceding to the others’ demands, relinquishing that which

is rightfully ours, or abdicating our position of  power. It simply means

stopping the retaliatory violence and stepping forward – with peace,

love and brotherhood in our heart --to work for a peaceful and mutu-

ally beneficial solution.

1 Taken from official United States Military Defense Budget  available at:

http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Feb2005/d20050207budget.pdf

2  All the statistics in points 2-5 are taken from the United Nations Development

Program statistics for 1998.
3 All figures for this section taken from Diet for a New America, by John Robbins, 1987,

Stillpoint publishers, The Food Revolution, by John Robbins, 2001, Conari Press, and

www.earthsave.org
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violent to ourselves, to our families, to others in our community and

to others across the world. Sometimes it is physical violence, other

times it is emotional or psychological violence. Sometimes it is vio-

lence through acts of commission; other times it is violence through

acts of omission.

There is another type of  violence we perpetrate on Earth, and that is

violence to our Mother Earth Herself  and to all the creatures with

whom we co-habit.

The choices we make in our lifestyle have direct and sometimes dire

consequences for the planet our children will inherit. What we eat,

what we buy, where we go and how we get there all play formidable

roles in whether we will bequeath to our children a planet that is green,

lush, healthy and able to sustain life or one that is desecrated, pol-

luted, poisoned and also poisonous to its remaining inhabitants.

There are many books and resources available on the subject of  envi-

ronmental preservation and protection; hence I am not going to elabo-

rate too much on the details. However, no book on peace would be

complete without at least touching upon the abuse we knowingly and

unknowingly inflict upon the planet by whose grace we survive.

Prayer for PeacePrayer for PeacePrayer for PeacePrayer for PeacePrayer for Peace

Our scriptures have a beautiful mantra that is as follows:

Om dyau/ _!ntirantarik`aga* _!nti/

P$thivi _!ntir!pa/ _!ntirau`adhaya/ _!nti/

Vanaspataya/ _!ntirvi_vedev!/ _!ntirbrahma_!nti/

Sarvaga* _!nti/ _!ntireva _!nti/ S!m! _!ntiredhi/

O* _!nti/ _!nti/ _!nti/

It means, “May there be peace to the Heavens, peace to the sky, peace

to the atmosphere. May there be peace on the Earth and peace in the

waters. May there be peace to the forests and peace to the mountains.

May there be peace to the plants, animals and to all creatures. May we

all live in peace. Om peace, peace, peace.”

The violence committed in the world today takes many forms. We are
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with awareness. It means, in continuation of  our Styrofoam cup ex-

ample, that we may decide to purchase a small, personal insulated

travel mug (which are available everywhere these days) which we can

fill with the beverage of  our choice rather than throwing away paper,

plastic and Styrofoam cups every time we purchase a drink.

Through being constantly aware of  the impact of  our choices we will

see innumerable areas where we can make decisions that generate peace

rather than pieces for the Earth on which we live.

Toxic chemicals
Another serious area in which we pollute the Earth is through our

dependence on toxic chemicals for everyday needs. Detergent, bug

spray, cleaning supplies, fertilizer, insecticides…. All of  these are filled

with chemicals that are poison for us, poison for our children and

poison for the Earth into which they eventually seep.

When these chemicals soak into the soil and get carried on the wind,

they affect and infect agricultural fields where our fruits, vegetables

and wheat are growing.

The levels of  toxins in young children living in industrialized societies

is not only far higher than those in undeveloped, rural areas, but it is

significantly higher than any governmental or health organization’s

recommendations. Why? Our children are not swallowing bottles of

toxic chemicals. How is it getting into their bloodstreams in such alarm-

ing percentages?

When the soil and the groundwater get polluted with these toxic chemi-

cals three things happen. First they leach into the fruits, vegetables,

grains that are growing in the soil. When we consume the produce,

the chemicals end up in our bodies. Second, when the chemicals seep

into the groundwater our water supply becomes contaminated. Fur-

ther, the groundwater eventually drifts to the ocean, where the chemi-

  Chapter 1  Chapter 1  Chapter 1  Chapter 1  Chapter 1
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There is a beautiful saying which is used frequently by those who

spend time in the forests and woods. It is “Take only memories and leave

only footprints.” The Earth is here to sustain our life, not for us to

extinguish Hers. Yet, through the way we are polluting the air, the

water and the ground, that is exactly what we are doing.

POLLUTION OF THE EARTH:

Consumer Excess – Waste Management:
Everything we use which is not biodegradable ends up in a landfill

somewhere.  Each item, each packaging, each container, each gar-

ment will someday take up precious space in our Earth’s landfills.

Further, the factory production of  the articles we use dumps even

more waste into our Earth. The manufacturing of  everything we use

generates a huge amount of  waste. We may hold a small Styrofoam

cup filled with tea or coffee in our hands and think, “It’s not more

than a few ounces, a few square inches in area. It won’t have that big

of  an effect on the Earth.” However, we have to trace back the gen-

esis of  the Styrofoam cup to its roots. Only by seeing the full amount

of  resources used in the production, manufacture, transportation and

sale of  this Styrofoam cup can we grasp its global impact.

This, of  course, does not mean that to live peaceful lives we should

never purchase or use anything. It simply means that we need to live
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export”. It is not the villagers living around the lake or on the river’s

banks who are purchasing the items whose manufacture is contami-

nating their land and water. It is us.

We are concerned about ending the violence between warring fac-

tions in countries across the world, as we know that communal vio-

lence leads to injury, pain and death. However, in those same coun-

tries, many more people are at risk of  death from drinking the con-

taminated water, eating fish whose tissues have dangerously high con-

centrations of  toxins, or eating fruit grown in toxic soil.

If  we are truly concerned about bringing peace to the world, we must

take a step toward purchasing only those products which have been

manufactured conscientiously, responsibly and without causing harm

to people, animals or the land.

AIR POLLUTION – GREENHOUSE EFFECT

The Greenhouse effect (the rise in global temperatures due to exces-

sive emission of  certain gases into the air) is probably the most seri-

ous threat to the Earth and our existence on it today. Carbon monox-

ide, methane, nitrous oxide, CFCs, PFCs and other greenhouse gases

which are produced by cars, factories, livestock production and other

daily industrial activities are trapping heat in our atmosphere.

That extra heat will not only cause a few degree increase in global

temperatures but it also threatens to wreak havoc upon the delicate

balance of  the oceans, the forests, the icecaps and the continents of

the world.

In the United States, nearly 7 tons (6350 kilograms or 13,970 lbs) of

greenhouse gases are emitted per person per year.  Of  this, 82% is

emitted through fuel that is burned to generate electricity and to run

our cars. It means that each person’s use of  electrical appliances and a

cals pollute the water. Thus, all the marine life becomes affected and

infected by the chemicals and it lodges into the tissues of  the fish.

When we eat the fish, we consume the toxins.

WATER POLLUTION:

Industrial, toxic and household waste that gets dumped -- billions of

tons each year -- into the oceans has led to not only a significant and

tragic depletion in marine life and a desecration of  the undersea eco-

system but also to a sharp increase in disease among those who con-

sume fish or any oceanic products.

In the section above I explained how our personal, household chemi-

cals contribute to water pollution. However, even worse than our per-

sonal use are the toxic chemicals dumped by factories upon whose

goods we are dependent.

When we purchase, for example, a leather belt, we may be aware of

the fact that a cow’s life has been taken for it. However, we may not be

aware of  the tons of  toxins which have been produced by the tannery

that turns the flesh of  a cow into a belt.  In India, for example, the

greatest polluters of  the holy River Ganga are the tanneries (leather

producers). In spite of  government sanctions they continue to dump

tons and tons of  hazardous and toxic waste material into the divine

river each day.

Lakes in numerous countries of  the world have become so polluted

from the untreated, casually dumped waste of  nearby factories that

the crops perish, the animals who depend on the lake’s water become

extinct, and the villagers suffer hunger, thirst, malnutrition and even-

tually death.

The factories in developing nations which are dumping their waste

unconscionably into the water are most likely producing products “for
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car causes approximately 5207 kilograms (11,455 lbs) of  greenhouse

gases to be emitted each year. 1

The potential effects of  global warming are disastrous for us person-

ally, for the Earth, for all the species that exist on the planet as well as

for the possibility of  life for our children, grandchildren and future

generations.

Even a few-degree rise in global average temperatures is enough to

injure, disrupt and even extinguish the life of  innumerable species of

animals and plants, not to mention the human race.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

In short, the way to minimize our personal contribution to pollution

is through reversing those behaviors which exacerbate it. For example,

by using low energy bulbs, fuel efficient cars and “Earth-friendly”

appliances we reduce the amount of  greenhouse gases which our per-

sonal devices emit into the air.

Again, awareness is the key. To live truly peaceful lives – whether it’s

in the family, in the community or in the world – we need to be aware.

For peace within ourselves, we need to be aware of  our own ego,

greed, anger, etc. For peace in the family and community we need to

be aware of  inter-personal dynamics which contribute to conflict. For

peace in the world we need to be aware of  how our own behavior,

lifestyle and priorities lead to a global environment that is fertile soil

in which the seeds of  discontent and violence are sown. For peace on

the Earth, we need to be aware of  how every choice we make impacts

the planet today and in the future. Then, we will be able to make

conscious choices that minimize the detrimental effects of  our time

spent walking on the Mother Earth.

1 United States Environmental Protection Agency data available at

www.epa.gov

In Appendix 1 (page 152) are some very simple choices we can each

make in our daily lives to dramatically minimize the amount of  pollu-

tion our existence creates on the land and in the water.

In Appendix 2 (page 156) for specific ways you can help minimize

global warming.

By implementing some of  these choices in our life we can move a

step closer to leaving only footprints on our Mother Earth. Read,

then re-read these steps and see how many you can implement on a

daily basis.
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1 Greenpeace International (see www.greenpeace.org)
2 Taken from www.biodiversity911.org
3 World Wildlife Fund (see www.worldwildlife.org)

balance of  soil, rain and climate that can be termed “rainforest.”

In the United States alone we have the following tragic statistics:2

1. More than 95 percent of  the contiguous states’ (USA not

including Hawaii or Alaska)  original primary forests are

gone.

2. In the Pacific Northwest, the largest area of  primary for-

est, only about 10 percent of  the original forests remain.

3. Less than 1% of  North America’s original tallgrass eco-

system remains

4. More than 90% of  the United States’ rivers are so de

graded (polluted, dried, dammed up that they no longer

receive the governmental designation as “wild” or

“scenic.”

The trees and forests are crucial to our existence. The trees and green-

ery not only provide oxygen without which we could sustain life barely

a moment, but they also absorb carbon dioxide, the increasing con-

centration of  which – as one of  the main greenhouse gases – threat-

ens to unravel the very fabric of  life as we know it.

Further, by providing millions of  square miles of  shade and absorb-

ing the sun’s intense rays, the thick forest cover is our best hope at off-

setting the perilous effects of  global warming. Additionally, the trees

and plants of  the rainforest and other forests provide the foundation

of  innumerable life saving drugs which we purchase by prescription

or over-the-counter at our local pharmacy without a moment’s thought

at where the miracle has come from.

A famous Native American, a true warrior for peace, Chief  Seattle

said nearly 200 years ago:
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Another form of  violence we are inflicting upon Mother Earth is the

destruction of  Her precious, pristine forests, the home of  millions of

species of  birds, animals and insects as well as innumerable popula-

tions of  humans.

Rates of  deforestation are running rampant across the planet, as we

clear-cut ancient forests for the fulfillment of  our transitory pleasures

– a mahogany table or teak bookcase, oil to fuel our gas-guzzling SUV,

and our insatiable desire for meat (I will explain in the next section

how the meat industry is inextricably linked to the destruction of  our

planet).

Most of  us assume that there is plenty of  forest land left in the world.

We imagine the maps of  our schooldays showing thousands of  square

miles of  tropical and subtropical forest areas in South America, North

America, Asia and the Pacific.

However, in just the last few decades, over five MILLION square

kilometers of  tropical forest have been degraded by commercial log-

ging and an additional 3.5 million square kilometers have been totally,

completely deforested.1

The clear-cutting of  non-sustainable rainforest wood (mahogany, teak,

redwood) threatens to destroy the lives, homes and culture of  50 mil-

lion indigenous people living in the rainforest as well as countless

species of  birds, animals and insects who reside only in that delicate
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“All things are connected. This we know.

The earth does not belong to man; man belongs to the Earth.

All things are connected, like the blood which unites one family.

Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons and daughters of  the earth.

Man did not weave the web of  life, he is merely a strand in it.

Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself.”

The truth of  this has never been more crucial for us to believe, appre-

ciated and live by than it is today.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

The rainforests, tropical forests, subtropical forests and all other wet-

lands, drylands and natural areas are being cut down due to one rea-

son only: consumerism.  Our consumption of  the following items

leads directly to the destruction of  the forests:

1. Wood products.  The trees themselves are cut for this purpose

2. Paper.  The trees themselves are cut for this purpose

3. Oil.  This is particularly true of  the rainforests, as much of  the

sacred rainforest land is being destroyed due to running oil pipes

through it, and natural areas are also being destroyed due to the rig-

ging of  oil wells.

4. Meat. The production of  meat is the largest contributor to the

clearcutting of  forests due to the necessity for land on which to graze

the animals.

While some people will commit their lives or their earnings to work-

ing tirelessly to prevent the destruction of  our forests, what most of

us can do is simply cut back on our use of  those items which contrib-

ute to deforestation.

Please see Appendix 3 (on page 162) to see other specific ways you

can help minimize deforestation.
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In previous chapters of  this section we’ve discussed the way that our

choices affect the planet.  In order to be true torch-bearers for peace,

our own lives must be pledged to awareness, integrity and conscious-

living. This does not mean we all must be sanyasis (renunciants) or

that we must live in caves wearing only a loincloth. Rather, it simply

means that we -- as warriors for peace -- must tread on the Earth

consciously, with full awareness of  the impact each step makes. There

is no right way or wrong way, but there is a conscious way and an

unconscious way.

My greatest hope for the people of  this planet, living in the 21st cen-

tury,  is that we remove the glasses of  material success, financial achieve-

ment and social status through which we tend to view the world and

make our personal decisions.  Many of  us today live with tunnel-vi-

sion. We can see only the goal in front of  us. For achievement of  a

particular goal, this is a wonderful attribute - the ability to be com-

pletely focused and concentrated. However, for cultivating peace, on

every level, we must broaden our vision, expand our horizons and

remove the glasses. Let us see the world with our bare eyes, unshaded,

un-covered.

In previous sections of  this book I’ve mentioned the role that being a

vegetarian plays in our own personal sense of  inner peace as well as

the role our food choices make in the availability of  food for those

who are starving.  There is another important aspect of  vegetarian-

ism, and that is the role it plays in the preservation and protection of

Mother Earth.
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I believe that being a vegetarian today is the only choice for anyone

who is concerned about the health of  Mother Earth and all the people

who live here.   It is the best and easiest way we can help to eliminate

hunger, thirst, species extinction, rainforest destruction, deforestation

and the depletion of  precious resources such as water, land and power.

It is perhaps the most important thing that each man, woman and

child can do every day to demonstrate care for the Earth and care for

humanity.

As you will see from the statistics and details given below,  making the

choice to be vegetarian is making the choice to live peacefully and

dharmically in the present and to preserve a world for tomorrow.

Effects of  Meat-Eating on Global Warming:
Animal agriculture (raising animals to be killed into food) re-

leases more than 100 million tons of  methane gas into the atmo-

sphere each year. Methane gas is one of  the worst contributors to

global warming.  Approximately 50% of  the human-induced global

warming is caused by methane emissions. This huge production of

methane gas from animal agriculture is due to the energy used in clear-

cutting the land, the enormous amount of  methane released as gas

from the animals themselves, the energy used in killing them, etc.1

In addition to the millions of  tons of  methane released into the air,

animal agriculture also produces millions of  tons of  carbon dioxide,

the other leading greenhouse gas.  The numbers are breath-taking:

The average car, if  driven all day long, releases 3 kilograms of  carbon

dioxide into the air. The production of  one hamburger releases 75

kilograms of  carbon dioxide. This is due to the energy expended in

clearing the forest, grazing, etc.

This means that eating one hamburger causes the same dam-

age to our atmosphere as driving your car continuously for three

weeks!

To minimize greenhouse gases, it is much more expedient to become

vegetarian than to simply try to reduce amount of  fossil fuel.  The

reason is that the lifespan for animals raised to be killed is only 1-2

years, so a sharp reduction in meat intake would lead to almost imme-

diate drops in methane emissions; on the other hand, the lifespan of a

gas-guzzling car, industry, factory or power plant is decades.

Earthsave International explains the situation clearly:

“Even if  cheap, zero-emission fuel sources (to minimize carbon diox-

ide emissions) were available today, they would take many years to

build and slowly replace the massive infrastructure our economy de-

pends upon today. Similarly, unlike carbon dioxide which can remain

in the air for more than a century, methane cycles out of  the atmo-

sphere in just eight years, so that lower methane emissions would

quickly translate to significant cooling of  the Earth.”2

Effects of  Meat-Eating on Deforestation:
The leading cause of  the destruction of  our precious forests across

the world is the growing appetite for meat.  Millions of  acres of

rainforest are clear-cut, destroying innumerable species of  animals,

plants, birds and insects, in order to make room to raise the animals

who will end up on our plates.

Every second, one football field  of  tropical rainforest is destroyed to

graze cattle who will become hamburgers and steaks.

More than 50% of  the land on this planet is used to graze livestock.

Imagine what we could do with that land if  we put it to better use.

Effects of  Meat-Eating on Water Shortage:
All over the world people are suffering from lack of  water. Fields

become desiccated, crops perish, villages starve.   “Conserve water”

has become a catch-phrase of  the environmental movement. Low

flow shower-heads and toilets have become common as have a myriad
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of  water-saving practices and techniques.  All of  this is laudable, as it

shows we are prepared to take steps to help preserve our most pre-

cious resource. However, one of  the greatest ways we can conserve

water is by switching to a vegetarian diet.

Newsweek magazine is quoted as saying, “The amount of  water that

goes into a 1000 pound steer [male cow who will become beef] could

float a Naval destroyer ship!” Imagine how much water would be

needed to keep a Naval destroyer ship afloat! That same amount of

water is used to produce beef  from just one cow.

The December, 1999, issue of  Audubon concurs, stating, “Nearly half

the water consumed in this country…is used for livestock.”

The production of  one pound of  beef  takes approximately 2500 gal-

lons of  water.  The production of  one pound of  chicken uses ap-

proximately 815 gallons of  water. This water is used to grow the food

for the livestock, to water them and then to wash their bloody bodies

and turn them into food.

In contrast, the production of  one pound of  wheat or potatoes takes

only 25 gallons of  water. It means the production of  meat uses 100

times as much water as the production of  vegetarian food.

In an average shower of  seven minutes, every day, you would use

approximately 2600 gallons of  water in bathing over a period of  six

months.  That means that the same amount of  water is used in

the production of  one hamburger as in showering every day for

six months.

Across the industrialized world, everyone is talking about what we

can do to save the planet.  There are thousands of  programs dedi-

cated to protecting our rapidly dwindling natural resources and adopt-

ing a more Earth-friendly approach to living.

We may not be able to personally re-plant every tree that has been cut

down in the forest.  But, we can strive to make,  our own lives and our

actions pure and divine.

Let us make our every day, every meal, one that offers peace to our

bodies, to our brothers and sisters on the planet and to the Earth.

1All facts and figures taken from Diet for a New America, by John Robbins, 1987,

Stillpoint publishers, The Food Revolution, by John Robbins, 2001, Conari Press,

and www.earthsave.org

2 www.earthsave.org
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

Although we search for peace, yearn for peace and pray for peace, the

object of  our search remains tragically elusive.  Hopefully through

this book, the ways and means of  attaining peace – within yourself,

within your family, within your community and in the world – will be

clearer and more attainable.

Free your Self  from yourself
The greatest, final message on the subject of  personal, internal peace

is that we are our own worst enemy and our own greatest obstacle.

Our own egos, our own expectations and our own habits are the most

insurmountable hurdles on the path to peace. The more we can free

our Self  (the divine, peaceful, joyful and pure Self  which is part and

parcel of  the Divine) from ourselves (the external personality, fears,

expectations, desires and ego) the closer we will be to peace.  If  I can

leave you with one mantra for finding internal peace it is: “Free your

Self  from yourself ”. That which you seek is within you; you must

simply be quiet, still, humble and committed enough to find it.

There is a beautiful story of  a seeker who traveled everywhere, searching for

God, for that Divine Source, Divine Peace and Divine Truth. Finally after

years of  searching and feeling still no closer to finding God, the seeker gave

up. Collapsing under a tree in the forest, he cried aloud, “Oh God! How

could you be so far from me? I am dying without You, yet I have searched

and searched and You are nowhere to be found. I will sit under this tree until
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my breath leaves this body as I cannot bear another day without You.”

The tears poured down the seeker’s cheeks as he lay his head against the tree

and waited for death to come and take him.  At that moment, a fish jumped

out of  the water from the river, panting and crying hysterically. The fish’s

cries pulled the seeker from his misery and he turned his attention to the fish.

“What is wrong, my dear fish?” he asked.

The fish replied, thrashing its body back and forth on the surface of  the river

and crying hysterically, “Water. I need water. I cannot live without water

but I cannot find any water. I am sure to die.”

The man looked incredulously at the fish. “But, my dear fish, you are living

in the river. The river is nothing BUT water. How can you say that you

cannot find water? You are living in water. Water is all around you and

within you. Every gill of  your body is soaked in water. If  you stop flapping

about hysterically on the surface and go back deep into the river you will find

all the water you could ever want.”

Suddenly the first stopped panting and crying and its voice became very calm.

“My friend, just as I am living in water and hence my despair about lack of

water seems absurd to you, so you are living in God and your despair seems

absurd to me. Just as every gill of  mine is seeped in water, so is every cell of

yours seeped in God. Just as the river is nothing but water so is the world

nothing but God. My tears are no more confounding or misplaced than

yours.  You have advised me to go back into the depths of  the river and there

I will find water. I advise you go to back into the depths of  your being and

there you will find God.”

So, in our search for internal peace, we must realize that peace is our

true, divine nature, and we only have to remove the obstacles that are

obscuring it from our view - our egos, expectations, desires, emotions.

Regarding peace in the world: I know the task seems daunting.  Every

day the newspapers and airwaves fill our awareness with images of

the dead and dying, the maimed, the tortured, the bereaved. The num-

bers are astounding and grow exponentially each day. Our eyes brim

with tears when we watch the news or hear a particularly heart-wrench-

ing story. It seems that we have no option other than to simply pray,

for we are helpless to do anything else.

Through this book, I hope to have given you all some ideas and tools

which you can use to help move the world toward a peaceful tomor-

row. Each of  us, regardless of  our profession or the amount of  “power”

we wield, can make a significant contribution to world peace if  we

sincerely want to. Through our individual actions, through our votes,

through our choices, through our commitment, we DO have the power

to create a future of  peace in the world and for the world.

May God bless you all.
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6. Collect grease in separate containers, and pouring boiling water or

baking soda and vinegar down the drain. To open clogged drains, use

a plunger instead of  toxic chemical products. Or pour one cup of  salt

and one cup of  baking soda down the drain, followed by six cups of

boiling water, and let sit overnight.

7. Use a nonchlorine bleach whenever possible. Chlorine is a power-

ful chemical that can kill fish and other aquatic life if  it ends up in

streams, rivers, or lakes.

8. Help cut down on the use of  toxic chemicals around your home by

using natural lawn care methods. If  homeowners reduced their use of

pesticides by 10 percent, we’d remove 5 million pounds of  toxic chemi-

cals from the environment every year. Try weeding by hand, using

ladybugs and other natural pest controls, and planting native species

adapted to the conditions in your area to keep your yard healthy and

toxics-free.

9. Help improve your pet’s (and the planet’s) health by cutting down

on flea powders and other toxic chemicals to control fleas. Use pesti-

cides only during the height of  flea season, wash your pet with soap

and water, and use a flea comb regularly.

10. Instead of  using toxic pesticides, try less toxic alternatives to battle

cockroaches and ants in your home. Mix powdered sugar and borax

in equal parts to make a powder and sprinkle it in places where the

critters crawl.

11. Avoid using toxic chemicals on your carpet. To deodorize dry car-

pets, sprinkle liberally with baking soda. Wait at least 15 minutes and

vacuum. Repeat as needed.

12. Ask the managers of  the stores you frequent to offer effective

alternatives to cleaning products that contain hazardous chemicals.

Many types of  nontoxic, environmentally friendly cleaning products

are available.

Ways to Minimize our PersonalWays to Minimize our PersonalWays to Minimize our PersonalWays to Minimize our PersonalWays to Minimize our Personal
Contribution to Toxic Pollution:Contribution to Toxic Pollution:Contribution to Toxic Pollution:Contribution to Toxic Pollution:Contribution to Toxic Pollution:

Appendix 1

1. In your home or in the office use unbleached or non-disposable

coffee filters. The process of  bleaching paper often creates dioxin, a

toxic chemical that can end up in landfills and incinerators.

2. Ask your school or employer to use and recycle white paper. Col-

ored paper requires more bleach in the recycling process to remove

the inks and dyes.

3. When practical, use latex or water-based paint instead of  oil-based

paint. Oil-based paints and their solvents can be toxic, and the by-

products of  manufacturing these paints are dangerous pollutants.

4. Instead of  using toxic chemical pesticides on your garden, use or-

ganic ones such as rotenone and pyrethrin, or a soapy spray. Once

pest populations are reduced, introduce predatory insects like lady-

bugs and praying mantises that eat the plant-eating pests. Chemical

pesticides can endanger wildlife and beneficial insects, contaminate

groundwater, and destroy soil microorganisms essential for healthy

and productive plant growth.

5. Use the least toxic cleaners you can find, or make your own for easy

cleaning jobs. Mix together vinegar and salt for use as a surface cleaner.

Or add 4 tablespoons of  baking soda to 1 quart of  warm water, or

even use plain baking soda on a damp sponge. To clean windows, mix

1 tablespoon of  vinegar or lemon juice in 1 quart of  water and spray

on. Use newspaper to wipe windows and mirrors dry. For furniture,

mix 1 teaspoon of  lemon juice in 1 pint of  mineral or vegetable oil,

and wipe on furniture. Avoid the use of  toxic drain cleaners. Prevent

clogged drains by straining food particles and hair,
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1 All items taken courtesy of www.biodiversity911.org

used around the school and office. Then look for ways they can be

reduced.

18. Dispose of  your rechargeable batteries properly. While recharge-

able batteries help reduce the amount of  waste in landfills, they do

contain toxic chemicals.

19. Use and store hazardous chemicals carefully. Never store hazard-

ous products in food containers; instead, keep them in their original

containers with their original labels. Seal containers tightly to prevent

volatile chemicals from evaporating into the air. And never mix left-

over hazardous substances, because they might react, ignite, or form a

new mixture that is un-recyclable.

20. Help protect agricultural workers, yourself, and the environment

by buying organically grown produce and grains. Organic fruits and

vegetables are grown without applying toxic pesticides and chemical

fertilizers, and, therefore, are friendlier to farmers, consumers, and

biodiversity.

21. Whenever possible, buy organic cotton. Cotton is the most pesti-

cide- intensive crop in the world, accounting for 25 percent of  the

pesticides used in the world. Help give biodiversity a break from these

toxic chemicals by buying organically grown cotton.

22. Help get your local golf  course off  “drugs.” Across the nation,

golf  course groundskeepers are taking steps to reduce their use of

toxic chemicals like pesticides. Golf  courses that introduce measures

to sustain biodiversity, reduce toxic chemical use, and reduce waste

can become certified by Audubon International as Audubon Coop-

erative Sanctuaries.

13. Find out if  any dry cleaners in your community use eco-friendly

alternatives to perchlorethylene (known as perc), the most common

chemical used in dry cleaning. A growing number of  businesses are

starting to offer alternatives to this toxic chemical that has been linked

with cancer.

14. Learn about releases of  toxic chemicals in your community and

what you can do about it by  consulting the EPA’s toxic release inven-

tory (TRI) at www.epa.gov/tri, or visiting Environmental  Defense’s

scorecard Web site at www.scorecard.org. Organize a group of  stu-

dents to raise awareness in your school about the toxic chemicals be-

ing released in your community by helping them to navigate and un-

derstand the Web sites and having them share what they learn with

the rest of  the school.

15. Find a hazardous waste disposal site near you. The average Ameri-

can home contains 25 gallons of  hazardous chemicals that must be

disposed of  properly when no longer needed. The American Petro-

leum Institute’s Web site at www.recycleoil.org can help you find the

nearest disposal site for household hazardous wastes such as paints,

cleaners, oils, and pesticides.

16. Identify the toxic chemicals in your home. Common household

items such as paints, cleaners, oils, batteries, and pesticides often con-

tain hazardous chemicals. Read the labels to find out if  a product is

toxic; look for warnings like danger, caution, toxic, corrosive, flam-

mable, or poison. These products are considered household hazard-

ous waste and should be disposed of  properly. Contact your local

environmental, health, or solid waste agency to find out if  a collection

program exists in your area.

17. Organize a group of  students to conduct an inventory of  the

toxic chemicals in your school or office. Talk with your teachers, prin-

cipal, employer, other employees, cleaning staff, and groundskeepers

to find out what kinds of  cleaners, paints, and pesticides are being
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in fuel costs. A well-tuned car will also pollute less. The simple step of

keeping tires properly inflated can reduce gasoline consumption by 5

percent.

7. If  you’re buying a new car, buy one that gets good gas mile-

age. That car could save you at least  $1,500 in gasoline costs over its

lifetime. And if  all of  America’s 187 million drivers switched to more

energy-efficient cars, we’d reduce the amount of  CO2—a key green-

house gas—by more than 3 billion tons.

8. When buying a new car, go fuel-efficient. If  you switched from

a car with average gas mileage to a large sport utility vehicle (SUV),

you’d consume as much additional energy in one year as you would if

you left your refrigerator door open for six years!

9. If  you’re buying a new car, consider a hybrid electric car. Hy-

brids get excellent gas mileage (some can travel up to 700 miles on a

single tank of  gas) because an electric motor helps share the work

with a gasoline-powered motor. But unlike electric vehicles, these cars

don’t need to be plugged in.

10. Encourage your employer to set up a carpool program for em-

ployees. Carpooling saves on gasoline, pollution, and parking spaces.

11. If  possible, ride a bike or walk to school or encourage your

parents to carpool. Every year, the average car pumps its own weight

in CO2—a gas that contributes to global climate change—into the

atmosphere. But the only CO2 that bikers and walkers emit is from

their own breath!

12. If  your community provides mass transportation like buses,

use it. Sharing rides on buses and trains helps cut down on emissions

of  CO2 from cars.

13. If  your community provides mass transportation in the form of

buses, encourage your community to use the most fuel-efficient

Ways to Prevent Global WarmingWays to Prevent Global WarmingWays to Prevent Global WarmingWays to Prevent Global WarmingWays to Prevent Global Warming
(Greenhouse Effect)(Greenhouse Effect)(Greenhouse Effect)(Greenhouse Effect)(Greenhouse Effect)

Appendix 2

1. Conduct an energy audit of  your school or workplace. Orga-

nize teams to evaluate how the school or office uses energy and where

it can cut down. You might look particularly for places where air can

escape, lights are left on when no one’s using them, and natural light

can be used instead of  electric lights. Contact your local electric com-

pany for more ideas and help. One organization, after conducting an

energy audit, replaced its cooling plant and lights and saved $1.8 mil-

lion over 3 years.

2. Invest in compact fluorescent light bulbs and encourage your

employer or school to do the same. They use one-fourth of  the en-

ergy of  an incandescent bulb, last at least 10 times longer, and release

much less CO2 into the atmosphere.

3. Plant deciduous trees on the south side of  your home to pro-

vide summer shade and cut air conditioning costs. In some studies,

researchers have seen a 20 to 30 percent reduction in electricity con-

sumption for air conditioning when residents planted shade trees.

4. Paint your home a light color to help reduce home cooling costs

and energy consumption. Researchers have found that houses painted

white are 5°F cooler than those painted gray, and 4°F to 8°F cooler

than those painted black.

5. Recycle your metal food cans and anything else containing tin.

Reusing the material in tin cans reduces related energy use by 74%, air

pollution by 85%, and solid waste by 95%.

6. Keeping your car tuned up so that it’s fuel-efficient will save you
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doors and windows to avoid sending your heat “out the window.”

This will save you 10 to 30 percent on your energy bills.

21. Check for places where heated or cooled air can escape from

your home, like cracks or holes in walls and ceilings; sites where plumb-

ing or wiring penetrate walls, floors, and ceilings; and leaks in attic

doors. Seal those leaks in the appropriate manner to help save on

heating and cooling costs. Look under “energy” or “heating” in the

Yellow Pages for professional assistance.

22. In older homes that have only single-pane windows, install ther-

mal replacement windows or add storm windows. This could save

up to 25 percent on your energy bills.

23. Install insulation in your attic and walls to reduce your home

energy consumption and cut down on CO2 emissions. The insulation

currently in place in buildings in the United States reduces the amount

of  CO2 emissions by 780 million tons every year.

24. Pull down window shades at night and close the curtains when

the weather is cold. Window coverings make a “wall” that helps keep

heat inside your home, reducing your need for furnace heat.

25. Install an attic fan or exhaust fan in your home to cool your

rooms. These fans can supplement or replace air conditioning on sum-

mer days, resulting in lower utility bills.

26. Look for energy-efficient appliances when buying new air con-

ditioners, refrigerators, furnaces, hot water heaters, and clothes dry-

ers. The EPA’s Energy Star rating will help you identify the most effi-

cient appliances.

27. Help your refrigerator run at optimum efficiency by using a

vacuum cleaner or brush to clean the condenser coils on the back or

bottom at least once a year.

buses possible. Many communities are investing in electric and hy-

brid electric buses to help cut greenhouse gas emissions.

14. Contact the city planners in your community to find out what

they’re doing to help residents cut down on driving. Encourage

planners to consider providing sidewalks and bike paths, public trans-

portation, and other options to help residents eliminate or consoli-

date driving trips.

15. Insulate your hot-water heater to cut down on energy use around

your home: $3 to $4 worth of  insulation could save $20 a year in

energy costs and help cut down on greenhouse gas emissions.

16. Turn down the temperature setting on your hot water heater

and save one percent on your energy bill for every degree you turn it

down. Most manufacturers set the thermostat at 140°F, which is hot-

ter than you need it. By turning it down, you’ll save money and help

the climate. But don’t set your thermostat below 120°F because harmful

organisms can grow in a tank kept below this temperature.

17. Shorten your showers to help save energy. Not only will you be

saving water, but also you’ll be saving energy by giving your water

heater less water to heat.

18. Have your home furnace and air conditioner tuned up, and

change or clean your air filter regularly so that the units run at their

maximum efficiency. This will save you 5 to 15 percent on your en-

ergy bills and reduce destructive emissions.

19. Set your thermostat at your home and office a little lower in

the winter and a little higher in the summer. For each 2°F reduc-

tion in winter and 2°F increase in the summer, you can avoid creating

about 500 pounds of  CO2 a year and you will also see a reduction in

your monthly energy bills.

20. In the winter, put weather stripping and caulking around
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36. Avoid idling. Give your engine and the climate a break by turning

off  your car when you aren’t moving... except in traffic or at a stop

light of  course. Try to cut out 10 minutes of  daily idling. (Pounds of

CO2 Savings Per Year = 550)

37. Wash clothes in cold or warm water. Skip the hot water on 2

loads per week. You’ll save energy and should have less wrinkled cloths.

(Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 500)

38. Use compact fluorescent bulbs. It’s a bright idea to replace 3

incandescent bulbs with fluorescent bulbs that last up to 10 times as

long and use 1/4 of  the energy. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year =

300)

39. Keep your tires filled. Your ride will be smoother and you’ll save

up to 5% on your fuel tab. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 275)

1 Item numbers 1-29 taken courtesy of www.biodiversity911.org
2 Items number 30-39 taken courtesy of World Wildlife Fund

www.worldwildlifefund.org

28. Clean or replace the filters on your air conditioner once a

month. If  you don’t, the fan has to work harder and it consumes

more electricity.

29. Turn off  the lights and other electric appliances when you’re

not using them. You not only will save money, but also will reduce

emissions of  greenhouse gases. Electricity is often generated by burn-

ing coal, which produces gases that contribute to global climate change.

30. Choose clean energy. Where possible select a power plan that

uses at least 50% clean energy. To see if  it is available in your state,

visit the Department of  Energy. If  not, send this card with your util-

ity bill. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 7,000)2

31. Recycle. Recycling saves a lot of  energy needed to make new

products. Recycle 50% of  your glass, aluminum, plastic, cardboard

and newspapers. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 2,400)

32. Buy a programmable thermostat. Automatically lower your

monthly energy bill by giving your heat and air conditioning a break

while you are asleep or out. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 1,050)

33. Replace a worn-out refrigerator with an Energy Star model.

The US would 30 need less power plants if  all Americans used the

most efficient refrigerators. Visit EPA’s Energy Star Website to see a

list of  energy efficient appliances. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year

= 1,000)

34. Turn your computer off  overnight and put it into a power

save mode. A standard monitor left on overnight uses enough energy

to print 5,300 copies. (Pounds of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 950)

35. Drive 15 miles less each week. Shrink your gas costs and your

waistline by walking, biking and taking public transportation. (Pounds

of  CO2 Savings Per Year = 900)
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Arbor Foundation  www.arborday.org, the National Tree Trust

www.nationaltreetrust.org, and TreeLink www.treelink.org can pro-

vide information and resources and can help you find others in your

community with similar interests.

7. Encourage businesses in your community to plant trees. Re-

search suggests that shoppers are willing to pay more for products

they buy in areas filled with trees than those that are devoid of  trees.

Trees might not only help biodiversity in your community, but also

might help your community’s economy.

8. At your dinner table, use cloth napkins rather than disposable

paper ones. Paper accounts for the largest percentage of  solid waste

at landfills. By reusing cloth napkins, you can help cut down on solid

waste and help protect forests.

9. When shopping, choose products in limited packaging, such

as buying pasta and cereal in bags rather than boxes. This will not only

help cut down on the amount of  waste in landfills, but will also help

reduce our need to harvest trees for paper packaging. If  you bring

your lunch to school or work, pack it in a lunch box or reusable cloth

bag rather than in disposable paper bags. Using reusable bags not only

will help cut down on the amount of  waste in landfills, but also will

help reduce our need to produce throwaway paper products.

10. Look for ways to reduce your paper use. Try using both sides

of  every sheet of  paper, cutting paper into smaller squares for memo

paper, reusing envelopes, and other paper-saving techniques. On av-

erage, each American uses 730 pounds of  paper per year. That’s ap-

proximately 9 trees, and seven times as much as the world average.

11. Recycle your old newspapers. Americans throw away the

equivalent of  more than 30 million trees in newsprint each year. Take

them to a commercial or community recycling center if  your town

doesn’t have curbside recycling. Recycling 1 ton of  newsprint saves 17

to 20 trees, uses 30 to 70% less energy than does making paper from

Ways to Minimize DeforestationWays to Minimize DeforestationWays to Minimize DeforestationWays to Minimize DeforestationWays to Minimize Deforestation

1. Stop junk mail from arriving at your home. If  1 million people

did this, they could save 1.5 million trees and a lot of  energy. In America,

write to Mail Preference Service, Direct Marketing Association, P.O.

Box 9008, Farmingdale, NY 11735-9008. Or visit www.the-dma.org/

consumers or stopjunk.com.

2. Consider alternatives to using or buying items made from tropi-

cal hardwoods, such as teak, mahogany, ebony, or rosewood. If  you

do decide to buy them, look for woods that are marked with a Forest

Stewardship Council (FSC) label, which means they were harvested

sustainably.

3. Help protect tropical forests and birds by buying shade-grown

coffee. Coffee plantations that grow coffee under a canopy of  trees

provide better habitat for biodiversity than plantations that strip away

all vegetation but the coffee plants.

4. When making home improvements, choose woods that are

certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). FSC-certified wood

is harvested in ways that protect forests.

5. Instead of  buying a new table or dresser, shop around at used

furniture outlets, yard sales, and antique stores. Not only will you save

money—and maybe even find a real steal—but you’ll also save trees

and wood.

6. Plant and nurture trees in your community and around your

school. Trees not only produce oxygen but also guard against global

warming by absorbing CO2. They even lower our air conditioning

needs in summer by shading our homes and offices. The National

Appendix 3
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1 All items taken courtesy of www.biodiversity911.org

17. If  your business has access to the Internet, use e-mail for in-

teroffice memos and external mail. This will reduce the use of  paper

in your workplace and will save money on paper and filing. Every

year, Americans throw away enough office and writing paper to build

a 12-foot-high wall stretching from Los Angeles to New York City.

18. Consider taking a family vacation that will help biodiversity.

Earthwatch (www.earthwatch.org) is an organization that allows citi-

zens to assist with scientific research, and the group’s Web site details

a range of  research expeditions that explore the biodiversity of  the

planet. You could spend your next vacation working with scientists

studying anything from ospreys to orangutans.

19. Visit forests responsibly, remembering to bring out everything

you take in, clean up litter left by others, stay on marked trails, and

respect wildlife. To learn more, contact the Leave No Trace program

for publications and educational materials at 1-800-332-4100 or on

the Web at www.lnt.org.

trees, and reduces related air pollution by 95 percent.

12. Help start a paper recycling program at your office or school

if  there isn’t one already. Every year, the average office worker throws

away about 120 pounds of  high-grade recyclable paper. You might

collect information about recycling services in your community, orga-

nize students or co-workers to help in paper collection, and provide

information about how many resources can be saved by recycling pa-

per.

13. Buy recycled paper products for your home, including sheet

paper, envelopes, paper towels, napkins, and toilet paper. Look for

products that contain at least 50 percent post-consumer waste. This

means that at least half of the material used in making the item comes

from paper that people like you have recycled. If  your store doesn’t

carry recycled paper products, tell the manager you would like it to do

so. Encourage your employer or school to also buy recycled paper

products.

14. When making copies, use both sides of  the paper. If  your

office doesn’t have a copy machine that can do that, encourage the

purchaser of  such equipment to buy a two-sided copier next time

around. Not only will you save paper, but you’ll also need less space

for filing documents.

15. If  your company or institution uses pallets to store goods,

repair broken wooden ones instead of  disposing of  them, and con-

sider using pallets made of  alternative materials like recycled plastic.

Although these alternative materials may cost more, they last much

longer and are recyclable.

16. Donate used books and magazines to hospitals, retirement

homes, women’s shelters, or libraries. The donations not only will help

these organizations, but also will reduce the resources used to pro-

duce paper. Paper accounts for the largest percentage of  the volume

at solid waste landfills.
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His Holiness Pujya Swami

Chidanand Saraswatiji

Spiritual and Academic Education:  Touched by the hand of  God

at eight years old, Pujya Swamiji’s youth was spent in silence, medita-

tion and austerities high in the Himalayas.  At the age of  seventeen,

after nine years of  unbroken, intense sadhana, he returned from the

forest --under the orders of  his guru --and he obtained an academic

education to parallel his spiritual one.  Pujya Swamiji has master’s de-

grees in Sanskrit and Philosophy as well as fluency in many languages.

The Teaching of  Unity:  Unity, harmony, and the belief  in infinite

paths to God are the foundation of  Pujya Swamiji’s “religion.” His

goal is to bring everyone closer to God, regardless of  what name one

uses.   “If  you are a Hindu, be a better Hindu.  If  you are a Christian,

be a better Christian. If  you are a Muslim, be a better Muslim. If  you

are a Jew, be a better Jew,” he says.

In this line, he has been a leader in numerous international, inter-faith

conferences and parliaments, including the Parliament of  World Re-

ligions in Chicago in 1993, the Parliament of  World Religions in

Capetown, South Africa in 1999, and the Millennium World Peace

Summit of  Religious and Spiritual Leaders at the United Na-

tions in New York in 2000, the World Economic Forum in New

York in 2002, the World Council of  Religious Leaders at the

United Nations in Bangkok in 2002, the World Conference of

Religions for Peace in Kyoto, Japan in 2006 and the World Youth

Peace Summit at the United Nations in New York in 2006.   He is

also a leader of  frequent pilgrimages for peace across the world.
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to using the energy, strength and capability of  women to help bring

the light of  life, hope, education and assistance to abandoned, and

orphaned babies and young girls as well as widowed and impover-

ished ladies.

Awards and Recognitions: Pujya Swamiji has received dozens of

awards for both his role as spiritual leader and also for his unparal-

leled humanitarian work. Some of  the more noteworthy are as fol-

lows:

1. Mahatma Gandhi Humanitarian award,  given by the Mayor

of  New Jersey, USA for outstanding charitable and interfaith

work,

2. Hindu of  the Year, by the international magazine Hinduism

Today for masterminding the project of  the next millennium,

the Encyclopedia of Hinduism.

3. Devarishi Award, by Sandipani Vidya Niketan, under the guid

ance of Pujya Sant Rameshbhai Oza for promoting Indian

culture and heritage across the world

4. Bhaskar Award, by Mystic India and Bharat Nirman, for Out

standing Humanitarian Service

5. Prominent Personality Award, by Lions’ Club

6. Diwaliben Mohanlal Mehta Charitable Trust Award for

Progress in Religion

7. Best Citizens of  India Award

Further, he has been given the title of  Patron of  the Russian Indian

Heritage Research Foundation, Moscow, and he is also a Patron of

the Centre for Religious Experience in Oxford, UK.

Spiritual Leader and inspiration:  Pujya Swamiji is the president

and spiritual head of  Parmarth Niketan Ashram in Rishikesh, one of

India’s largest and most renowned spiritual institutions.  Under his

divine inspiration and leadership, Parmarth Niketan has become a sanc-

tuary known across the globe as one filled with grace, beauty, serenity

and true divine bliss.   Pujya Swamiji has also increased several-fold

the humanitarian activities undertaken by Parmarth Niketan. Now,

the ashram is not only a spiritual haven for those who visit, but it also

provides education, training, health care etc. to those in need.

He is also the founder and the spiritual head of  the first Hindu Jain

Temple in America. This beautiful 3-domed, masterpiece is located

on the outskirts of  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and has paved the way

for unity between Hindus and Jains across America. Pujya Swamiji is

also the founder and inspiration behind many other temples in USA,

Canada, Europe and Australia.

Guide to Youth:  Pujya Swamiji knows the youth are our future;  he is

forever changing the course of  that future through his profound ef-

fect on every youngster with whom he comes in contact.  Children

and adolescents seem to bloom like flowers under the rays of  his light.

Additionally, he gives pragmatic tools to help them unite in the spirit

of  peace, harmony and global change. Pujya Swamiji runs youth ses-

sions and camps in USA, Europe and throughout Asia.

Ceaseless Service:   “Giving is Living,” is Pujya Swamiji’s motto; he

is always in the midst of  dozens of  projects, each one a noble and

tenaciously dedicated effort to make the world a better place for all of

humanity. He is the Founder/Chairman of  India Heritage Research

Foundation (IHRF), an international, non-profit, humanitarian orga-

nization dedicated to providing education, health care, youth welfare,

vocational training to the needy population.  IHRF also, under the

guidance and inspiration of  Pujya Swamiji, is compiling the first En-

cyclopedia of  Hinduism in history.  He is also the Founder/Chairman

of  the Divine Shakti Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated
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India Heritage

Research Foundation

Pujya Swami Chidanand Saraswatiji is the founder and chairman of

India Heritage Research Foundation, a non-profit charitable organi-

zation dedicated to humanitarian and cultural projects. Founded in

1987, IHRF is committed to preserving the timeless wisdom and age-

less grandeur of  Indian culture. By weaving together ancient tradi-

tion, cultural history, a wide range of  non-discriminatory charitable

services, and inspiring youth programs, IHRF has created a tapestry

of  true, universal beauty.

The foundation is dedicated to youth, education, spirituality, culture,

inter-faith harmony, health care and ecology.  To this end, it sponsors

medical care programs, schools, gurukuls/orphanages,  training cen-

ters, large-scale spiritual and cultural events, tree-plantation and clean-

up programs, conferences geared toward inter-faith harmony, sum-

mer camps, and international youth awareness programs.  Addition-

ally, it sponsors (both financially and otherwise) educational institu-

tions that are already established but suffering from lack of  resources.

Following are examples of  only a few of  the numerous ways that

IHRF’s arms embrace humanity:

Tsunami Relief:
Since December 30, 2004, IHRF has been

actively and thoroughly engaged in tsu-

nami relief  work. We joined hands with

the Yashodhara Oberoi foundation
(headed by Vivek Oberoi) and formed
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Project Hope - for the relief, rehabilitation and restoration of  those

whose lives had been ruined by the tsunami.

Our work has been in 3 phases as follows:

Phase I: Immediate relief  work
in Devanampattinam village, Tamil Nadu.

In this phase we did the following:

1. Construction of  100 temporary homes for the displaced villagers

2. Establishment of  7 community kitchens where thousands of  vil-
lagers were fed hot meals 3 times a day, and children were given milk.

3. Establishment of  medical relief  centers next to each community

kitchen, thereby averting any epidemic or illness.

4. Establishment of  a playground for the village children.

5. Wide-scale distribution of  relief  necessities to over 4000 villagers,

including food, clothing, shoes, mats, cooking supplies, sheets & more.

6. Purchase and distribution of  over 400

new fishing nets for the villagers so that

they could return to their livelihood.

7. Repair of  over 90 boats and purchase

of  over 20 new boats for the villagers

whose boats were destroyed.

Phase II: Long Term, Permanent Relief:
Village Reconstruction in Pannithittu and Pattincheri

Project Hope has undertaken the

projects of  rebuilding the villages

of  Pannithittu and Pattincheri in

Pondicherry Territory which were

severely devastated by the tsunami.

Combined, the two villages will

have over 450 homes and each will
have a school, gardens, community

center, vocational training center,

medical center, etc.

The 100 homes for the village of

Pannithittu are complete, thanks to

the generosity of  Rotary Interna-

tional, Sadeh Lok UK and so many generous donors from all around
the world. The houses  were inaugurated on December 13, 2005 by

the hands of  the Honorable Governors of  Tamil Nadu, Uttranchal

and Pondicherry.

The village of  Pattincheri, being

sponsored entirely by Shri

Lakshmi Niwas Mittal of  London,

is nearly completed and will be in-

augurated in the winter of 2006.

With the generosity of  donors

from all over the world and the gracious assistance and support of  the

entire government of  Pondicherry, we are truly creating model vil-

lages for these people.
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Phase III: Cuddalore Town,  Tamil Nadu:
Orphanage and Women’s Center
Project Hope -- through the generosity of  Bella & Yogesh Patel and

Drs. Kiran and Pallavi Patel -- is constructing an orphanage in

Cuddalore, Tamil Nadu for all the children orphaned by the tsunami

(and for many girls who were orphaned before the tsunami as well).

There will be a school, a computer center, primary medical facilities,

dining facilities, science laboratory, dormitory facilities.

Further, we have adopted a women’s center on the adjacent land where
200 widowed, abandoned and impoverished girls/ladies live. We will

renovate and repair the women’s service center, build a full dining

hall, a computer center, vocational training center and other facilities,

and create a place where both the children and also the girls/women

will benefit greatly.

The project is nearly completed and will be inaugurated in the winter

of 2006.

Mansarover Ashram and Clinic
Under the guidance, inspira-

tion and vision of Pujya

Swami Chidanand Saraswatiji,

IHRF has built and ashram

and medical clinic on the

banks of  holy Lake

Mansarovar in the region of

Mt. Kailash in Tibet.

Prior to this project, there were no medical facilities for hundreds of

kilometers. People frequently suffered from basic, treatable ailments

due to lack of  medical attention. There was not even an indoor place

to stay.  Therefore, after undertaking a yatra to the sacred land in

1998, Pujya Swamiji took a vow that --by the grace of  God --He would

do something for the local people (who don’t even have running wa-

ter) and for all the pilgrims who travel there.

Now, the ashram (tourist rest house) and clinic  have been built and

were officially inaugurated in July 2003.

We have also built 2 halls there where satsang, meditation and so many

other divine activities can take place.

Additionally, we have built an ashram in Paryang, Tibet, on the way

to Mansarovar, the place where every yatri stays one day prior to reach-

ing Mansarovar.

We are also in the process of  constructing an ashram in Dirapuk

(4909 meters) on the sacred Kailash Parikrama route. Dirapuk is the

place where all pilgrims spend the first night of  the 2 night parikrama.

It is the location from which the darshan of  Kailash is the clearest,
closest and most spectacular.

Additionally, we have pledged our support and assistance to the local

villagers of  Mansarovar in the form of  a much-needed tractor, water
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pump and agricultural/farming assistance.

The project is truly the grace of  God and will be a divine gift to the

holy land, to all the Tibetans who live there, and to all the pious pil-

grims who cross oceans and continents in order to have a glimpse of

the abode of  Lord Shiva.

Gurukul/Orphanage
One visit to India is sufficient to

see the urgent, dire need for or-
phanages and homes for under-

privileged children. However,

simple shelters with food, beds

and babysitters are not sufficient.

These children need not only to

be fed and sheltered. Rather, they also need to be educated and trained

so they can become productive

members of  society. They need to
be inculcated with values, ethics and

spirituality which will make them

torchbearers of  Indian culture.

Our Gurukuls/Orphanages serve as

places where  nearly 200 of these

children are housed as well as educated, cultured and filled with cru-

cial values such as non-violence, truth and seva.

Their days are filled with academic studies, yoga, meditation, Vedic

chanting, reading of  scriptures, seva and special programs designed to

instill in them essential sanskaras.

Looks of  hopelessness have become looks of  optimism and hope.

Lightless eyes have become bright, shining eyes. Feelings of  destitu-

tion and despair have become feelings of  pride, faith and enthusiasm.

Y.E.S. --Youth Education Services
Many villages throughout India are
oceans of  poverty and illiteracy.  The

influx of  technology, commerce, edu-

cation and metropolitanism that has

flooded most of  India’s cities since

Independence, seems to have not

even touched these villages. They

exist as they did centuries ago.  However, one crucial change has oc-

curred.  Now, basic education and marketable skills are absolute ne-
cessities in order to subsist in even the smallest communities.  Hence,

those who lack this education and training, go to sleep hungry each

night.

In the midst of this ocean of desti-

tution, there are islands of light, is-

lands of  knowledge, islands of  hope.

The YES schools are some of  these
islands. The YES program encom-

passes dozens of  children’s schools,

women’s vocational training pro-

grams, and two orphanage/

gurukuls.

The children and women in the YES program are given not only an

education, but they are also given the priceless gifts of  hope and faith.

The YES program is dedicated to providing poor, illiterate and or-

phaned children a positive, nurturing environment, and to giving them

the best chance possible to live a life free from destitution and despair.

Parmarth Shiksha Mandir: Tribal Education
IHRF is sponsoring schools in  rural, tribal India for children who live

in lands that time forgot.  Their villages are islands of  indigence and

stagnation amidst an ocean of  economic and technologic growth.  They
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can neither read nor write nor compute simple arithmetic.

The population of  India is burgeoning out of  control --the rural, tribal

peoples are already being dominated, oppressed and defrauded by those

hungry for land, crops and cheap labor.  Left to their own simple,

uneducated ways, they will never be able to survive.

The Encyclopedia of  Hinduism
IHRF is  currently completing the revolutionary project of  compiling

the first Encyclopedia of  Hinduism in history.  The Encyclopedia will
mark the first time that the urgent need is met for an authentic, objec-

tive and insightful well of  information, capturing both the staples and

the spices of  Indian tradition and culture. This 18 volume work is

currently in the final stages of  research and compilation by over 1250

internationally renowned scholars.  The Encyclopedia of  Hinduism

will be a significant landmark, encompassing the entire spectrum of

called Bharat.

We expect to have the manuscript completed by 2007.

Rural Development Program:
We are running a rural development program in a town called Veerpur,

on the banks of  the Ganges, about 3 km south of  Rishikesh. In this

program, we are doing the following:

Water facilities – although the town lies on the banks of  the River,

most people had no running water or water for their farms. We dug a

boring well and have brought running water to this village.

Tree plantation program

Organic Gardening program – We have started a special organic

farming program as well. We have brought in trained organic farmers
and scientists to teach the local farmers alternative, chemical-free

methods of  farming. Further we will have a special “buy back” pro-

gram with them where we will buy back from them all of  their crops.

Women’s Vocational training program

Toilets, Sewage and Sanitation program.

Spirituality and Culture – we have started an evening devotional
ceremony there on the banks of  the Ganges, called Aarti. It is a way

for the villagers to come together in a spirit of  peace, culture and

piety.

Gurukul/orphanage: The second of  the two gurukul/orphanages

is here in Veerpur and we have plans to open an orphanage for girls

here as well.

Ecological “Clean, Green and Serene” Programs
IHRF runs programs dedicated to cultivating an awareness of  envi-

ronmental sanctity as well as with the mission of  restoring Mother

Earth’s natural balance. Its focus is currently on preserving holy pil-

grimage areas, called Tirthas.

Currently, IHRF is running a “Clean, Green and Serene Programs,” in

Rishikesh, Himalayas and in Veerpur. In these noble programs, IHRF

is working to clean up the holy banks of  our Mother Ganga.

IHRF is dedicated to bringing food to the hungry, medicine to

the sick, and peace to the troubled.

IHRF does not discriminate on the basis of  race, religion,

caste, gender or nationality.

 All of  its services are open to all & free to all.



H.H. Swami Chidanand Saraswatiji is president of

Parmarth Niketan Ashram in Rishikesh, India,  a true, spiritual

haven, lying on the holy banks of  Mother Ganga, in the lap of

the lush Himalayas.

Parmarth Niketan is the largest ashram in Rishikesh.

Parmarth Niketan provides its thousands of  pilgrims – who

come from all corners of  the Earth – with a clean, pure and

sacred atmosphere as well as abundant, beautiful gardens. With

over 1000 rooms, the facilities are a perfect blend of  modern

amenities and traditional, spiritual simplicity.

The daily activities at Parmarth Niketan include morning

universal prayers, daily yoga and meditation classes, daily

satsang and lecture programs, kirtan, world renowned Ganga

aarti at sunset, as well as full Nature Cure, and Ayurvedic

treatment available on the premises.

Parmarth Niketan Ashram,
Rishikesh (Himalayas), India
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Sa* gachadhva* sa* vadadhva*

sa* vo man!*si j!nat!m

Dev!bh!ve yath!p#rve samj!n!n!m up!sate

Let us walk together hand in hand.

Let us talk together with love and compassion.

Let our minds understand each other well.

Let us live together in peace

through mutual sharing and acceptance.
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Sarve bhavantu sukhina/, sarve santu nir!may!/

Sarve bhadr!@i pa_yantu m! ka_cit du/khabh!g bhavet.

May all be happy. May all be healthy.

May all be enlightened and cultured.

May no one suffer pain or strife.

Om  Shantih.......Shantih.......Shantih......

Additionally, there are frequently special cultural and

spiritual programs given by visiting revered saints, acclaimed

musicians, spiritual and social leaders and others.

Further, there are frequent camps in which pilgrims come

from across the world to partake in intensive courses on yoga,

meditation, pranayama, stress management, acupressure, Reiki

and other Indian, ancient sciences.

Parmarth Niketan’s charitable activities and services make

no distinctions on the basis  of  caste, color, gender, creed or

nationality.  Instead they emphasize unity, harmony, peace,

global integrity, health, and the holistic connection between the

body, mind and spirit.

True to its name, Parmarth Niketan is dedicated to

the welfare of  all. Everything is open to all and free to all.




